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Summary 
 
Archaeological excavation in advance of the construction of a new Child Development Centre at 
RAF Lakenheath revealed activity dating from the mid Iron Age to the Early Saxon periods.  The 
main period of occupation, however, was the Late Iron Age/early Roman period and the results 
of the archaeological work demonstrate agricultural landscape use comprising a trackway with 
associated fields, paddocks and pens.  The track follows a similar alignment to that of the 
existing Lord’s Walk and it is likely that this was a route to move livestock between winter 
pasture on the heath and summer pasture on the fen-edge.  The system of gated and fenced pens 
and paddocks provides a means of singling animals out and controlling the flocks.  This is 
certainly part of a larger pattern of landscape use and further work in this area can be expected to 
expand this picture. 
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Planning application no. F/99/637 
Date of fieldwork:  January –March 2001 
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1. Introduction 
 
An extensive archaeological excavation of 0.612 ha was carried out at RAF Lakenheath between 
January and March 2001 in advance of the construction of a new Child Development Centre. 
The site lies on the north side of Lord’s Walk at Grid Ref.: TL 7264 7998 (Fig. 1) towards the 
top of a gentle north-facing slope.  It had previously been occupied by a number of 1940’s-50’s 
Nissan huts as a well as later brick buildings, and the existing land surface could be seen to have 
been terraced with some built up ground on the north side and expected truncation to the south.  
In addition there were known to be many services crossing the site.  These factors led to the 
expectation that the preservation of the archaeology would be poor.  Late Iron Age and Roman 
finds had been recovered from features near-by during the monitoring of housing refurbishment 
in 2000 (Caruth 2002) and a single undated burial had been found on the site in 1995.  The 
surface geology was predominantly weathered chalk with some areas of yellow Breckland sand. 
 

 

ERL 089 
The Site

RAF Lakenheath

Th  F  

 
 
Figure 1 Site location 
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2. Archaeological background 
 
RAF Lakenheath lies in the north-west corner of Suffolk between the eastern edge of the fens 
and the western margins of Breckland.  This is an area rich in archaeological deposits of all 
periods, and settlement and burial from the Iron Age to Anglo-Saxon periods has been identified 
within the air-base.  Archaeological work has revealed Late Iron Age and Roman features, 
probably representing dispersed settlement in areas to the north and south of this site (Fig. 2).  
This forms part of a larger linear spread of occupation stretching for more than a kilometre, 
starting at the intense Late Iron Age and Roman settlement centred around Caudle Head mere, a 
natural spring.  A Late Iron Age coin hoard (ERL 048) was found at the southern end of the 
known limits of this.  Anglo Saxon settlement has been found extending north-west from a point 
870m north-east of this site and three large Anglo-Saxon cemeteries have been excavated 500m 
north-east of the site.  A single burial was found on the site during BT work in 1995 (Tester 
1995) and another burial during housing refurbishment in early 2002 (Caruth 2003).  These 
skeletons have since been C14 dated to 2450±50 BP (GU-10584, 770-400BC) and 1935±55 BP 
(GU-10887, 50BC-220AD) respectively (Appendix 7). 
 

 
 
Figure 2 Site in relation to nearby sites 
 
3. Methodology 
 
The work was carried out in accordance with a Brief and Specification issued by Jude Plouviez, Suffolk County 
Council, Conservation Team (Appendix 1). 
 
The site covered 6120sq.m.  This was excavated and recorded in three separate stages (Fig. 3).  The main part of the 
site covered 4600sq.m and was dug between January and March 2001.  The second area lay under the cable comms 

 

Crown Copyright.  All rights 
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building and was excavated after this was relocated in May 2001.  The third area lay under the Laundromat and this 
was excavated after demolition in March 2002.   Occasional monitoring was carried out on other areas of the site. 
 
All areas were stripped by a mechanical excavator equipped with a toothless bucket, to the surface of the subsoil.  
The site had previously been extensively developed and no archaeological horizons above subsoil survived.  The 
subsoil was sand and chalk and numerous modern disturbances could be seen cutting it (Appendix 5).  These were 
plotted immediately after stripping using a Total Station Theodolite (TST) and ignored thereafter.  Features were 
sectioned by hand; c. 10% samples of each ditch, 50% of each pit and isolated posthole and 100% of each structural 
feature.  These were all plotted using a TST, planned at 1:50 and sections drawn at 1:20.   No features were sieved.  
A slightly higher proportion of ditches 0104, 0105 and 0106 were excavated as these were used as training sections 
for a group of scouts who were completing their archaeology badge.  The entire site area was periodically metal 
detected. 
 
The site was recorded under the SMR number ERL 089, context numbers 0101 to 0548 were issued. 
All finds were kept.  The site archive is kept in the small and main stores of SCCAS in Bury St Edmunds. 
 

4. Summary of phasing 
 
The phasing of this site is based on a combination of finds dating, stratigraphy and spatial 
relationships. The site can be divided into three periods of occupation: the mid Iron Age Period 
(Phase 1) including a rectilinear enclosure, scattered pits and a grave; the Late Iron Age to early 
Roman Period (Phase 2) comprising a trackway with a series of probable paddocks and fields 
and the Early Anglo-Saxon Period (Phase 3) made up of a few scattered features.  In some cases 
phasing has proved problematic, not least because of the difficulty of determining the difference 
between some of the Iron Age and Early Anglo-Saxon pottery, the absence of datable finds from 
many of the early features and the presence of many suspected residual and intrusive finds.  Sub-
phasing has been attempted within Phase 2 but this has been complicated by the sequential 
nature of the activity in this phase, making it hard to define specific sub-phases and leading to 
some slightly arbitrary divisions.  However it is possible to see the broad development of the 
Late Iron Age and early Roman occupation. 
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Main excavation area 
(inc evaluation trenches)

Evaluation trenches

Laundromat area

4020
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Figure 3  Plan of excavated areas 
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5. Description 
 
5.1. Phase 1 Iron Age 
This comprises part of a rectilinear enclosure made up of ditches 0148, 0257 and 0376, a scatter 
of pits, and grave 0168 (Fig. 5) found during the monitoring of a BT excavation trench in 1995 
(Tester 1995).  These can be identified as either being stratigraphically early or containing 
exclusively pottery dating to the mid Iron Age (500-300BC - prehistoric pottery report, section 
6.2.1).  The grave has a C14 date of 2450±50BP (770-400BC at 95.4% probability), which is 
early to mid Iron Age.   
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Figure 5 Phase 1 plan 
 
The enclosure formed by ditches 0148, 0257 and 0376 lies on an alignment just south of east-
west and the north-west corner is contained within the site.  An area of 0.44ha seems to be 
enclosed, but as ditches 0257 and 0376 are very slight the absence of them on the south side of 
the site cannot be said certainly to prove that the return of the enclosure lies beyond the site edge.  
Ditch 0148 parallels the west side of the enclosure and butts aligned with the edge of phase 2 
ditch 0209 (Fig. 4); however it predates all the other ditches and contained one sherd of Iron Age 
pottery.  It is therefore most likely that this relates to the early enclosure with which it aligns, 
rather than the later ditches.  Ditch 0257 runs into the later ditches 0209 etc. and cannot be seen 
beyond them, again this may be due to its shallow nature but the presence of pit 0277 (which is 
cut by the later ditches) located on the same alignment may suggest that there is some structural 
feature, perhaps an entrance, at this point.  There is a short length of stratigraphically early ditch 
0402 which may also belong to Phase 1. 
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The pits fall into two categories, those primarily located at the east side of the site, which contain 
moderate quantities of unabraded Iron Age pottery and the remainder, mostly in the west half of 
the site, which contain occasional abraded and non diagnostic prehistoric pottery sherds.  Where 
relationships between the western pit group and the later ditches are identifiable, the pits are 
earlier, but it is possible that these represent a later phase of activity than the pits to the east, 
although predating the main agricultural use.  There are a number of unphased pits across the site 
(section 5.4 and Fig. 21) which have no stratigraphic or artefactual dating but may also be part of 
phase 1. 
 
Spread 0522 is located between two small chalk ridges and probably represents the survival of a 
spread of occupation soil in a small hollow. 
 

Description of the principal features 
Pits (Fig. 6) 
Feature Description phase 
0113 Circular pit, 1.52m in diameter x 0.6m deep, filled with dark grey brown sand and 

containing Iron Age pottery. 
1 

0177 Oval pit, 1.85m long x 1.4m wide and 0.46m deep, one of group on north side of ditch 
0154.   Upper fill of dark brown sand, 0178, looks to cut fill of ditch 0154 but this may 
well be a later slump into the top of both.  The main fill, mid brown sand was difficult 
to distinguish between the features.  Other pits in the group appeared to be cut by the 
ditch. This was possibly cut by pit 0184.  Two sherds of prehistoric pottery were 
recovered from the upper fill.  

1 

0184 Large  circular pit, part of a group on the north side of ditch 0154, 1.4m in diameter x 
0.5m deep and filled with mid to dark grey-brown sand containing one sherd of 
prehistoric pottery.  It possibly cut pit 0177. 

1 

0228 Oval pit only partially uncovered, 1.8m x >0.9m x 0.6m deep filled with dark grey 
brown sand fill and containing three worked flints.  Part of the group situated on the 
north side of ditch 0154, no relationship with the ditch visible. 

1 

0230 Oval pit 2m in diameter x 0.7m deep filled with mid to dark grey-brown sand and 
probably cut by ditch 0154 and pit 0228 but the relationships are unclear.  Part of group 
in north side of ditch 0154. 

1 

0249 Small pit c. 0.5m in diameter x 0.54m deep, filled with mid to dark brown sand and cut 
by ditch 0154. 

1 

0259 Shallow oval pit cut by modern disturbance but 0.9m x >0.4m x 0.15m deep, filled 
with mixed mottled black and brown silt  with some chalk and fired clay on the E edge.  
There was one sherd of prehistoric pottery and some animal bone and fired clay 
fragments within the fill. 

1 

0366 Large pit on edge of site 2m wide x >0.6m x 1m deep, filled with grey sand, charcoal 
and fired clay.  23 sherds of Iron Age pottery and animal bone recovered from the fill. 

1 

0372 Small pit 0.95m x 0.65m x 0.2m, filled with very dark grey sand and containing  7 
sherds of Iron Age pottery. 

1 

0381 Oval pit 2m x 1.2m x 0.38m deep, filled with dark grey sand and containing two sherds 
of Iron Age pottery and cut by ditch 0322. 

1? 

0396 Small pit 0.4m in diameter x 0.14m deep, filled with pale grey silty sand and 
containing one sherd of Iron Age pottery. 

1 

0401 Oval pit 1.5m x 1.1m x 0.7m deep, filled with banded grey, dark grey and charcoal rich 
sand.  Iron Age pottery recovered from the fills as well as animal bone including an 
articulated horse limb. 

1 

0410 Pit cut by pit 0366 and the east edge of the site.  At least 0.8m in diameter and 0.4m 
deep, filled with dark brown sand. 

1 

0464 Small irregular shaped pit n the edge of ditch 0470, c. 1m wide x 0.24m deep, filled 
with orange-brown silty sand and containing 16 sherds of Iron Age pottery. 

1 

0539 Deep, straight sided circular pit,  1.8m in diameter x 1.2m deep, filled with grey sand 
over dark organic looking silts, infilled from the south side.  One sherd of Late Iron 
Age pottery recovered from the upper grey sand fill. 

1 
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Figure 6 Phase1 pit sections 
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Ditches (Fig. 7) 
Feature Description phase 
0148 North-south aligned ditch which butts against ditch 0209 and is cut by 0529, but may 

cut 0528.  It was filled with gravelly brown sand, 0.6m wide x 0.1m deep, and some 
animal bone and worked flint was found within it. 

1 

0257 Shallow, curving pale brown sand filled ditch, 0.69m wide x 0.19m deep, visible 
intermittently across the site.  Cut by ditch 0154 and pit 0130. 

1 

0376  Two discontinuous lengths of E-W ditch 0.48m wide x 0.17m deep.  These are a 
continuation of 0152 in the centre and east of the site, filled with pale brown sand and 
cut by ditch 0322 and pit 0536. 

1 

0402 Short length of narrow curving ditch, 0.6m wide x 0.3m deep, filled with pale brown 
sand and runs into and cut by 0407. 

1? 

0528 Small north-south aligned gully, 0.4m wide x 0.16m deep, that runs into and may be 
cut by ditch 0148.  It is filled with mid-pale brown sand. 

1 

 

 
Figure 7 Phase 1, ditch sections 
 
Other features 
Feature Description phase 
0186 Circular posthole, 0.4m in diameter x 0.26m deep, filled with dark grey sand over mid 

brown sand.  Probably cut by pits 0177 and 0184. 
1 

0277 Shallow posthole 0.58m in diameter x 0.21m deep, filled with coarse dark grey sand, 1 
0522 Irregular spread 5.5m x 3m x 0.1m deep, filled with pale coarse sand.   1? 
0523 Possible posthole 0.69m in diameter x 0.12m deep and filled with dark grey sand. 1 
 

 
Figure 8 Phase 1, other feature sections 
 
The grave was allocated context number 0168 within the excavation series as its location was 
visible as a modern disturbance.  The skeleton was originally found by workmen and the skull 
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was brought into the Archaeological Service Office by Mildenhall Police.  The site was visited 
and the remainder of the skeleton was archaeologically excavated.  This showed that the body 
was crouched and that although some of the bone was damaged by the workmen the state of 
preservation was good.  Subsequent C14 dating (Appendix 7) has indicated that it was early to 
mid Iron Age in date. 
 
5.2. Phase 2 Late Iron Age and early Roman 
Phase 2 includes the majority of the features on the site.  It represents a series of intercutting and 
re-cut ditches which in some cases follow slightly altered alignments and represent subtle 
changes in the field systems whilst performing the same functions and enclosing the same 
landscapes.  The dominant feature of this phase is a pair of east-west aligned parallel ditches 
made up of a sequence of cuts, forming a trackway which is punctuated by north-south ditches 
dividing the spaces either side of it.  The pottery from the features is mainly Late Iron Age and 
early Roman, the latest possible date being early 2nd century AD.  Some Early Anglo-Saxon 
pottery from the tops of some of the ditches is probably intrusive into the upper slumped fill and 
contemporary with their disuse.  The earliest features are likely to date to 1st century BC and the 
latest ditches appear to have been filled in the early 2nd century AD.  This suggests a c. 200 year 
span for Phase 2. 
 

0 15 30

metres

 
 
Figure 9 Phase 2 (all sub-phases) plan 
 
It is possible to identify certain ditch lines which clearly seem to be earlier versions of the same 
divisions but in other cases it less easy to establish whether ditches represent replacements or 
contemporary structural details.  The number of intercutting features, and the difficulty of being 
certain of all the relationships, coupled with the belief that this represents a continuing sequence 
of use, means that although basic distinctions can be made, it is difficult to be completely certain 
of the detail of the sub-phasing.  Some of the stratigraphically earlier features seem spatially to 
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relate to later ones thus emphasising the continuity of all these features.  Towards the end of the 
phase there are some features which appear to suggest a more dramatic change in the division of 
the landscape.  Four sub-phase divisions have been used but cross-overs between features within 
these sub-phases is likely. 
 
The two main parallel east-west ditch lines form a trackway c.15m wide and the main north-
south ditches create divisions and partitions either side of this, although the main evidence is for 
partitioning of the north side.  Butt ending ditches, short lengths of ditch, pits and postholes 
probably form gates and entrances.  There are two more complex ditch arrangements which seem 
to form very small enclosures, these are made up by 0408 and 0461 (c.2m x 4m)  in phase 2i and 
0102, 0179, 0304 and 0369 c.11.5m x 4m with a subdivision 8m along its length) in phase 2iv.   
 

Description of the principal features 
Phase 2i 
The earliest sub-phase, 2i contains the features cut by the main ditch system (Fig. 10), and 
occasional features apparently spatially related.  These are east-west ditch 0154 with a north-
south line made up of ditches 0199, 0255 and 0271 and pits 0130 and 0207.  At the east end of 
the site the earlier ditches are 0407, 0408, 0461 and 0544.  These intercut each other and 0408 
seems to have a spatial relationship with later ditch 0409 (phase 2ii) so this is a very general 
distinction.  Pit 0536 is included as it is cut by pit 0542 (phase 2ii).  
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Figure 10 Phase 2i plan      

Black = Phase 2i 
Red = Phase 2ia 
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Ditches 
Feature Description phase 
0154 E-W aligned ditch that is part of a group of ditches including 0246, 0209, 0211, 0146, 0273, 0318 

etc.  0154 appears to butt along the F gridline.  It was filled with mid brown sand, and was of 
variable size, but never greater than 0.7m wide x 0.25m deep.  A single sherd of Iron Age pottery 
was recovered from the west end of the site near a group of pits which it probably cut.  It was cut by 
ditch 0104 and pits 0205 and 0185 and cut ditch 0257. 

2i 

0199 Fragment of ditch, 0.5m wide and 0.3m deep, possibly part of 0165, fades away to the south and 
filled with orange-brown sand (section not included). 

2i 

0255 Shallow N-S aligned ditch, 0.95m wide x 0.29m deep, at the north end of the site, with a butt end 
roughly aligned with 0165.  Filled with grey-brown sand. 

2i 

0271 North-south aligned ditch which butts at ditches 0209 and 0211, filled with brown sand and with a 
triangular profile 0.8m wide and 0.2m deep.  There was one sherd of undatable prehistoric pottery 
in the fill. 

2i 

0407 E-W aligned ditch with 'V' shaped profile, 0.8m wide x 0.51m deep, which cuts 0402 and 0408 and 
is cut by 0409. It disappears into 0409 and it is not possible to tell whether this has any relationship 
with ditch 0461.  There is a possible pit on the edge of 0407 but this may not be a separate feature.  
Fill is mid brown sand but no finds were recovered from it. 

2ia 

0408 Narrow north-south aligned ditch 0.8m wide x 0.34m deep which butts to north, cut by 0407 and 
0409.  There is a short length of a parallel additional cut on the east side and a further length of 
ditch, 0544 at the south edge of the site is probably a continuation of it.  The fill is pale coarse sand, 
there were no finds. 

2i 

0461 N-S ditch which parallels 0408, is cut by 0409 but does not appear beyond it and corners into 0408 
to the north.  This is probably the same as 0407 but it is not certain.  The fill is fine red-brown sand 
with small stones and contained four sherds of Early Saxon pottery. 

2ia 

0472 Shallow N-S aligned ditch 1.48m x 0.3m deep,  cut by ditch 0457.  Orangey brown sand fill, 
ephemeral at best. 

2i 

0544 Short, unexcavated length of north-south ditch that aligns with 0408.  Cut by 0497 and 0476. 2i 
 
Pits 
0130 Oval pit 1.85m long x 1.1m wide x 0.32m deep which cut ditch 0257.  There with two fills, orange-

brown silty sand over darker brown silty sand which contained some fired clay and worked flint. 
2i-ii 

0207 Shallow circular feature 0.8m x 0.7m x 0.35m with black and grey sand fill.  No finds  
0536 Rectangular pit 3m x 0.9m x 0.38m deep, filled with mid brown sand with charcoal flecks with pale 

brown gritty sand at the base. Although slightly grave-shaped this contained no evidence of having 
a burial function. 

2i 
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Figure  11 Figure 2I, sections 
 
Phase 2ii 
The main phase 2ii (Fig. 12) contains the east-west ditches making up the northern ditch line, 
0246 (0146, 0209, 0211 and 0318) and 0409 and the ditches along the southern line, 0152 and 
0476.  There are also north-south ditches, 0273 (which corners east and runs into 0246) and 0104 
and 0278, 0322, 0470, 0494, 0509 and 0510, and 0408 may continue in use into this sub-phase.  
There are additional east –west ditches 0457, and 0427 and gully 0497.  There are some pits and 
postholes, 0142, 0205, 0214, 0216, 0219, 0221, 0225, 0262, 0285 and 0548 also in this sub-
phase. 
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Figure 12 Phase 2ii plan 
 
East-West ditches (Fig. 13) 
Feature Description phase 
0146 E-W ditch 1.2m wide x 0.29m deep, part of the 0246 complex and probably a continuation of 0209 

and 0211.  This one does not have a western butt end cut and shows the south edge of 0246 to be 
continuous.  The fill was orange brown sand and contained a sherd of Iron Age and three sherds of 
mid 1st century AD pottery. 

2ii 

0152 E-W aligned ditch on the south edge of the site, up to 2.5m wide and 0.3m deep.  It aligns with and 
may be the same as 0457 and two cuts become apparent towards the west end, it appears to butt 
near 0528 and cuts it and 0527.  The fill was coarse brown sand and a sherd of Iron Age pottery was 
recovered from it. 

2ii-iii 

0209 E-W ditch 1.4m wide x 0.4m deep and with a dark grey-brown sand fill.  Runs roughly parallel to 
0211 at the west end but further east it crosses and cuts it.  The relationship with 0273 couldn't be 
determined.  0209, 0211 and 0273 all respect roughly the same line across most of the site (under 
single context number 0246) and probably represent re-cuts and re-defining of the same boundary.  
Four sherds of Iron Age pottery were found within it. 

2iia 

0211 Ditch, 0.6m wide x 0.2m deep, running roughly parallel to 0209 but cut by it at a point where the 
alignments change slightly.  The relationship with 0273 couldn't be determined.  0209, 0211 and 
0273 all respect roughly the same line across most of the site (under single context number 0246) 
and probably represent re-cuts and re-defining of the same boundary.  Orange-brown sand fill,  
pottery dating to the Iron Age and mid first century AD was recovered from it. 

2ii 

0246 Overall number used where ditches 0209, 0211, 0273 come together although the separate cuts 
were still visible at the base, but it was not always obviously on site which cut belonged to which!  
Finds recovered from this non-specific number were dated from the Iron Age to early Roman 
period and include an Icenian coin. 

2ii-iii 

0318 Double butt ended ditch, 1.08 m wide x 0.34m deep (max), part of the 0246 group, the western butt 
is a lower cut under the general fill of 0246 and aligns with another butt end in an adjacent ditch 
(0314) and the butt end of ditch 0154.  The fill was orange-brown soft sand and six sherds of Iron 
Age pottery were recovered from it. 

2iia-iii 

 

Black = Phase 2ii 
Red = Phase 2iia 
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Feature Description phase 
0409 E-W ditch 1.84m wide x 0.40m deep, which aligns with 0246 filled with mid grey-brown sand and 

fine gravel.  Butts at west end, possible fragmentary second cut on the north edge - see 0443 and 
0474.  0409  rises over chalk subsoil and re-establishes west of it before the butt end.  There was 
one sherd of undatable prehistoric and sherd of Roman pottery recovered from it. 

2ii-iii 

0427 Short length (c.7.2m) of E-W aligned ditch in the south-east corner of the site, filled with mid 
brown sand, 1.14m wide x 0.24m deep, part of a complex with 0408 and 0457. 

2ii-iii 

0457 E-W aligned ditch 1.1m wide x 0.27m deep, probably a continuation of 0152.  This butts to the east 
but fragment 0427 is probably it restarting, the discontinuity may be due to its shallow depth rather 
than deliberate.  Dark brown sand fill which contained one sherd of Bronze Age, two sherds of Iron 
Age and one sherd of Roman pottery 

2ii-iii 

0476 E-W aligned ditch (1.4m wide x 0.32m deep)  south of 0567, cuts ditch 0498.  It fades out to the 
west and butts to the east, where it starts up again, almost immediately in ditch 0547.  There are two 
small short lengths of N-S ditches which extend from it northwards (0509 and 0470).  The fill is 
brown sand and finds of Iron Age and undatable prehistoric pottery were recovered from it. 

2ii 

0497 Short length of small E-W aligned ditch, 0.6m wide x 0.15m deep lying on the south side of 0476.  
Cut by 498 and cuts 0544.  The fill is dark grey-brown sand and a single  sherd of Iron Age pottery 
was recovered from it. 

2ii 

0547 Unexcavated ditch that butts opposite 0476. 2ii 
 
 

 
Figure 13  Phase 2ii, east-west ditch sections 
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North-South ditches (Fig. 14) 
Feature Description phase 
0104 N-S ditch, cut by 0105 and which butts up against the north edge of 0246.  Ditch 0278 which 

starts opposite it on the south side of 0246 is probably contemporary.  Coarse brown sand fill, 
triangular profile, 1.6m deep x 0.3m deep.  Pottery dating from the prehistoric to the Early 
Saxon period was recovered from the fill, although the Saxon pottery was from the upper fill 
of a single section. 

2ii-iii 

0273 North-south aligned ditch, 0.7m wide x 0.18m deep, parallel to 0271 but curving east, rather 
than butting and then running parallel with 0209 and 0211.  Brown sand fill containing 
occasional sherds of Iron Age pottery. 

2ii 

0278 N-S ditch 0.75m wide x 0.2m deep, which butts opposite 0104 against the south edge of 0246, 
after 4m this disappears into modern and is not seen again. Pale grey-yellow sand fill 
containing five sherds of Iron Age pottery. 

2ii-iii 

0322 North-south ditch 1.2m wide x 0.4m deep, which has irregular course fading out to the north, 
it continues south until 0246 but cannot be seen beyond it.  Extensive modern disturbance 
obscures any detail or relationship information.  It cuts ditch 0376 (0152).  The fill was mid 
brown sand from which 21 sherds of Iron Age pottery were recovered, the majority of which 
(15 sherds) came from section 0386 adjacent to pit 0381 and the rest from nearby. 

2ii-iii 

0494 Small north-south ditch 0.8m wide x 0.37m deep, with a triangular profile less steep on the 
east side.  It has  bulbous butt at the north end which aligns with 0476.  These two features 
may form the NW corner of an enclosure.  Pale brown sandy-silt fill. 

2ii-iii 

0509 Part of a NE-SW aligned ditch extending north from 0476, only 1m visible but it doesn’t 
appear beyond 0457 so may be butt ending similarly to 0470. No section. 

2ii 

0510 Narrow north-south aligned ditch, 0.3m wide x 0.05m deep, which extends out of 0457 and 
terminates in a butt end to the north.  This may be the same as short length 0509 which 
extends from 0476. Orange-brown sand fill. 

2ii-iii 

0550 Linear feature 5.7m long x 0.9m wide and 0.38m deep, on the east edge of ditch 0408.  May 
be recut of 0408 but relationship unclear.  Not a well defined feature. 

2ii+ 
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Figure 15 Phase 2ii, pit and posthole sections 
 
Pits (Fig. 15) 
Feature Description phase 
0142 Circular pit 1.4m in diameter x 0.5m deep, cut by ditch 0105 and filled with dark grey sand.  A 

single sherd of Roman pottery was recovered from the fill. 
2ii 

0182 Pit 1m x 0.75m x 0.2m cut by ditch 0175 and filled with grey-brown sand fill. 2ii 
0205 Small pit 0.75m x 0.65m x 0.15m deep, filled with dark grey sand and cutting the south edge of 

0154. 
2ii+ 

0214 Oval pit 1.2m x 1m x 0.3m deep filled with mid brown sand but with a large stone placed in the 
centre.  There were no finds. 

2ii? 

0216 Oval pit 1.2m x 0.75m x 0.2m deep, filled with fine dark grey brown sand. 2ii? 
0221 Shallow oval pit 1.1m long x 0.33m wide and 0.12m deep and filled with fine but stony dark grey-

brown sand. 
2ii? 

0223 Small oval pit 1m x 0.7m x 0.5m deep filled with mid and dark grey-brown sand with some burnt 
flints. 

2ii? 

0225 Oval pit 0.82m x 0.34m x 0.28m deep with two grey and brown sand fills. 2ii? 
0262 Circular pit on south side of ditch 1.2m in diameter and 0.14m deep, filled with soft pale brown 

sand, no relationship visible with the ditch.  This was a slightly unconvincing feature and may not 
be real. 

2ii? 

0285 Large circular pit 1.5m in diameter x 0.34m deep, filled with dark grey mottled sand and cut by 
ditch 0105.  This possibly cuts ditch 0154. 

2ii-iii 
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Feature Description phase 
0309 Irregular shaped pit c. 1m x 0.6m x 0.4m deep cut by gully 0165 and filled with grey-brown sand. 2ii-iii 
0542 Circular pit 0.6m in diameter x 0.34m deep, filled with pale brown coarse sand and cutting pit 0536. 2ii 
0548 Small circular pit, 0.64m x 0.21m and filled with coarse yellow-brown sand fill. 2ii? 
 
Postholes (Fig. 15) 
Feature Description phase 
0219 Small circular posthole 0.2m in diameter x 0.08m deep, filled with burnt sand and charcoal. 2ii? 
 
Other ditches (Fig. 15)  

Feature Description phase 
0470 Short length of N-S ditch coming off ditch 0476 and running up to 0457.  Filled with orange-

brown sand, 0.36m wide x 0.23m deep.  Probably contemporary with 0476 (no section). 
2ii 

 
Phase 2iii 
Phase 2iii (Fig. 16) represents some apparent modifications to the main arrangement.  Ditch 
0498 replaced ditch 0476 at the east end of the site creating an enclosure corner.  At the west end 
of the site ditch 0275, with its central break, replaced cornering ditch 0273 and east-west ditch 
0529 was dug.  A ditch butt end, 0551 on the south edge of 0246 is apparent and ditch 0543 can 
be seen butting opposite this possibly creating an entrance.  A possible structure is indicated by 
postholes 0429, 0453, 0455, 0456, 0491, 0520 and 0521.  Posthole 0513 which cuts ditch 0510 is 
also included here.  Many of the pits and postholes included in phase 2ii could equally belong in 
this phase. 
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Figure 16 Phase 2iii, plan 
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Only the features that do not appear in previous phases are described below (and Fig. 17). 
 
Feature Description phase 
0150 Oval pit 1.2m x 0.62m x 0.28m and filled with dark grey brown sand. 2iii 
0268 Oval posthole, 0.52m x 0.25m x 0.14m deep, filled with dark grey sand. 2iii 
0275 North-south ditch parallel to 0271 and 0273 but butting and starting up again. 2iii 
0453 Irregular shaped pit 1.5m x 0.9m x 0.3m deep, filled with grey-brown sand. 2iii 
0455 Small circular pit, 0.75m in diameter, 0.2m deep and filled with red-brown sand, possibly 

with mineralised Fe content. 
2iii 

0456 Small circular pit, 0.75m in diameter, 0.2m deep and filled with pale brown sand. 2iii? 
0491 Small oval pit 0.7m x 0.4m x 0.3m deep, filled with grey sand. 2iii? 
0498 Narrow ditch, 0.58m wide x 0.12m deep, north-south aligned and cornering and butting to 

the west.  Cut by 0476 and cutting 0497. Brown sand fill. 
2iii 

0505 Butt end of ditch 0476, grey sand fill.  2iii? 
0513 Small pit that cuts ditch 0510 (no section). 2iii 
0520 Shallow oval pit, 1.5m x 1m x 0.14m deep.  Pale sand fill 2iii 
0521 Small, shallow circular posthole 0.4m in diameter x 0.07m deep and filled with black, 

charcoal rich silt (no section). 
2iii 

0529 Small gully, east-west aligned  2iii 
0530 Small oval pit, 0.5m x0.4m x 0.1, filed with dark grey, stony sand. 2iii 
0543 East-west aligned ditch, 1.2m wide max x 0.16m deep on south edge of ditch 0209.  No 

relationship visible. 
2iii 

 

 
 
Figure 17 Phase 2iii, sections 
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Phase 2iv 
Finally phase 2iv (Fig. 18) includes the north-south features on a slightly more easterly 
alignment, the main one of which is 0105 which cuts right through both the main 2ii-iii east-west 
ditch lines.  The other ditches are 0102, 0161, 0165, 0179, 0304, 0354 and 0369.  East-west ditch 
0333, 0351 and 0393 (three disconnected lengths which are certainly part of the same feature) 
runs at the northern end of the site, and may cut 0105.  This is effectively a new phase as it cuts  
right through the track, but it has been annotated as phase 2iv because it falls into the same 
period of activity and appears to represent a probable continuation of the same type of activity 
with a shift in location. 
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Figure  18 Phase 2iv, plan 
 
Main North-South aligned ditches (Fig. 19) 
Feature Description phase 
0105 North-south ditch which cut across the site, cutting 0104, 0246 and other features.  It was 

filled with mid brown silty sand, 0.9m wide x 0.30m deep at the north end and 1.26m wide 
and 0.46m deep at the south.  Pottery dating from the Iron Age to late first century Roman 
was recovered from the fill. 

2iv 

0106 North-south ditch which curves slightly to the west and butts near the centre of the site.  The 
fill was grey-brown sand with frequent stones,  0.8m wide x 0.3m deep.  Pottery dating 
predominantly to the late first and early 2nd centuries AD was recovered from the fill. 

2iv 

0161 North-south gully 0.24m wide x 0.08m deep, butting at the south end in the west end of the 
site. Grey-brown sand fill. 

2iv 

0165 North-south double butt ended length of ditch 0.7m wide x 0.5m deep.  It was filled with 
grey-brown sand with a layer of burning in one area.  One sherd of Roman, five sherds of 
Iron Age pottery and fragments of animal bone were recovered from the fill. 

2iv 

0354 Short slightly curving linear feature, filled with mid yellow brown sand, 0.68m wide x 
0.18m deep. 

2iv 
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Other ditches (Fig. 19)  

Feature Description phase 
0102 E-W aligned ditch that cuts 0104 and appears to butt against 0105.  Filled with pale grey-

brown sand, 0.52m wide x 0.26m deep.  A single sherd of updateable prehistoric pottery was 
recovered. 

2iv 

0179 Small cornering gully, 0.7m wide and 0.5m deep, located near 0102 and probably relating to 
0304.   It ran into 0104 and did not appear beyond 0105.  It cut pit 0182 but relationships 
with other ditches could not be determined.  Pottery dating from the Iron Age to the 2nd 
century AD was found. 

2iv 

0304 N-S aligned curving ditch 0.68m wide x 0.12m - 0.03m deep, very shallow and fades out to 
the south, probably a continuation of 0103 and 0179 (no section). 

2iv 

0333 E-W ditch 0.9m wide x 0.22m running along the extreme north edge of the site, probably the 
same as 0351 and 0393.  The fill was mid brown sand which contained a large amount of 
animal bone. 

2iv 

0351 E-W ditch 0.92m wide x 0.28m deep, a continuation of ditch 0333, filled with mid brown 
sand. 

2iv 

0393 Short length of E-W aligned ditch at extreme NE corner of the site, probably the same as 
0333.  Filled with pale brown sand, 0.5m wide x 0.16m deep. 

2iv 

 

 
Figure 19 Phase 2iv, sections 
 
5.3. Phase 3 Early Saxon 
 
Only three features fall into this phase, 0120, a palisade type ditch, 0156 a small flat based pit, 
possibly a tiny SFB and pit 0235 (Fig. 20).  0120 and 0156 both contained Early Saxon pottery 
and 0235 contained pottery that was either Early Saxon or Iron Age.  0235 has been put into this 
phase because of its square shape which is similar only to 0156, but obviously it could belong to 
the Iron Age group of pits.  A curving ditch 0443 (originally identified as two individual 
lengthsusing an additional context number 0485) may also be in Phase 3 as its alignment is at 
variance with all the Phase 2 alignments but there is no independent dating to support this. 
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Figure 20 Phase 3, plan 
 
Feature descriptions (Fig. 21) 
Feature Description Phase 
0120 NW/SE aligned ditch filled with dark brown sand which cornered and butted within the site.  

This was probably palisade feature as there was evidence for a vertical structure within the 
ditch.  It had a triangular profile, was 0.8m wide x 0.38m deep and Bronze Age, Iron Age 
but mostly Early Saxon pottery was recovered from the fill. 

3 

0156 Square pit 2.1m x 1.9m x 0.35m deep, filled with dark brown sand containing some stones, 
23 sherds of Early Saxon pottery, animal bone, fired clay and a fragment of human bone. 

3 

0235 Large square pit 1.8m x 0.45m, filled with dark grey-brown sand with occasional stones and 
some charcoal and containing five sherds of Iron Age or Early Saxon pottery and some fired 
clay fragments. 

3 

0365 Small circular pit 0.7m in diameter x 0.24m deep, filled with dense charcoal rich sand and 
probably cuts ditch 0443. 

3? 

0443/0485 Two ends of a shallow curving ditch, 0.55m x 0.08m, and filled with orange-brown sand.  
The relationship with 0409 is unclear . 

3? 
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Figure 21 Phase 3 sections 
 
5.4. Unphased 
There are a number of unphased features, mostly pits and postholes which have no datable 
material and no stratigraphic relationships (Fig. 22). 
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Figure  22 Unphased features 
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Postholes (Fig. 23) 
Feature Description 
0159 Shallow circular posthole 0.4m in diameter x 0.07m deep with grey-brown sand fill. 
0174 Oval posthole 0.61m x 0.43m x 0.36m deep, filled with dark brown sand. 
0266 Circular posthole, 0.56m in diameter x 0.36m deep and filled with dark grey sand. 
0325 Small circular posthole 0.2m in diameter x 0. 24m deep filled with dark grey sand. 
0327 Small circular posthole 0.3m in diameter x 0.4m deep  filled with dark brown sand. 
0414 Small circular posthole 0.25m wide x 0.13m deep and filled with mid brown silty sand. 
0360 Small circular posthole 0.34m in diameter x 0.23m deep and filled with dark grey-brown sand. 
0362 Possible circular posthole 0.46m in diameter x 0.26m deep and filled with grey-brown sand. 
0417 Small circular posthole 0.25m in diameter x 0.12m deep with orange-brown silty sand fill. 
0419 Small circular posthole 0.18m in diameter x 0.13m deep and filled with orangey brown silty sand. 
0421 Small circular posthole 0.30m in diameter x 0.09m deep and filled with orange-brown sand. 
0423 Small, shallow, circular posthole 0.27m in diameter x 0.05m deep and filled with orange-brown sand. 
0425 Small circular posthole 0.34m in diameter x 0.12m deep and filled with orange-brown sand. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 23 Unphased posthole sections 
 
 
Pits (Fig. 24) 
Feature Description 
0116 Small, shallow irregular shaped pit, 0.46m wide x 0.09m deep and filled with dark grey sand. 
0118 Small oval pit, 1.48m long x 0.68m wide and 0.3m deep and filled with leached dark grey-brown sand. 
0133 Fragment of a pit seen on the edge of an evaluation trench with brown sand fill (no section). 
0135 Oval pit 1.4m long x 0.8m wide and 0.4m deep.  There was evidence of burning on the fills which were 

grey sand with charcoal fragments with fire reddened sand on the SW side. 
0247 Oval pit c. 1.5m long x 0.9m wide and 0.4m deep, with modern disturbance distorting the shape and filled 

with mid grey-brown stony sand.  There was some burnt flint in the SW corner of the fill. 
0337 Ill defined pit 0.9m x 0.6m x 0.3m, filled with dark grey sand fading to the edges. 
0343 Ill defined, possible pit 0.7m x 0.5m  x0.1m, filled with dark grey sand but possibly a tree hole. 
0387 Small oval pit, 0.9m x 0.75m x 0.2m deep, filled with mid grey-brown silty sand. 
0389 Small oval pit 0.5m x 0.4m x 0.2m deep, filled with mid grey-brown silty sand. 
0391 Small pit 0.8m x 0.65m x 0.3m deep filled with dark grey silty sand with some charcoal. 
0398 Irregular shaped shallow pit filled with dark silty sand, may not be real (no section). 
0406 Circular pit 0.8m in diameter x 0.4m deep, filled with dark grey stony sand. 
0431 Shallow oval pit 0.6m x 0.9m x 0.2m deep, filled with dark grey-brown sand. 
0433 Oval pit 1.1m x 0.8m x 0.33m deep, filled with dark grey-brown sand with occasional charcoal flecks. 
0449 Circular pit 0.8m in diameter x 0.24m deep, filled with mid grey-brown sand. 
0490 Shallow circular pt 2.55m in diameter x 0.28m deep and filled with mid grey sand. 
0532 Oval pit, 1.2m x 0.95m x 0.44m deep, filled with dark grey sand flecked with occasional charcoal. 
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Feature Description 
0538 Circular pit 0.86m in diameter x 0.44m deep with two distinct fills, upper fill a mid brown sand, lower 

fill of charcoal with burnt flint and fire-reddened stones. 
0541 Small pit 0.9m in diameter x 0.35m deep, filled with charcoal rich sand and containing one sherd of 

undiagnostic pottery. 
0552 Ill-defined feature >2.5m long x 0> 1.25m wide and a maximum of 0.1m deep.  This was visible where 

ditch 0376 faded out but no relationship was identifiable.  It was filled with pale yellow-brown sand and 
could be natural (no section). 

 
 

 
Figure 24 Unphased pit sections 
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6. Finds and environmental evidence by Cathy Tester 
 
6.1. Introduction 
Table 1 shows the quantities of finds collected during the excavation.  A full quantification by 
context is included as Appendix 3.1. 
 

Find type No. Wt/g 
Pottery 1007 5641 
CBM 2 16 
Fired clay 57 2321 
Worked flint 63 363 
Burnt flint/stone 22 215 
Silver 1  
Copper alloy 1  
Iron 6 20 
Human bone 1  
Animal bone 868 4532 
Shell 2 2 
Charcoal 8 -  

Table 1. Finds quantities. 
 
6.2. Pottery  
A total of 1007 sherds of pottery weighing 5641g and ranging in date from the prehistoric to the 
Early Saxon Period was found.  The quantities by period are summarised in Table 2 and a 
detailed quantification by context is included in Appendix 3.2.  

 
Period No. % No. Wt./g % Wt. Av. Wt./g 
Prehistoric  245 24.3 1504 26.7 6.1 
Roman 717 71.0 3787 67.1 5.3 
Early Saxon? 44 4.7 350 6.3 7.9 
Total pottery 1007  5641  5.6 

Table 2. Pottery by period. 
 

6.2.1. Prehistoric pottery 
by Sarah Percival 
 
Excavations at ERL 089 produced an assemblage of 245 sherds of prehistoric pottery weighing 
1504g.  The fabric quantities by period are in Table 3 which shows that the majority of the 
sherds were of mid Iron Age date (97.5%, 1467g).  Small quantities of possible Bronze Age 
pottery were also present along with some undatable sherds of which some may have been early 
Saxon.  The assemblage was in poor condition with many small sherds and few diagnostic forms.  
No complete vessels or vessel profiles were present.  
 

Period No. % No. Wt./g % Wt. 
Bronze Age 3 1.2 16 1.1 
Iron Age 225 91.8 1467 97.5 
Undatable 17 6.9 21 1.4 
Total 245  1504  

Table 3. Prehistoric pottery quantities by period. 
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Methodology 
The assemblage was analysed using the pottery recording system described in the Norfolk Archaeological Unit 
Pottery Recording Manual and in accordance with the Guidelines for analysis and publication laid down by the 
Prehistoric Ceramic Research Group (PCRG 1992). The total assemblage was studied and a full catalogue was 
prepared. The sherds were examined using a binocular microscope (x10 magnification) and were divided into fabric 
groups defined on the basis of inclusion types present. Fabric codes were prefixed by a letter code representing the 
main inclusion present (F representing flint, G grog and Q quartz). Vessel form was recorded; R representing rim 
sherds, B base sherds, D decorated sherds and U undecorated body sherds. The sherds were counted and weighed to 
the nearest whole gram. Decoration and abrasion were also noted. The pottery and archive are curated by Suffolk 
Archaeological Unit. 
 
The Bronze Age Pottery 
Three sherds of Bronze Age pottery were found (16g). The sherds were identified by the 
distinctive grog tempered fabric (G1) but were very small and of undiagnostic form. Two of the 
Bronze Age sherds were found in ditch fills (0457 and 0481) and one was found within a spread 
(0317).  
 
The Earlier Iron Age Pottery 
Two hundred and twenty-five sherds of Iron Age pottery were recovered from fifty contexts. The 
assemblage represented a minimum of seventeen vessels. The small number of diagnostic sherds 
made exact dating difficult; however the presence of a jar form with slashes to the rim top and 
some pieces with scored decoration suggests the assemblage belongs to the mid Iron Age around 
500-300BC.  
 
Fabric 
Four fabrics were identified from three fabric groups. The most abundant fabric group contained 
quartz sand, found either with rare flint (Q2) or in combination with organic material and flint 
(Q1).  Sandy fabrics (920g) represented 62.7% of the total assemblage weight, flint-rich fabric 
(F1) made up just under a third of the assemblage (29.6%, 434g) with organic fabric (O1) 
making-up the remaining 7.7% (113g) (see Table 4 below).  Organic fabrics are exclusively 
associated with surface scoring.  
 

Fabric Description  No. % No. Wt./g % Wt. 
F1 Common angular flint with quartz sand.  68 30.2 434 29.6 
O1 Sandy organic fabric with sparse flint soft often scored 5 2.2 113 7.7 
Q1 Quartz sand with sparse organic and occasional sub-angular 

flint.  
65 28.9 430 29.3 

Q2 Quartz sand and very occasional flint. Often burnished.  87 38.7 490 33.4 
Total  225  1467  

Table 4. Iron Age pottery fabric quantities. 
 
The predominance of quartz sand tempered fabrics with smaller quantities of flint tempered 
sherds is a common pattern observed within mid Iron Age assemblages (Ashwin 1996). The 
presence of organic material within the assemblage is not unusual for Iron Age pottery from 
northern East Anglia but can be easily confused with early Saxon handmade sherds, which are 
very similar in appearance and composition. As pottery of both the Iron Age and Saxon periods 
was found at the site, some misidentification is possible.  
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Form 
The assemblage contains a minimum of seventeen vessels, and comprises thirty-six rim sherds 
(312g) representing sixteen vessels, one base sherd and 186 undecorated body sherds. The sherds 
are too small for most forms to be accurately recorded; however it appears that jar forms 
dominate. The assemblage appears to be domestic in nature and contains both fine thin-walled 
forms with burnished surfaces and coarser cooking pots, there is also a single example of a 
scored storage jar. The majority of the jars have rounded shoulders, short slightly everted necks 
and rounded rim endings. There are two decorated vessels, a medium-sized jar with incised 
slashes running diagonally along the flattened rim top and the storage jar which has scored 
decoration on the body of the pot and fingertip impressions on the rim top. The majority of the 
sherds are undecorated. 
 
Deposition 
The pottery was recovered from fifty contexts. Just under half of the sherds came from ditch fills 
(46%, 674g) and have an average sherd weight (ASW) of 5.6g. The ditch fill assemblage has a 
high degree of abrasion and contains only nine rim sherds and no decorated sherds. The small 
sherd weight and general poor condition of the sherds suggests a high degree of residuality 
within the ditch fill assemblage.  
 
Pit fills contribute 44.6% (654g) of the assemblage and contain the majority of the rim sherds 
(27) as well as the only base sherd found at the site. The sherds from the pits have a higher ASW 
of 7.6g and are generally better preserved indicating that the pits may be of mid Iron Age date 
and that the pottery was freshly deposited at the time of their original construction. Seven pits 
contained pottery, of these two contained over twenty sherds (0113 and 0366) and two contained 
fifteen or more (0401 and 0464).  
 
The remaining sherds were recovered as unstratified finds (2.5%, 36g) from an unspecified 
feature (1.3%, 19g) an occupation layer (0.2%, 3g) and from natural features (4.8%, 71g). These 
features contained no diagnostic  sherds.  
 
Discussion 
The small Iron Age assemblage is typical of mid Iron Age assemblages in Northern East Anglia 
being comprised predominantly of quartz sand tempered fabrics with a smaller quantity of flint 
tempered sherds and being characterised by undecorated slight-shouldered jars with short upright 
rims.  Decoration where it does occur is limited to slashing or fingertip impressions applied to 
the rim top.  Similar assemblages have been excavated at Park Farm Wymondham (Ashwin 
1996) and on the line of the Norwich Southern Bypass (Ashwin and Bates 2000 126).  A slightly 
unusual element of the assemblage is the presence of the scored storage jar.  The form imitates 
Scored Ware storage jars found widely in Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire from the mid-Iron 
Age (Elsdon 1993, 2).  Scored assemblages are also found in Cambridgeshire where they date to 
the mid to later Iron Age.  The large roughly scored storage jars found in Cambridgeshire are 
predominantly of shell tempered fabric and the organic temper used in the ERL089 example may 
mimic this.  
 

6.2.2. Roman pottery 
Excavation produced a total of 717 sherds of Roman pottery weighing 3787g and with an 
estimated vessel equivalent of 4.86 based on 28 measurable rims.  The fabric quantities are 
summarised in Table 5 and detailed quantification by context is in Appendix 3.2 
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Fabric code No. % No. Wt./g % Wt. Eve % Eve av.wt 
Black surfaced wares BSW 266 37.2 870 23.0 168 34.6 3.3 
Grey micaceous wares (black) GMB 114 15.9 892 23.6 168 34.6 7.8 
Grey micaceous wares (grey) GMG 11 1.5 44 1.2 28 5.8 4.0 
Miscellaneous sandy grey wares GX 100 14.0 271 7.2 8 1.6 2.7 
Horningsea grey wares HOG 18 2.5 248 6.6 14 2.9 13.8 
Horningsea grey wares (black-surf.) HOGB 72 10.1 1078 28.5 53 10.9 15.0 
Mica-dusted wares MIC 3 0.4 72 1.9 17 3.5 24.0 
Miscellaneous oxidised wares RX 126 17.6 247 6.5 30 6.2 2.0 
Storage jar fabrics STOR 1 0.1 13 0.3   13.0 
Verulamium-region whiteware   VRW 2 0.3 41 1.1   20.5 
West Stow fineware WSF 2 0.3 8 0.2   4.0 
Total  717  3787  486  5.3 

Table 5. Roman pottery fabric quantities. 
 
Methodology 
The pottery was quantified by sherd count and weight and estimated vessel equivalent (Eve.)  Roman wares were 
classified using the type series devised for recording Roman pottery at Pakenham (unpublished) which is standard 
for all SCC excavations but is supplemented by Hawkes & Hull’s (1947) Camulodunum typology and Evans’ notes 
on Horningsea pottery (1991) when necessary.  Quantification is by fabric, but forms were noted as they occurred 
and each ‘sherd family’ given a separate entry on the database table.  A x10 microscope was used to identify the 
fabrics.  Table 5 provides a key to the fabrics present in this assemblage, listing them by common name followed by 
the codes used for this report.  SCCAS pottery recording forms were used and the results were input onto an Access 
97 table.   
 
The Roman pottery was found in thirty-five contexts within nine stratified features or feature 
groups — two pits and seven ditches and one context was unstratified.  The pottery from ditches 
accounted for 99% of the collection, which is typical for a rural site of this period and 98% of it 
came from the four main ditches 0104, 0105, 0106 and 0246.  The amount from pits was 
negligible and the remainder was unstratified.  The condition of the pottery was good although 
the average sherd weighed only 5.3g.  The figure is slightly misleading however, partly due to 
the fact that although fairly substantial proportions of some single vessels were found, some of 
them were very fragmentary, such as the RX flagon from ditch 0105 (0253) which weighed 178g 
and was in 100 pieces.  
 
The wares 
Eleven Late Iron Age or Roman fabric groups were identified and they included local and 
regional coarsewares and finewares but are dominated by coarsewares which is also typical for a 
rural assemblage of this date.  Fineware fabrics are very sparse in this collection.  There are no 
imports and only two local or regional wares were identified.  West Stow finewares (WSF) 
consisted of just two non-diagnostic sherds, one with a circular stamp (ditch 0104, fill 0202).  
Mica-dusted wares (MIC) were also classified as a ‘fineware’ and are represented by a straight-
sided dish with an out-turned reeded rim most like a Cam 41 (Hawkes and Hull 1947, 218 Fig 
47, No 22-24) which was from ditch 0105, section 0253 (Fig. 25, No.3).    
 
Coarsewares are dominated by four main groups — BSW, GM, GX and HOG — which together 
account for 81.3% of the total sherds, 90% of the weight and 90.3% of the Eves.  
 
Black-surfaced wares (BSW) which account for 37.2% of the total sherds, 23% of the weight and 
34.6% of the Eves, are a broad category that consists of all of the non-micaceous black-surfaced 
wares from unknown but presumed local sources.  In Late Iron Age and early Roman collections 
it is generally regarded as a transitional or ‘romanising’ fabric with origins in the hand-made 
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potting traditions of the Late Iron Age.  It is similar to Gregory’s (1991) Fison Way, Thetford 
fabrics GW2 and GW5, which are grouped together and described as wheel-made versions of the 
most common hand-made fabric HM1 and a “catch-all for non-micaceous early Roman ‘native’ 
wares.”  In this collection, most of the BSW sherds have been recorded as having a dark sand 
fabric, very dark brown to black, with a grain size that can range from quite fine to fairly coarse 
and occasionally containing grog and burnt organic material.  The same fabric has been seen in 
other early Roman assemblages in the vicinity of Eriswell and Lakenheath and is typical of 
‘romanising’ black-surfaced wares in this part of the county — that is — outside of the ‘Belgic’ 
boundary but not outside its sphere of influence.  Probably the earliest piece is a neckless double-
cordoned jar from ditch 0246, fill 0283 (Fig. 25, No. 1) whose method of manufacture is 
uncertain, although it appears to be wheel-finished at least.  It is most similar to a Cam 209 but 
the rim is distinctively different.  Other forms identified are two globular beakers of type 3.7, one 
with coarse barbotine dots (ditch 0106, fill 0191) and the other with roller-stamped decoration 
(ditch 0105, fill 0340).  High-shouldered jars type 4.1, including a ‘Braughing jar’ with a rilled 
shoulder (ditch 0106, fill 0195), cordoned/carinated jars of type 5.1 as in Fig. 25, No. 2 (ditch 
0106, fill 0190) and other uncertain necked jar forms were also identified. 
 
Grey micaceous wares, which account for 17.4% of the total sherds, 24.8% of the weight and 
40.4% of the Eves, occur here in the black and grey-surfaced variants.  All of the sherds are in 
what is recognised as a ‘standard’ GM fabric which has a fine uniform texture with few 
inclusions except very abundant mica throughout.  The same fabric is a significant component of 
Roman assemblages from sites in north and north-west Suffolk and a common source in the 
north of the county is suggested — the closest known kilns are in the Wattisfield area.  In this 
collection, the black-surfaced variant (GMB) dramatically out-numbers the grey by about 10 to 1 
in count, 20 to 1 in weight and 6 to 1 in Eves.  GMB forms identified were necked jars, probably 
high-shouldered types (from ditch 0104, fill 0332; ditch 0105, fills 0140 and 0340), 0340), a 
‘Braughing jar’ (ditch 0105 fill 0253 - Fig.25 No. 5), as well as uncertain jar forms including 
cordoned jars.  A Cam 24 platter (ditch 0104, fill 0173 ditch 0106, fills 0190 020 - Fig. 25, No. 
4,) and a lid type 8.1 (ditch 0246, fill 169) were also identified.  The grey-surfaced variant 
(GMG) was only found in two contexts and only one form was identified — a globular beaker 
type 3.7 from ditch 0106 (0193.) 
 
Much less common in this collection are miscellaneous sandy grey wares (GX) which account 
for 14% of the total sherds, 7.2% of the weight and 1.6% of the Eves.  They come from a variety 
of unknown but presumed local sources and are represented by a globular beaker type 3.7 and a 
cordoned jar type 5.1 (both from ditch 0105, fill 0253).  These fabrics are usually regarded as 
‘fully-romanised’ and their relative lack of representation in this collection may be a reflection of 
its ‘earliness.’  It is also notable that so many of the GX sherds are non-diagnostic, small and 
abraded, usually found as single sherds and obviously not from primary deposits — possibly 
even intrusive.  The extremely low Eve is another indication of their relatively minor status as a 
fabric group, but in any case, the only forms identified are early — they could have the same 
date as the other coarseware forms. 
 
By weight, Horningsea wares are the most common (35.1%), but this is partly due to the 
presence of large thick pieces from storage jars.  The sherd count equals 12.6% and the Eves are 
13.8% of the assemblage.  It is notable that in this collection the majority of these wares occur in 
the black-surfaced variant (HOGB) which out-numbers the standard grey-buff variant (HOG) by 
about 5 to 1 in sherd count and 4 to 1 in weight and Eve’s.  HOGB forms identified were Evans’ 
Type 1 and Type 1-2 storage jars with square-ended everted rims from ditches 0106 (0201) and 
0246 (0252/0291 - Fig. 25, No. 6,) as well as an Evans’ type 24-29 standard-sized jar with a 
beaded everted rim (0340) and other uncertain jar forms.  Forms identified in the standard HOG 
variant are Evans’ type 1-2 storage jars found in ditches 0105 (0253) and 0246 (0203).  
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The rest of the coarseware fabrics are minor elements of the collection and include 
miscellaneous red wares (RX) which are represented by a substantial proportion of a single small 
flagon from ditch 0105 (0253), possible Verulamium-region white wares (VRW) represented by 
a single non-diagnostic jar base from ditch 0106 (0190) and storage jar fabrics (STOR) also 
represented by a single sherd. 
 

 
Figure 25 LIA/Roman Pottery at 1:4 (drawn by Donna Wrethall). 
 
Illustrated vessels (Fig. 25) 
1 Cordoned jar. BSW, dark sand fabric. wheel-made? black surface, burnished. LIA. Ditch 0246, fill 0283. 
2 Cordoned jar 5.1. BSW, dark coarse sand, ‘romanising’ fabric. Soot on ext. Ditch 0106, fill 0190. 
3 Dish Cam 41 (fig 47 No.22). MIC, dark coarse quartz sand fabric. Mica dusted. Mid –late 1st C. Ditch 

0105, fill 0253. 
4 Platter Cam 24ca. GMB, overall burnished, soot ext. Mid –late 1st-early 2nd C. Ditch 0104, fill 0173; ditch 

0106, fills 0190, 0201. 
5 ‘Braughing’ jar.  GMB.  Mid –late 1st C.  Ditch 0105, fill 0253. 
6 Storage jar, Evans’ 1-2, HOGB  2nd C?  Ditch 0246, fills 0252 0291. 
 
Discussion  
The dominance of coarsewares and near lack of finewares or imports is typical for a rural site of 
this date, as is the dominance of ditches in the pattern of deposition.  Most of the Roman material 
(99%) was found in the four main ditches and their overall date would suggest that the field 
system which was probably established in the Late Iron Age/early Roman period had gone out of 
use, possibly as early as the end of the 1st century AD or at least by the early 2nd century.  There 
is no other pottery evidence until the Early Saxon Period which suggests a gap of two to three 
centuries between the latest Roman and the Saxon use of the site.  No Roman pottery was found 
in association with Saxon pottery; they seem to be mutually exclusive over the site.   
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It is notable that the three black-surfaced fabric groups BSW, GMB and HOGB dominate the 
Roman pottery assemblage, and particularly interesting to see the dominance of the HOGB 
fabric in this collection because here it really seems to have the same chronological significance 
as the other early black-surfaced wares BSW and GMB.  This association adds further weight to 
the theory that Horningsea products are already reaching sites in the north-west of the county 
during the later 1st century.  
 
The Horningsea kilns are known to have been in production during the 1st century soon after the 
Conquest (Hull and Pullinger 2000) but their products are only thought to have been distributed 
beyond the immediate vicinity from the mid-2nd century onwards.  The storage jars which are so 
distinctive do not have close dates themselves and tend to be given the same broad date as that 
for the wider distribution of the products.  It is also difficult to assign anything but the very broad 
date range to other less-than-diagnostic sherds. 
 
As the kilns are only 22 km away from the ERL 089 site, they may fall into the category of ‘local 
distributors’ as Evans (pers. comm.) called them at Littleport, Cambs. which is a similar distance 
from Horningsea.  Ignoring the conventional date makes it much easier to assign an early Roman 
date to this assemblage overall because there is absolutely no other material — form or fabric — 
that would date this group beyond the early 2nd century or even the late 1st. 
 
The possibility that Horningsea is a local distributor should also be considered when dating the 
pottery from other sites in the north-west of the county — Mildenhall, Lakenheath, Eriswell and 
Icklingham which are all within 9 to 24 km.  Recent excavations in these parishes generally have 
included Horningsea products as a very significant proportion of the Roman pottery supply as 
more practice has been gained at recognising a wider range of its form and fabric variants.   
 

6.2.3. Post-Roman pottery 
Forty-four sherds (350g) of hand-made pottery were identified as possibly Early Saxon.  The 
pottery, which could not be certainly identified, was all sand and organic tempered and was 
given the broad fabric code HMSO.  The sherds are undecorated and no forms were identified.  
Even an upright rim from ditch 0461 (0463) could not be positively identified as either Saxon or 
Iron Age.  The sherds came from five features — two pits and three ditches — none of which 
contained other pottery.  Three of the groups were from upper fills of features (ditches 0120 and 
0104, pit 0156) which might suggest later deposits.  The largest group (23 sherds, 197g) was 
from the upper fill of pit 0156 (0157).  It is notable that this group is in good condition and has a 
higher than average sherd weight of 7.9g which may indicate a shorter deposition cycle because 
it is the most recent.  On balance, it seems slightly more likely that these sherds are Saxon 
although the possibility that they are Iron Age cannot be ruled out. 
 
6.3. Ceramic Building Material (CBM)  
Two small fragments of CBM identified (by Sue Anderson) as compressed shale brick (c.1950) 
were collected from pit 0113, fill 0114 (15g) and ditch 0105 fill 0140 (1g).  In both instances it 
was probably intrusive.  
 
6.4. Fired clay 
Fifty-seven fired clay fragments (2321g) were collected from seven features — six pits and a 
ditch.  All of the material was fairly soft and had a sandy fabric.  The fragments were small and 
abraded in all but pit 0156 which contained a significant amount (2251g) of fired clay.  The fills 
of pit 0156 (0157 and 0438) contained a homogenous group of material.  The pieces were thick 
(50-60mm) and had one flat smoothed surface but there were no wattle impressions on any of the 
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opposite surfaces.  Their function is not known but it was probably structural (walls, floor or 
hearth). 
 
6.5. Worked flint 
by Sarah Bates    
 
Methodology 
Each piece of flint was examined and recorded by context. The material was classified by category and type with 
numbers of pieces and numbers of complete, corticated, and patinated pieces being recorded.  Additional descriptive 
comments were made as necessary.  The recorded information was input into an ACCESS database for the purpose 
of analysis.  Abbreviations of the flint categories used in the database are:  Blad = blade, Core = core, Flak = flake, 
Retf = retouched flake, Utfl = utilised flake.  Descriptions of the flint types used in the database are available in the 
archive. 
 

The assemblage 
A total of 62 pieces of struck flint were recovered from the site.  The flint is mid to dark grey in 
colour.  Cortex, where present, is mostly medium to thick and is slightly speckled and dark 
cream in colour.  Sometimes there is a thick layer of white patina beneath the outer cream cortex. 
Some pieces have an abraded or patinated cortex or their surviving platform is patinated showing 
that already weathered material was used for knapping.  Almost all of the flint was recovered 
from the fills of ditches and pits.  The assemblage is summarised in Table 6 and the full 
catalogue by context is shown in Appendix 3.3. 
 

Type No. 
Multi platform flake core 1 
Single platform flake core flake 1 
Core fragment 1 
Flake 49 
Blade-like flake 4 
Blade 3 
Chip 1 
Retouched flake 1 
Utilised flake 1 

Table 6. Summary of flint types. 
 
Two cores are present. One is a small cortical fragment, 0229, which has had flakes struck from 
around one side and then from across its platform area. The other, 0386, also small, has had 
flakes and, probably, some small blades struck from one platform and from all around its 
circumference. It is patinated a bluish grey in colour. A fragment, possibly from another core is 
also present, 0340. 
 
Most of the assemblage consists of small unmodified flakes many of them irregular and often 
squat in shape. The nature of the flakes and the pronounced bulbs apparent on many of them 
show that they were struck by direct percussion with a hard hammer. Most of the flint is quite 
sharp and a few pieces are very sharp. 
 
A small number of small blades/blade-like pieces are also present, 0233,0243, 0340, and two soft 
hammer struck blade-like flakes, 0101 and 0229, are patinated a bluish white in colour.  
 
No formal tools are present but a hard hammer struck flake, 0282, has retouch along one edge 
and a thin irregular shaped flake, 0253, has a possible utilised edge and point. 
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Flint by context 
Six small flakes came from the fill 0113 of a possible Late Iron Age pit 0114, three of them are 
burnt. A single flake came from the fill 0540 of a possible Roman pit 0539.  
 
Five irregular flakes came from the fill 0149 of ditch 0148 which has been assigned to Phase 1. 
Most of them have been struck by hard hammer and all are sharp. 
 
A small multi platform flake core and two small blade-like flakes, one of them patinated a bluish 
white colour, came from fill 0229 of pit 0228 which is assigned to Phase 1.  
 
Two patinated flakes were recovered from fill 0185 from pit 0184 which has been assigned to 
Phase 1 and thought to be of prehistoric date. 
 
Six pieces of flint, mostly small, were found in the fill of ditch 0154 which has been assigned to 
Phase 2i and may be of Iron Age date.  
 
Three flakes, one of them a squat hard hammer struck piece, were found in pit 0130, Phase 2i.  
 
A small flake and a small single platform flake core on a thermal fragment were found in the fills 
of ditch 0322 which has been assigned to Phase 2ii-iii and has a possible Iron Age spot date. 
 
Eight flints were recovered from fills of ?associated ditches 0273/0246. One retouched flake is 
present. The ditches have been assigned to different sub-phases of Phase 2 and individual 
contexts have various spot dates. It seems most likely that the flint was residual.  
 
A total of twenty flints was recovered from the fills of ditches 0104, 0105 which have been 
assigned to Phase 2 and are probably of Roman or Saxon date. The flint is therefore residual. It 
consists mostly of small unmodified pieces. A possible core fragment, two neat blades, and a 
utilised flake are also present. 
 
A single flake was found in the Saxon pit 0156, fill 0157 
 
One flake was found in spread 0317 and two were from unstratified context 0101. 
 

Discussion 
The assemblage is quite small and there are no diagnostic tools present. The small size, irregular 
nature and often squat shape of many of the flakes represent hard hammer struck material from 
an industry of later prehistoric date (Later Neolithic to Iron Age?). However there are a small 
number of pieces which may date to the earlier Neolithic period. These are the small blades and 
blade-like pieces, some at least of which have been struck by soft hammer. The bluish white 
patina of a couple of pieces may also be due to their greater age and possibly the small patinated 
core may also date to the earlier period. 
 
Much of the flint from the site was found in the fills of ditches which probably date to the 
Roman or Saxon periods and was therefore residual in these contexts. The worked flint is 
evidence of activity in the vicinity during the prehistoric period however and it is possible that 
some of the undated features may date to that period. 
 
6.6. Burnt flint  
Twenty-two burnt flints weighing 215g were collected from ten contexts which included four 
pits (three Iron Age? and one undated) and five ditches (three Roman, one Iron Age and one 
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undated).  There are no large groups and the pieces are mostly small but of the classic ‘pot 
boiler’ appearance.  The material, which probably represents prehistoric activity on the site, has 
most likely been redeposited.   
 
6.7. Metal work 
6.7.1. Small finds  (Coin by Jude Plouviez) 
SF1000  Silver Iron Age coin, Icenian Pattern-Horse Anted type, probably VA-710 (or 711).  
Obv: back to back crescents, similar to Allen 1970 nos 127, 129, 134. Rev: horse to r., pellet 
“flower” (c.6 dots around one central) above; pellet triangle and an indistinct diagonal line of 
pellets below, with T and D of the Anted monogram partially visible.  Similar to Allen 1970 
no.131. Diameter 14mm, weight 1.13gm. Some corrosion, especially on lower half of reverse.  
C.1-50AD. (Ditch 0246, fill 0282) 

 
SF1001 A copper alloy wire, curved flat section, undated was found in posthole 0414, fill 0415. 

 6.7.2. Iron 
Three nail fragments with square shafts were found in ditch 0106 (fill 0190), ditch 0105 (fill 
0253) and ditch 0409.  
 
Small irregular fragments of flat sheet were collected from pit 0401 (fill 0405) and ditch 
0104/0105 (fill 0202). 
 
6.8. Biological evidence 
6.8.1. Human bone (identified by Sue Anderson) 
One piece of well-preserved human bone, an adult parietal fragment, was found in the upper fill 
of pit 0156 (0157). The bone, which was found in association with possible Early Saxon pottery 
and modern brick, is intrinsically undatable. 
 

6.8.2. Animal bone 
by Alexis Willett 
 
Introduction 
A total of 868 animal bone fragments (NISP 187) weighing 4.532 kg was excavated from the 
site.  The bones are generally in a poor state of preservation with the surfaces very eroded and 
very fragmentary in nature.  The bones analysed for this report were all hand-collected during 
the excavation and thus a bias towards the larger skeletal elements and species must be taken 
into account for this assemblage. 
 
Methods 
All the bones were examined by eye and, for each taxon in each context, were assessed in terms of skeletal 
elements, number of identified specimens (NISP), weight, level of maturity, any cut/chop marks, gnaw marks, heat 
damage, pathology and any other observations.  Mammal bones were identified using Schmid (1972).  The results 
were recorded on faunal remains forms and entered into a MS Access database.  The full list by context is in 
Appendix 3.4.  The letter codes used in the database for the taxa are shown in Table 7 and the codes used to describe 
maturity are as follows:  U = unfused, G = fusing, F = fused, X = unknown. 
 
Results 
Table 7 shows the summary of quantification by taxa.  Only 8.5% of the total number, 
comprising just 0.6% of the total weight, of animal bone fragments were unidentifiable.  Eight 
taxon categories were identified, although two of these are broad groupings in order to narrow 
down the classification of those fragments that were not specifically identifiable.  The broad  
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groupings are defined as: 
 
Large mammal  - an animal approximately the size of cattle / equid / large deer; 
Medium mammal  - an animal approximately the size of sheep / pig / small deer. 

 
Taxa Code No. % No. NISP % NISP Wt./g % Wt./g 
Cattle (Bos taurus) B 137 15.8 31 16.6 1234 27.2 
Sheep (Ovis aries) O 9 1 8 4.3 886 19.5 
Sheep / goat (Ovis / Capra) O/C 41 4.7 34 18.2 24 0.5 
Pig (Sus scrofa) S 162 18.7 19 10.2 230 5.1 
Equid (Equus sp.) E 71 8.2 7 3.7 621 13.7 
Large mammal LM 91 10.5 44 23.5 243 5.4 
Medium mammal MM 7 0.8 3 1.6 86 1.9 
Rabbit (Oryctolagus) ORC 276 31.8 39 20.9 1181 26.1 
Unidentifiable UN 74 8.5 2 1.1 27 0.6 
Totals  868  187  4532  

Table 7.  Summary of animal bone quantification. 
 
Assemblage composition 
A typical range of taxa was identified in this animal bone assemblage.  In terms of the number of 
identified specimens, the large mammal category accounts for the greatest proportion of the 
assemblage at 23.5%.  Although the rabbit/hare bones are the next greatest in quantity (NISP 
39), the majority of these appear to be from one individual.  Similar quantities of cattle and 
sheep/goat are present in this faunal remains assemblage (NISP 31 and 34 respectively), with 
less pig bones (NISP 19) and only a few bones from the other taxon groups.  
 
Overall, only very small quantities of any taxon were present in this assemblage.  Only a small 
range of taxa comprise this assemblage which is likely to be explained by the poor state of 
preservation of the bones, indicating that smaller bone elements and species would not be 
represented had they been originally present.  The minimum number of individuals has not been 
calculated for this site due to the small sample size and poor state of bone preservation.  
 
The cattle, sheep/goat and pig bones are likely to represent food waste.  The equid bones may be 
from animals kept on the site in the past.  The rabbit bones may be considered as intrusive.   
 
Element frequency 
A range of skeletal elements, representing the cranial, axial and appendicular regions of the 
skeleton, from each taxa are present in this assemblage.  No distinct patterns within the 
components or phases are apparent. 
 
Age 
The maturity of the taxa in this assemblage was difficult to assess due to the poor state and 
fragmentary nature of the bones.  Of those bones where the maturity could be assessed, few 
immature bones were observed.  Hence, no obvious patterns of maturity within taxon groups or 
skeletal elements were seen. 
 
Data by context 
Animal bones were recovered from a total of forty-four contexts in twenty-five features or 
feature groups — twelve pits and thirteen ditches.  Overall, there are no decisive patterns of 
distribution of the animal bones across the site or throughout the phases.  However, it can be said 
that more fragments were recovered from pits than from ditches — the fills of Iron Age pits 0366 
and 0401 and Iron Age or Early Saxon pit 0156 alone contained nearly half of the total weight of 
the animal bone assemblage.With such small sample sizes, no realistic conclusions may be 
derived from this observation.  Also, relatively greater quantities of bones were excavated from 
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features spot-dated to Iron Age and Roman phases which may suggest greater intensity of site 
occupation at these times but with the small numbers this distribution may be attributed to 
factors such as preservation differences across the site. 
 
Observations 
The poor condition of the bone surfaces obscures most observations from being made.  Less than 
10 bone fragments appear to have cut marks on them.  21 fragments are charred and one 
fragment is calcined.  Four fragments have possible gnaw marks on them.  One sheep/goat molar 
has an enamel defect along the buccal side, the cause of which is unknown. 
 
Discussion 
This assemblage is in very poor condition, largely fragmentary with eroded bone surfaces.  Very 
little information may be gained from the bones as the sample size is very small, few 
observations can be made and few of the bones are specifically identifiable.  The taxa range 
comprises typical species found on many archaeological sites of the area and the rabbit bones are 
a common intrusive occurrence on sites in the Lakenheath area. 
 

6.8.3. Shell 
Two snail shells were collected from pits 0113 (0114) and 0366 (0412). 
 

6.8.4. Charcoal 
In addition to the charcoal in the macrofossil samples, a few small fragments of charcoal were 
also collected from three contexts — ditch 0104/0105 (fill0139), ditch 0179, ditch 0322 (fill 
0386) and pit 0401 (fill 0439.) 
 

6.8.5. Plant macrofossils 
by Val Fryer 
 
Introduction 
Samples for the extraction of the plant macrofossil assemblages were taken from across the 
excavated area and three were submitted for assessment. 
 
Methods 
The samples were processed by manual water flotation/washover, collecting the flots in a 500 micron mesh sieve. 
The dried flots were scanned under a binocular microscope at magnifications up to x 16, and the plant macrofossils 
and other remains noted are listed in Appendix 3.5. Terminology within the table follows Stace (1997). With the 
exception of one indeterminate mineral replaced seed, all plant remains were preserved by charring.  Modern 
contaminants were scarce, but did include seeds/fruits and arthropods. The non-floating residues were collected in a 
1mm mesh sieve and were retained for the retrieval of artefacts/ecofacts. 
 
Results of assessment 
Plant macrofossils 
Cereal grains/chaff and seeds of common weed species were present at low to moderate densities 
in all three samples. Preservation was poor to moderate; the cereal grains and a high proportion 
of the seeds were puffed and distorted as a result of combustion at high temperatures, and many 
macrofossils were fragmented. A single indeterminate mineral replaced seed was noted in 
sample 0436. 
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Cereals 
Both barley (Hordeum sp.) and wheat (Triticum sp.) grains were noted but at very low densities. 
Most grains were too severely distorted for positive identification. Wheat chaff was noted in 
sample 0436 and was relatively abundant in sample 0439. The latter also contained a small 
number of spelt wheat (T. spelta) glume bases and a single oat (Avena sp.) awn fragment.  
 
Wild flora 
Seeds/fruits of grasses, grassland plants and common segetal weeds were present in all three 
samples, the taxa noted including brome (Bromus sp.), fat hen (Chenopodium album), black 
bindweed (Fallopia convolvulus), knotgrass (Polygonum aviculare), dock (Rumex sp.) and 
sheep’s sorrel (R. acetosella).  
 
Other plant macrofossils 
Charcoal fragments and pieces of charred root, rhizome or stem were common throughout. 
Heather (Ericaceae) stem fragments and heath (Calluna vulgaris) florets were present in sample 
0439 along with indeterminate culm nodes and inflorescence fragments. 
 
Other materials 
The fragments of black porous ‘cokey’ material and black tarry material are probably derived 
from the combustion of organic materials at very high temperatures. Bone fragments are present 
or common throughout. Small ferrous globules were noted in sample 0373. 
 
Discussion 
Sample 0373 is from the fill of Iron Age pit 0372. The assemblage is extremely small and is 
largely composed of bone fragments, including some burnt pieces. The plant macrofossils 
recovered display evidence of combustion at very high temperatures, possibly on more than one 
occasion. Although cremations were not recovered during the excavation, this material 
(including the tarry and porous concretions), is very reminiscent of cremation deposits identified 
elsewhere. 
 
Sample 0436 is from the fill of an early Saxon pit (0156). Although the assemblage contains 
insufficient material to be conclusively interpreted, the presence of wheat glume bases may 
indicate that some macrofossils are residual within the context, as glumed wheats had largely 
been superseded by free-threshing varieties by the early Saxon period. 
 
The assemblage from sample 0439 (from the basal fill of Iron Age pit 0401) appears to contain a 
moderate density of cereal processing waste and charred grasses and grassland herbs. Charcoal 
fragments and pieces of charred stem (including heather) and root/rhizome are also common and 
it appears most likely that this assemblage is derived from a small deposit of hearth waste, 
probably of Iron Age or Roman date, which had been dumped within the pit. 
 
Conclusions and recommendations for further work 
In summary, although the assemblages are extremely small and cannot be accurately interpreted, 
they appear to be derived from diverse sources including possible cremation residues and hearth 
waste. 
 
Only one sample (0439) contains a quantifiably viable (i.e. 200+ specimens) assemblage.  As 
analysis of a single sample in isolation would probably contribute little or nothing to the overall 
interpretation of the site, no further work is recommended. 
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6.9. Discussion of the finds evidence 
The earliest finds are prehistoric.  The worked flint assemblage, although small and residual is 
evidence of prehistoric activity in the vicinity.  It includes material which may be early Neolithic 
as well as later Neolithic to Iron Age.  The earliest pottery consists of a few Bronze age sherds, 
but the bulk of the prehistoric pottery belongs to the Iron Age and has diagnostic features of 
fabric and form which are typical of mid Iron Age assemblages.  Although the small amount 
does not indicate intense activity, it could form a continuous sequence up to the Late Iron Age 
where a silver Iceni coin and wheel-made pottery evidence suggests activity from the first half of 
the 1st century AD until at least the end of the 1st century and possibly the early or mid 2nd. 
 
Most of the Late Iron Age/Roman pottery (99%) was found in the four main ditches and its 
overall date would suggest that the field system which was probably established in the Late Iron 
Age-early Roman period had gone out of use possibly as early as the end of the 1st century AD 
or at least before the mid 2nd century.  The dominance of coarsewares and near lack of finewares 
or imports is typical for a rural site of this date, as is the dominance of ditches in the pattern of 
deposition. 
 
There is no Roman pottery evidence after the late 1st or early 2nd century which leaves a gap of 
two to three centuries until the Early Saxon period, which is represented by a small amount of 
hand-made pottery which could not be certainly identified.  The possibility that some of it is Iron 
Age cannot be ruled out entirely.  Roman and Saxon pottery seem to be mutually exclusive over 
the site 
 
The animal bone assemblage is in very poor condition and three-quarters of it comes from pits 
which are mainly Iron Age or undated.  It is notable that less than 20% of the assemblage weight 
came from the same ditches which produced 99% of the LIA/ROM pottery.  Typically, the ratio 
of animal bone to pottery would be much higher and its absence can probably be explained by 
the very poor preservation. 
 
The evidence from the plant macrofossil analysis hints at the possibility of the presence of 
cremation on the site and the human bone in pit 0156 also suggests that there may be or have 
been additional burials to the one identified in 1995 within the vicinity of the site. 
 

7. General Discussion 
 
7.1.Phase 1 
Phase 1 consists of two groups of pits and an enclosure. The Phase 1 enclosure is made up of a 
small cornering ditch (0257), a posthole (0277) on the ditch line and a second butt ended ditch 
(0148) set c. 4.5m outside (west of) the enclosure paralleling the western side.  The presence of 
the posthole on the projected line of ditch 0257 may suggest that the ditch does not continue to 
here, but it may simply be that the ditch is shallow and now lost and the posthole deeper.  This 
arrangement with the posthole and butting ditch may indicate the presence of an entrance into the 
enclosure but the number of later ditches in this area make it impossible to confirm this.  
Posthole 0259 at the corner of the enclosure may also perform a structural function.  Ditch length 
0402 and 0470 has been included in Phase 1 as it appears to be an early feature and the 
alignment is at variance with that of Phase 2 but there is no independent dating. 
 
Scattered across mainly the eastern half of the site are a number of pits containing unabraded 
pottery dated to the mid Iron Age (500-300BC).  The condition of the pottery suggests that it was 
deposited in the pits when freshly broken and that it does closely date the filling, and therefore 
the end of the use, of the pits.  These pits were between 0.8 and 2m in diameter and 0.2m and 
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1.2m deep and were not very similar.  Several of the pits had fairly nondescript grey or orange 
silty fills but 0366, 0372 and 0401 had charcoal rich fills with evidence of burnt clay and fire-
reddened stones.  Pit 0366 had evidence of burning in the lower fills (0368, 0412) with some 
natural chalk slump (0413) at the base on the south side.  The upper fill, 0367, was a silty brown 
sand.  There is no evidence of burning in situ and this therefore looks like a rubbish deposit.  
0372 was a much smaller pit but the evidence from the fill was of intense burning and the 
macrofossils report (chapter 6.8.5) suggests that this may have been the remains of a cremation.  
However the small amount of surviving bone does not look human (S. Anderson, pers. comm.).  
Pit 0401 had several charcoal rich layers.  There was some evidence of fire reddening of the pit 
sides around basal layer 0439 and this may suggest that that layer was deposited whilst still hot.  
An articulated horse fore-limb was recovered from the base of this layer, lying on the floor of the 
pit.  This could be rubbish but the deposition of horse bones can have ritual connotations as these 
are not usually food animals and therefore do not tend to be disposed of as rubbish.  
Approximately half-way through the depth of the pit was a thin layer of chalk sealing the lower 
layers.  This is characteristic of pits being used on more than one occasion for the deposition of 
rubbish. The evidence of the use of these pits for rubbish deposits does not mean that this was a 
primary function.  The use of pits for the storage of perishable foodstuffs in the ground is widely 
evidenced in the Iron Age period and some of these pits may have started life as storage pits and 
then been subsequently used for rubbish disposal. Pit 0539 was the largest of this group and was 
deep, circular and steep sided.  It was cut through chalk (as was 0401), which meant that it would 
have held its shape for some time, and into underlying sand.  This may have served as a well as, 
assuming the water table was high enough, the sand would have allowed water to seep through 
readily.  The basal fills were dark organic-looking sands and the upper fill a fairly homogenous 
brown silty sand.  The evidence shows that it filled from the higher south side which is 
consistent with natural filling.  
 
The other pits in this Phase were grouped at the western side of the site, contained fewer finds 
and the prehistoric pottery within them was mostly occasional and abraded.  This may suggest 
that these pits fall later in the Phase 1 sequence.  It is possible that they may have been used as 
storage pits with one replacing another in quick succession.  This pattern of occupation, 
consisting of groups of scattered pits is typical of that seen elsewhere on the airbase at the same 
period (e.g. LKH 211).  These pits appear to predate any of the Phase 2 features although some 
of the pottery in these later features may well represent activity immediately prior to Phase 2.  It 
is difficult to tell from the dating evidence whether Phase 1 runs chronologically straight into 
Phase 2 and that what is represented is land-use change during the later Iron Age or whether 
there was a distinct break in occupation on this site.  
 
The location of the pits does not appear to relate to the enclosure although the majority of pits 
with datable Iron Age pottery do occur within it (the notable exception is pit 0381 just outside 
the northern edge).  It is worth noting that pit 0235 (in Phase 3), with Iron Age or Saxon pottery 
also lies just within the enclosure and this may add weight to the uncertainty about its date. 
 
In addition to the dated features there are several of the undated, unphased pits which may also 
belong to the Iron Age period, however the presence of pits also dated to the later phases means 
that to attempt to allocate them would be guesswork alone. 
 
7.2. Phase 2 
Phase 2 contains the majority of the features and appears to be the most explicit in its 
interpretation.  It comprises a series of east-west and north-south aligned ditches which, whilst 
representing a sequence of excavation, all relate to a single type of activity.  The parallel east-
west ditches clearly form a c.15m wide track c.50m north of, but aligned with, the east end of the 
current Lord’s Walk.  The north-south ditches may represent partitioning of land either side of 
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the track and with some apparently deliberate barriers partially across it.  This arrangement of 
ditches closely resembles a system of droveways and fields identified at Fengate (Pryor 1998) 
and his interpretation of the structural details there can be applied to aspects of this site.  Using 
Fengate as a model, it appears that this arrangement of droveways and fields represents a stock 
management system whereby animals would be driven along the droveway between pastures but 
with a number of gates and paddocks which could be used for checking and separating 
individuals, for example those that might be injured or diseased, pregnant or for market or 
slaughter.  Corner entrances in fields are typical of this system as it allows the fences and hedges 
at the boundaries to act as a funnel and entrances and gates would be closed, opened and animals 
re-directed by a series of mobile fences probably in the form of people holding hurdles.  The 
Fengate system is Bronze Age and whilst no exact comparisons have been identified during the 
course of this project, rectangular Roman field systems with associated tracks are commonplace 
within the archaeological record (e.g. Hoveringham Quarry, Notts; A41 Ashton-Clinton bypass, 
on-line references), and similar looking field systems elsewhere (notably a larger and more 
complex system at Weaverthorpe in the Yorkshire Wolds which is thought to be a late Iron Age 
cattle droving system) have also been dated to the Late Iron Age and Early Roman periods.  
There are also similarities in the spatial layout of these features to Iron Age and Early Roman 
Ladder settlements, but these are not known in East Anglia and a predominantly settlement land-
use is not suggested for this precise area. 
 
The evidence from the phasing shows a system that was in use for long enough to require 
development and modification and the finds dating suggests a maximum period of 200 years, the 
1st centuries BC and AD.  The earliest phase consists of an east-west ditch, 0154, forming the 
northern side of the droveway.  The southern side is not apparent and may be formed by the 
same ditch, 0152, that forms the southern boundary in the later phases, there are two cuts visible 
in this ditch towards the west.  There is a north-south ditch 0271 that butts just south of 0154 
leaving a gap of 2.4m.  This creates a constriction that would have served to slow down the 
driven animals.  The north-south line is apparent beyond 0154, in a discontinuous line made up 
of ditches 0199 and 0255 and pits 0130 and 0207.  The ditches are shallow in places and 0199 
fades out to the south but the presence of the two pits suggests that the breaks are real even if the 
exact dimensions cannot be established.  At the east end of the site the earliest Phase 2 features 
are ditches 0407, 0408, 0461 and 0544.  0408 and 0544 have two butt ends which appear to form 
an entrance.  This fits in very neatly with later versions of the trackway and probably suggests 
that earlier cuts of the Phase 2ii-iii features have been obscured by the subsequent ones.  0408 is 
cut by ditches 0407 and 0461 which form a curving line extending out from ditch 0408 and then 
cutting across it.  This seems to show a modification to 0408, replacing the butt end with an east 
–west alignment.  Four sherds of Early Saxon pottery were recovered from the fill of 0461 but 
the stratigraphy seems to deny that it is an Early Saxon feature, however the presence of Early 
Saxon features in this part of the site allows the possibility that these finds are intrusive.  The 
intensity of modern disturbance across this site supports this possibility. 
 
The early phase looks quite incomplete and it is likely that it represents only those features that 
did not survive beyond the first incarnation and that constant recutting has probably destroyed all 
trace of most of the original cuts.   
 
After Phase 2i the northern trackway ditch line appears to shift slightly south and ditches 
associated with this can be seen to continue across the entire width of the site.  It is difficult to 
distinguish which ditch cut relates to which sub-phase over much of the length of the ditches but 
ditch 0211, at the west side appears to be an early cut. At the east end of the site the northern line 
is made up of ditch 0409 which cuts 0407 from phase 2i.  The southern line is marked by ditches 
0152 and 0476.  There is clearly a sequence of cuts and recuts, but the line of the droveway 
remains static during Phases 2ii and 2iii.  There is a number of north-south lines forming 
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partitions both across the droveway and either side of it.  At the west end of the site, ditch 0273 
crosses 0152 and corners where previous ditch 0271 butted joining the group of east-west ditches 
0246.  Relationships were generally not clear but it is thought that these ditches are all broadly 
contemporary.  Ditches 0104 and 0278 butt either side of 0246, clearly respecting it and forming 
a north-south partition north of the droveway and across it.  0173 seems to be continuing beyond 
the south edge of the droveway.  As both 0278 and 0173 cross the droveway it is uncertain how 
this structure operated as it appears to completely block access along it.  It is assumed that there 
must have been some undetectable opening within these to allow passage as required.  Ditch 
0273 seems to narrow and widen again in the centre of the track which may be an indicator of an 
opening but the detail was not clear as 0273 is one of three parallel ditch cuts.  The majority of 
the length of ditch 0278 was destroyed by modern disturbance so its behaviour within the track 
could not be established.  If contemporary these two ditches would provide an internal 
compartment along the droveway which was the width of the track and c.9m across.  
 
At the east end of the site there is a second southern ditch line (0457) which lies c.3m inside the 
southern trackway ditch.  This has a narrow gully, 0510, coming off it at right angles forming a 
constriction within the droveway.  There is a temptation to suggest that the two southern ditches 
were successive rather than contemporary but there is a short length of butting ditch (0470) 
which comes from 0476 and butts at the edge of 0457, suggesting that these relate to each other 
(and there is a second possible length 0509 but too little of this survives to be certain).  A second 
linear feature east of 0457 and on the same alignment, 0427, is also a part of the structure of the 
droveway at this point.  The two parallel ditches may be forming a race in which animals could 
be driven single file for separating out into different pens or paddocks (Fig. 26).  The spatial 
arrangement at this end cries out for 0408 to be a part of this, but the stratigraphy appears to 
deny it as it is separated by more than one relationship, and the pale fill is not very like the other 
ditches in this area.  However there is an ill defined cut on the east side of 0408 (0550) which 
may represent a reinstatement of this end of the ditch after the modification indicated by 0407 
and 0461 is replaced by 0409. 
 
The butt end of 0550 could form a corner entrance with the butt end of 0457 and with 0510 and 
0409 these would create a small enclosure with a diagonally opposing entrance at the 
constriction already mentioned formed by 0510.  The additional gap between 0457 and 0427 
creates a further entrance from the race into the enclosure.  There are various options formed by 
all these features for contemporary or successive enclosures and restrictions within the droveway 
and all may be temporary and moveable structures within the droveway in which animals that 
were singled out as they passed through the race could be kept temporarily.  The further corner 
entrance at the north end of 0510 would allow animals out or through if desired or form an 
alternative structure when an enclosure was not required. 
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Figure 26 Phase 2ii, summary 
 
There is a small group of pits/postholes lying within the droveway east of gully 0510.  Postholes 
0491 and 0521 lie c.1.4m south of ditch 0409 and 0453 and 0455, 2.6m north of the line of 0457 
and 0427.  It is possible that these form further internal structures, perhaps a pen but possibly 
alternatively posts for supports for temporary hurdles.  Pit 0520 and 0429 both also fit within this 
group.  If it were an enclosure it would be c.12m x 7m .  It is also noteworthy that pits 0520 and 
0453 split the gap between 0476 and 0409 exactly.  It seems probable that these may represent a 
later modification (Phase 2iii) to the enclosure discussed above (Fig. 27). 
 
In the centre of the site, along the centre of the droveway are other pits and postholes which may 
be forming similar functions to those above.  For example pit 0225 lies on the centre line of the 
track as does 0221.  Postholes 0214 and 0223 lie opposite each other at right angles to the 
droveway and c.1.4m and 1m inside the ditch lines respectively.  These, and others, may also 
mark positions of posts for temporary hurdles. 
 
At the east end of the site north-south ditch 0494 runs out of the southern site edge and butts at a 
small corner aligned with the end of 0476 (Fig. 26).  The gap between these possibly forms 
another corner entrance and the area south-east of them and an enclosure which extends beyond 
the edge of the site.  Ditch 0476 is cut by a small cornering gully 0498 and this may form a 
modified enclosure against ditch 0457 (Fig. 27).  The butt end of ditch 0494 could then form an 
entrance against 0457 instead of 0476.  The eastern butt end of 0476 (0505) and ditch 0547 could 
continue in use maintaining the outer line of the droveway and perhaps the race.   
 
There are various breaks and butt ends along the main east-west ditch lines.  Some of these 
undoubtedly form deliberate entrance points but the level of the base of the ditches was 
undulating and in some cases the ditches fade out and return.  The break between 0409 and 0146 
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is deliberate and aligns with the end of 0510, perhaps affording access to the droveway and 
paddocks from adjoining fields.  North of the track is an irregular north-south ditch, 0322, which 
fades out before the northern droveway ditch but probably forms another enclosure.   
 
At the west end of the site, ditch 0273 might be replaced with ditch 0275 which appears to have 
a central entrance, and gully 0530 runs east-west up to this entrance dividing the track 
lengthways and creating a corner entrance if approached from the west.  Ditch 0543 on the 
southern edge of 0246 butts at 0273 and opposite that is a distorted feature (0551) that may 
represent an opposing butt end.  Again these would represent modifications to the main design.  
There is no clear stratigraphic information discernible for these, although a slightly darker fill in 
0543 may be visible cutting 0209.  These have therefore been phased as 2iii, but there is scope 
for this arrangement to have been earlier. 
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Figure 27 Phase 2iii, summary 
 
The final Roman ditches seem to be on a slightly more easterly alignment and significantly, one, 
0105 cuts through both lines of the track without breaks or entrances, or in anyway respecting it.  
This implies that the droveway may have been out of use at this time.  The other north-south 
ditches in this phase, 0106, 0165 and 0161, respect the same slightly more easterly alignment.  
There is a small apparent enclosure that relates to 0105 formed by gullies 0179, 0304 (also 
numbers 0103 and 0369) and which seems to be partitioned by 0102.  All the spaces created by 
this would be large enough (c.12m x 4.4m overall and c.8m x 4.4m and 3m x 4.4m separated) to 
hold small numbers of smallish animals.  Although the implication is that the droveway was out 
of use in Phase 2iv the archaeological activity looks very similar and this may indicate that the 
position of the track had merely moved south rather than been abandoned altogether.  Dating in 
the ditches suggests that these still go out of use no later than mid 2nd century AD. 
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The complexity of the ditch arrangements here, the often ambiguous stratigraphy and the fact 
that this undoubtedly represents a fluid system subject to continuous small and large scale 
modification which does not lend itself to the process of being phased in stand-alone blocks.  
The stratigraphy is also unreliable because in a sequence like this the information provided is 
which was cleaned out last rather than which was dug first, i.e. which lasted until the end.  
Whilst there can be confidence in the phasing of the basic arrangement, some of the details could 
be earlier or later in the sequence than stated.  The droveway is clearly integral to the function of 
this area and the principle of fields, paddocks and pens is also present throughout but with some 
changes to the shape and location of these.  The detail of what was used exactly when is, 
however, secondary to the overall picture that is gained of 1st and 2nd century farming from the 
understanding of the system.  No farm buildings have been identified but these cannot be far 
away.  The quantity of pottery in the ditch sections at the northern end of the site implies 
domestic occupation nearby and probably on the north side of the track.  The pottery relates to a 
fairly tight timespan (mostly mid 1st to mid 2nd century) and the majority of it was found within 
the northern half of the four main ditches.  It is possible that these deposits represent 
abandonment of settlement in this area, perhaps the cleaning out of an area and deliberate 
rubbish deposits filling the ditches rather than general distribution of surface waste during 
occupation.   
 
The Roman burial found just west of the site (ERL112 0007) has been radio-carbon dated with 
68.4% confidence to 130AD which coincides with the latest Romano-British pottery dates.  
Whist perhaps a little fanciful, this might be a ritual ‘closure’ event to mark the end of this 
important site, although it may merely be the opportunistic use of an abandoned area by people 
living nearby!  
 
The scale of the tracks and enclosures, suggests sheep rather than cattle although much of it 
would be sufficient for small numbers of cows, so the possibility of mixed livestock cannot be 
ruled out; sheep and cattle were represented in roughly equal numbers within the animal bone 
assemblage from this site. The evidence for the nearby Anglo-Saxon economy at West Stow 
shows mixed animal husbandry but with a predominance of sheep (Crabtree, 1989) and the 
evidence from the much smaller Iron Age and Romano-British assemblage from the same site 
shows a preference for cattle during the Iron Age with an increased proportion of sheep and pigs 
in the Romano-British period (West 1990).  A 1972 study of the ecology and history of 
Lakenheath Warren suggests that in the late Roman period the main sheep rearing districts, 
serving state weaving works at ‘Venta’, perhaps Caistor by Norwich, were in Breckland and 
north-east Norfolk (Crompton 1972) and that the warren lands had been associated with an 
intensive sheep rearing economy since the Iron Age.  It is, however, likely that mixed farming 
was being practised and some arable fields would be expected.  Pollen sequences from Caudle 
Head Mere show no evidence of cereal production (Wiltshire 1997) but those from an infilled 
watercourse east of the mere show evidence of cereals growing during the Early Saxon period 
(Wiltshire 2001).  However cereal pollen does not travel far and these pollen samples can only 
be seen to be demonstrating what was growing in the immediate locale. 
 
It is noticeable that the northern line of the trackway appears to have been recut many more 
times than the south.  It is not clear why this is.  It may be that there was more activity being 
carried out north of the track rather than south (but there is little of the southern side exposed 
within the excavation) which would inevitably leave the ditches infilling more quickly and mud 
and sand get dislodged and redeposited.  The northern line is further down the slope than the 
southern which again might lead to the ditches filling more quickly, but perhaps the most likely 
explanation is that the southern side of the side is more heavily truncated as it lies higher up and 
therefore was more damaged by levelling and that this has simply destroyed the evidence for 
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most of the cuts.  Overall there are a large number of recuts of the ditches within Phase 2, which 
may cover a period as short as 100 and no more than 200 years.  It may be that much earlier, 
unidentified, ditches formed the origins of this system or this may simply demonstrate how 
vulnerable ditches lying within a grazed landscape on the light Breckland soils are.  
 
It is not possible to discuss this site without mentioning the almost adjacent site ERL 120 
excavated in advance of the improvements at Gate 2 (Craven in prep).  A very similar trackway 
13m wide was identified on this site, but in this case it was aligned c.40m south of the ERL 089 
track (Fig. 28).  When examined alongside the Ordnance Survey map it becomes clear that both 
tracks are on the same alignment as the eastern end of Lord’s Walk.  If the line of this eastern 
end is projected it aligns perfectly with the two sides of the ERL 120 track.  This suggests that 
Lords Walk follows an ancient route, the western end, in particular, of which has moved around 
over time.  The ditches in ERL 120 open out as if coming to an end at the west end of that site.  
Examination of 1946 aerial photographs shows the fen ballooning out towards the current 
Eriswell roundabout, c.200m from the apparent end of the track.  This suggests that Lord’s Walk 
may represent a long-lived route running from the heathland to the east, up to the fen edge.  The 
dating of the ditches from ERL 120 is very tentative with a very few sherds of Roman pottery 
being found.  The droveway found at ERL 089 parallels, c.40m to the north, this projected line of 
an earlier ‘Lord’s Walk’.  At the end of Phase 2, c. mid 2nd century AD, north-south ditches 
which are physically similar to those forming the fields and paddocks in the earlier phases can be 
seen crossing and travelling beyond the droveway.  This suggests that the putative route along 
the line of the current Lord’s Walk may have replaced the droveway in ERL 089 sometime in the 
2nd century AD, or, alternatively, that there may have been another, as yet undiscovered, track 
further south.   
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Figure 28  Summary of track alignments 
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If the evidence from Phase 2iv does indicate a shift in location for the droveway then it is not 
clear why it should have moved.  Perhaps a period of bad weather made it unusable, but it is 
difficult to envisage how it would be less effort to build a new one rather than repair or resurface 
the old one.  It is, however, characteristic of ancient trackways that there is some lateral 
movement in their route, but usually these have not got the density of associated structure that 
this has, to fix it in one place.  The original droveway in ERL 089 was located slightly off the top 
of the hill, whereas the current Lord’s Walk lies on an identifiable ridge, perhaps providing a 
clue to the reasons for the move  There is some evidence for a regional rise in the water table in 
the southern Fens during the later Iron Age to Early Roman periods (Wiltshire and Murphy 
1999) but it seems unlikely that this would influence changes on this site as it lies at least 10m 
above fen level, although it is possible that changing water levels at the fen end were causing 
problems which required this slight move. 
 
7.3. Burials 
Isolated burials have been identified both within and near to the site area.  No further burials 
were found during the excavation but the possible presence of evidence for cremation revealed 
by the plant macro-fossil report and the recovery of a single human bone from Early Saxon pit 
0156 suggest that there may have been more burials on or near to this site which have been 
disturbed by later activity.  It is possible that any of the shallow ill defined features identified 
might represent disturbed burials but the condition of bone recovered was good which suggests 
that more bone might have been expected to survive had there been partially intact burials within 
the development area.  However experience of Early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries within the base 
shows how variable preservation can be within even a very small area. 
 
7.4. Phase 3  Early Saxon 
There are a few features which appear to belong to the Early Saxon period.  This is made up of 
two ditches and two pits.  The pits are 0156, which is a small, square flat-based pit resembling a 
very small Sunken Featured Building, and pit 0235, deeper but also square and containing 
pottery dated either to the Iron Age or Early Saxon period.  The two ditches are 0120 with a 
slightly cornered butt end and curving ditch 0485 which butt ends at 0443.  It is not possible to 
interpret this as anything more specific than occupation, but ditch 0120 is interesting in that it 
has a very clear vertical division in the fill which seems to indicate that a closely boarded fence 
stood within it.  The pottery in 0156 and 0120 was identified as Early Saxon but the difficulty in 
distinguishing the Early Saxon from the Iron Age leaves open the possibility that 0235 is Iron 
Age.  However the presence of Early Saxon pottery in the top fill of ditch 0104 suggests activity 
of this date nearby and it may originate from pit 0235 or another feature associated with it.   
 
The nature of the Anglo-Saxon activity is hard to determine but there is a suggestion from the 
evidence here that a track or droveway has been present in this area from the Iron Age to the 
present day.  This may imply that it was in use as a route between fen and heath throughout 
history and that it is likely that just as the early Romans were using it for stock management so 
may the Saxons have been.  The evidence for Saxon occupation here does not suggest settlement 
but as the Saxon settlement elsewhere on the base is dispersed, it is possible that there may be 
domestic buildings nearby. 
 
8. Conclusion 
 
This excavation uncovered evidence for occupation during the mid Iron Age, the Late Iron Age 
to early Roman and Early Saxon periods.  The mid Iron Age occupation comprised the northern 
part of a large enclosure accompanied by scattered groups of pits.  This pattern of activity is 
characteristic of mid Iron Age occupation found elsewhere in this area.  The combination of 
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intensive later archaeological activity and dense modern disturbance meant that it was not 
possible to define this further. 
 
The most interesting period of occupation dated to the Late Iron Age and early Roman periods.  
Here a field system probably lasting up to two centuries and consistent with that associated with 
livestock management was identified.  A central east-west track flanked by fields and paddocks 
and with structural details possibly used for controlling checking and singling out animals could 
be seen.  Towards the end of the period, around the early 2nd century AD, the line of the track 
appears to have moved and the intense activity in this specific area finished.  A burial on a 
nearby site may mark the close of this area.   
 
Scattered Early Saxon occupation was also identified and this may indicate more intense activity 
nearby or may be the evidence of people living and burying within 1km of here who were 
sporadically making use of available areas. 
 
The valuable information gained from this site was only possible because of the size of the area 
examined.  It is known that field systems of all periods can be seen across the base but this is the 
first case where some understanding of the nature of the agricultural activity can be defined.  
Hopefully further work in the vicinity will add to this picture. 
 
9. Recommendations for Further Work 
 
This forms part of an ever growing body of evidence relating to the Late Iron Age and Roman 
occupation of the fen-edge.  In particular the period of agricultural occupation identified here 
relates to settlement and more intense activity seen to the north of this site, particularly in the 
area under Thunderbird Way and Kennedy Street (ERL 111 and 112).  Early archaeological 
work to the south of Lord’s Walk also revealed Late Iron Age and early Roman activity, in 
particular sites ERL 006 which produced “much Roman pottery” (SMR entry) and ERL 048, a 
1st century AD, Late Iron Age coin hoard and pottery.  A basic hypothesis of the nature and 
sequence of activity here has been suggested but comparable sites have not been identified or 
researched.  There is a growing need for a synthetic volume designed to integrate all the known 
information on the Late Iron Age and Roman occupation on the base, a need which will become 
more urgent for this area if further proposed development south of Lord’s Walk goes ahead.  
This site would be particularly informative when looking at landscape use and functional 
divisions of the landscape during the 1st and 2nd centuries AD.   
 
There is a problem over the identification of some of the hand-made pottery recovered from this 
site.  Consideration needs to be given as to whether further examination of these sherds in direct 
comparison with other local wares, and perhaps thin sections to establish defined groups, (even if 
currently undated) might be useful for the long term development of a pottery series for this area, 
although it would not help with the macroscopic identification of the pottery.  
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Appendix 1

SUFFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL
i

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SERVICE ~ CONSERVATION TEAM

Briefand Specification for an Archaeological Evaluation

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTRE, RAF LAKENHEATH

1. Background

1.1 An application (F/99/637) has been made to build at land adjacent to buildings 412
and 405, Lords Walk, RAF Lakenheath.

1.2 The Planning Authority has been advised that any consent should be conditional upon
an agreed programme of work taking place before development begins (Planning
Policy Guidance 16, paragraph 30 condition). An archaeological evaluation of the
application area will be required as the first part of such a programme of
archaeological work; decisions on the need for, and scope of, any further work will be
based upon the evaluation.

It should be noted that demolition of the existing buildings on site, which will take
place prior to this evaluation, should only be taken to ground level. No floor slabs,
wall foundations etc, nor any other significant ground disturbance should take place
before the evaluation.

1.3 The development area lies at TL 726 799 on the north side of Lords Walk. One
archaeological feature has been recorded recently (1995) in this area - a crouched
burial, undated but most likely prehistoric, was found in. a service trench adjacent to
building 421 (ERL 089). Previous finds in this general area include later prehistoric
(particularly Iron Age) and Roman, mostly from the south side of Lords Walk (ERL
006, 020, 048) plus one to the north (ERL 022), though the precise location of some of
the earlier recorded finds is not certain. The site lies just above the 10m contour
overlooking the Eriswell valley to the west. Both the location and the previous finds
suggest considerable potential for prehistoric and Roman activity, and although the
area was probably cultivated in the past it has avoided the intensive cultivation of the
last 50 years. The degree of damage from recent buildings has not yet been assessed.

1.4 All arrangements for the field evaluation of the site, the timing of the work, and access
to the site, are to be negotiated with the commissioning body.

1.5 The submission of a Project Design based upon this brief and accompanying outline
specification is an essential requirement. The final, selection of an archaeological
contractor should not take place until the Project Design has been approved by this
office.

2. Brief for the Archaeological Evaluation

2.1 Establish whether any archaeological deposits exist in the area.

2.2 Identify the date, approximate form and purpose of any archaeological deposits within
the application area.



2.3

2.4

2.5

3.

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

2

Provide sufficient information to construct an archaeological conservation strategy,
dealing with preservation, the recording ofarchaeological deposits, working practices,
timetables and orders of cost.

The developer or his archaeologist will give the Conservation Team of the Suffolk
County Archaeological Service (Suffolk County Council, Shire Hall, Bury St
Edmunds JP33 2AR. Telephone/Fax: 01284 352443) five working days notice of the
commencement of ground works on the site, in order that the work of the
archaeological contractor may be monitored

An outline specification which defines certain minimum criteria is set out below.

Field Evaluation

Trial trenches are to be excavated to cover a minimum 5% of the site area and be
positioned to sample all areas of the site. The trench design must be approved by the
Archaeological Service Conservation Team before field work begins.

The topsoil may be mechanically removed using an appropriate machine fitted with
toothless bucket and other equipment. All machine excavation is to be under the
direct control and supervision of an archaeologist. The topsoil should be examined for
archaeological material.

The top of the first archaeological deposit may be cleared by machine, but must then
be cleaned off by hand. There is a presumption that excavation of all archaeological
deposits will be done by hand unless it can be shown there will not be a loss of
evidence by using a machine. The decision as to the proper method of further
excavation will be made by the senior project archaeologist with regard to the nature
of the deposit.

In all evaluation excavation there is a presumption: of the need to cause the minimum
disturbance to the site consistent with adequate evaluation; that significant
archaeological features, e.g. solid or bonded structural remains, building slots or post
holes, should be preserved intact even if fills are sampled.

There must be sufficient excavation to give clear evidence for the period, depth and
nature of an archaeological deposit.

Any natural subsoil surface revealed should be hand cleaned and examined for
archaeological deposits and artefacts. Sample excavation of any archaeological
features revealed may be necessary in order to gauge their date and character.

Metal detector searches must take place at all stages of the excavation by an
experienced detector user.

All finds will be collected and processed (unless variations in this principle are agreed
with the Conservation Team of SCC Archaeological Service during the course of the
evaluation).

Human remains must be left in situ except in those cases where damage or desecration
are to be expected, or in the event that analysis of the remains is shown to be a
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requirement of satisfactory evaluation of the site. However, the excavator should be
aware of, and comply with, the provisions of Section 25 of the Burial Act 1857.

3.10 Plans of the archaeological features on the site are to be drawn at 1:20 or 1:50,
depending on the complexity of the data to be recorded. Sections should be drawn at
1:10 or 1:20 again depending on the complexity to be recorded. Any variations from
this must be agreed with the Conservation Team.

3.11 A photographic record of the work is to be made, consisting of both monochrome
photographs and colour transparencies.

3.12 Topsoil, subsoil and archaeological deposit to be kept separate during excavation to
allow sequential backfilling of excavations.

4. General Management

4.1 A timetable for all stages of the project must be agreed before the first stage of work
commences, including monitoring by the Conservation Team of SCC Archaeological
Service.

4.2 The composition ofthe project staffmust be detailed and agreed (this is to include any
subcontractors).

4.3 A general Health and Safety Policy must be provided, with detailed risk assessment
and management strategy for this particular site.

4.4 No initial survey to detect public utility or other services has taken place. The
responsibility for this rests with the archaeological contractor.

4.5 The Institute of Field Archaeologists' Standard and Guidance for Archaeological
Desk-based Assessments and for Field Evaluations should be used for additional
guidance in the execution of the project and in drawing up the report.

5. Report Requirements

5.1 An archive of all, records and finds must be prepared consistent with the principle of
Management of Archaeological Projects, English Heritage 1991 (particularly
Appendix 3.1 and Appendix 4.1).'

5.2 The data recording methods and conventions used must be consistent with, and
approved by, the County Sites and Monuments Record.

5.3 The objective account of the archaeological evidence must be clearly distinguished
from its archaeological interpretation. The conclusion should include a statement of
the archaeological potential of the site.
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5.8 County SMR sheets must be completed, as per the county SMR manual, for all sites
where archaeological finds and/or features are located.

5.6 The site archive is to be deposited with the County SMR within three months of the
completion of fieldwork. It will then become publicly accessible.

This brief and specification remains valid for 12 months from the above date. Ifwork
is not carried out in full within that time this document will lapse; the authority should
be notified and a revised brief and specification may be issued.
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Reference: /childdeve103

Tel: 01284352448

5.4 An opinion as to the necessity for further archaeoiogical work and its scope must be
given. A second phase will not be embarked upon until the primary fieldwork results
are assessed and the need for further work is established. A second phase cannot be
developed in detail at this stage.

5.7 Where positive conclusions are drawn from a project (whether it be evaluation or
excavation) a summary report, in the established format, suitable for inclusion in the
annual 'Archaeology in Suffolk' section of the Proceedings ofthe Suffolk Institute for
Archaeology, must be prepared and included in the project report, or submitted to the
Conservation Team by the end of the calendar year in which the evaluation work takes
place, whichever is the sooner.

5.5 Finds must be appropriately conserved and stored in accordance with UK Institute of
Conservators Guidelines; The finds, as an indissoluble part of the site archive, should
be deposited with the County SMR if the landowner can be persuaded to agree to this.
If this is not possible for all or any part of the finds archive, then provision must be
made for additional recording (e.g. photography, illustration, analysis) as appropriate.

Date: 21 March 2000

Specification by: J Plouviez

Suffolk County Council
Archaeological Service Conservation Team
Environment and Transport Department
Shire Hall
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk IP33 2AR

If the work defined by .this brief forms a part of a programme of archaeological work
required by a Planning Condition, the results must be considered by the Conservation
Team of the Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council, who have the
responsibility for advising the appropriate Planning Authority.
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Appendix 2 ERL 089 List of Contexts

opno feat comp grsq identifier description pI no ssheet no sect. no cuts cutby over under photos ss fi small finds spotdate phase period

0101 unstratifie Unstratifiedfinds from 2001 excavation. y Rom US
d finds

0102 0102 0102 D6 ditch E-W alignedditch first seen in evaluationtrench 2. Pale grey- El 64 0104 2iv LlA-
brown sand fill cut by modem disturbance. See 0299. Cuts 0104, ERom
butts against 0105

0103 0103 0304 D7 ditch Narrow N-S ditch. Dark brown sand fill. Disappearedon re- El El 174 2iv LlA-
machiningbut definitelyreal west of 0104. Width 42cm, depth ERom
10cm Reappeared further north- see 0304

0104 0104 D6,D7 ditch N-S-ishditch. Westemmost 00 parallel features,probably 2 3,4, El 54,55,61, 2ii-iii LlA-
ditches.Deepens as it goes S (see 0340) 64,67,89, ERom

91,175

0105 0105 D6,D7 ditch Middle of three parallel ditches. 2 3,4,EI 51,64,67, 0152 2iv LlA-
68,87, 0104 ERom
0172

0106 0106 D5-F6 ditch Eastern of three parallel ditches. This one curves to west end and 2 El 172 2iv LlA-
butts near centre of site. Rises upas it meets0104. On surface ERom
looked like it continuedacross to 0297 but in fact thismay be a
differentfeature.

0107 Tr.! section Section throughTrench 1. Deep, centralpart. El 176

0108 Tr.l section Section throughTrench I. Shallowerpart. El 177

0109 Tr, I layer Deep, dark brown soil layer seen in trench I fillingupperpart of . 0110 y
naturalhollow, over natural fill 0110. Probablyburiedsoil under
modem deposits.

0110 Tr. I layer Natural fill into hollow. Orange-brownsand, very soft and very 0109
even. Frequentvery small stones/gritand occasional smallstones
(up to 4cm).

Olll 0111 0476 K2 ditch Section thru'east-west diagonal ditch under building424 (? old E3 2ii LlA-
section SkillsCentre) at East end. 0112 = fill. Renwnberedas 0476 ERom

0112 0111 0476 426 ditch fill Brownsand fill ofOll1. y preh 2ii LlA-
undatable ERom

0113 0113 11 pit cut Pit under building426. Fill = 0114 and 0158. 9 0158 lA

01.14 0113 11 pit fill Dark grey-brownsand fill of 0113. y lA lA

0115 b425 unstratifie Unstratifiedfinds fromarea of building. y US
dfinds

0116 0116 b418 pit cut Smallpit under area of buildingopposite laundrette.. Dark grey El El 180 0 Unphased
sand fill. Basinprofile, irregularshape. Width 43cm east-west,
length44cm noth-south. Depth 8cm No other featuresnoted in
thisbase. However, this area looks to have less tnmcationthan
elsewhereas a layer of dark grey-brownsand coveredthe site
under the modem This containedno findsbut lookedold and
undisturbed.

0117 0116 b418 pit fill Dark grey-brownsand fill of irregularshaped feature0116. The El 180 0 Unphased
fill was significantlymore stony than the surroundingnatural,but
these were all naturalunworkedand unbumt mixedstones and
flint Thislies.at change between soft yellow sand S/S and.sticker
orangesand (whichprobably overlieschalk). Possiblynaturalas
similarto other features seen elsewhereon base. None have finds
and all lie at a S/Sl change.
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opno feat comp grsq identifier description pi no ssheet no sect. no cuts cutby over under photos ss fi small finds spotdate phase period

0118 0118 b 425 pit cut Oval triangularprofile pit in area cifbuilding425. No finds. El 0 Unphased
Width 68cm EoW, length 148cmN"S, depth 30cm

0119 0118 b 425 pitfil1 Leacheddark grey-brownsand fil1 of pit 0118. Occasionalstones, '0 Unphased
slightlygritty sand. No finds. Prehistoricfeature?

0120 0120 0120 Ll ditch cut NW/SE alignedditch fil1ed with dark brown sand. Cut into chalk. 8 El 178 3 ESax
Probablypalisade feature - evidencefor structurewithin ditch. See
section 0124..

.0121 0124 0120 Ll ditchfil1 Dark brown soft sand with few stones. Upper fil1 of ditch 0120. El 178 0122 and y ESax 3 ESax
Ditch cut into chalk. Number refers to fil1 in excavated section 0123.
0124.

0122 0124 0120 Ll ditchfil1 In excavated section 0124. Pale brown chalky fil1 on north side of El 178 0120 0121 y 3 ESax
ditch 0120. Finishes at pure vertical edge with 0123. Must be fil1
up against a plank or post

0123 0124 0120 Ll ditchfil1 In excavated section 0124. Even mid-brownfairly coarse sand El 178 0120 0121 y 3 ESax
with occasional srnal1 stones. Finishesat vertical edge with 0122,
but fil1s entire S half of section, inc, 7cm wide flat base of ditch.
Must be fil1 up against a plank or post, however this is probably
plank or post edge as brown sand and fil1s base. Plankwidth =
7cm? No sign of Sedge ofpostJplank.

0124 0124 0120 Ll ditch Excavatedsection through ditch 0120. Contains fil1s 0121-0123. El 178 Y 3 :l'Sax
section Triangularprofile with evidencefor plank/post structure in ditch

showingas vertical edge between 0122 and 0123.

0125 0522 0522 Kl feature Shallowlinear feature. See sect 0127. Charcoal1y fil1 at top, mid- E3 El 179 I? IA?
brown sand under (to be nwnberedwhen better defined). Frequent
stones. Renumbered0522

0126 0126 0522 Kl pit cut Shallowoval pit fil1ed with mid-darkbrown sand. On section E3 El 179 I? IA?
0127. More numberswhen area properly defined. Frequentstones.

0127 0522 Kl section Section through0125 and 0126. No finds. E3 El 179 I? IA?

0128 0128 A6 layer Mixedfil1 of irregularshaped hollow. Mixed brown sand and E2 E2 184 Y IA 2? UA-
chalky sand with occasionalcharcoal1y patches. ERom

0129 0128? A6 layer Probably the same as 0128. Mixed sand and chalk, occasional E2 E2 184 Y Rom 2? LIA-
charcoalpatches. Quite soft, some stones. This is fromsection ERom
dug at edge ofhol1ow/pit(see plan). This and 0128 are perhaps an
extractionpit fil? They don't look archaeological.

0130 0130 C5 pit cut Oval pit. Upper fil1 =0131. 4 E2 185 S.Tr. 2i LIA-
ERom

0131 0130 C5 pitfil1 Upper fil1 of 0130. Sticky orange-brownsand. Occasional E2 185 0132 Y 2i LIA-
stones. Over 0132. ERom

0132 0130 C5 pitfil1 Lower fil1 of 0130. Darker brown sand. E2 185 0131 y 2i LIA-
ERom

0133 0133 -A6 pit cut Edge of pit seen in SW corner ofb421. Brown sand fill. No E2 E2 182 0 Unphased
finds. Onlyvery little visible.

0134 0133 -A6 pitfil1 Brown sand fil1 of 0133. E2 182 0 Unphased

0135 0135 -A6 pit cut Ovalpit on Western part ofb421. West ofhol1owwith 0128. E2 E2 183 0 Unphased
Evidenceofbwning in the fills. Width 0.8m, length lAm, depth
00401,

0136 0135 -A6 pitfil1 Central fil1 of 0135. Coarse dark grey sand fadingtowards base. E2 183 0 Unphased
Occasionalstones and charcoal flecks.

0137 0135 -A6 pitfil1 Burntsand on SW side of pit 0135. Looks to be a fil1 as it has E2 183 0 Unphased
clear edges and apparent pale fil1 underneath. Coarse pink sand.
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opno feat comp grsq identifier description pi no ssheet no sect. no cuts cutby over under photos ss fi small finds spotdate phase period

0141 0104 0104 D5

0144 0104 0104 D5

0142 0142 D5

0143 0142 D5

2i-ii LIA-
ERom

2i-ii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii LIA-
ERom

2iii-iv L1A-
ERom

2iv LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

o Unphased

Rom

MlLCI

ERom

Rom

y

y

y

y

0139

0139

0140

0141

0140

0144

0105

0136?

0105

183

01860192

0192

0186

0192

0186

E2

E2

E2

E2

E2

E2

E2

Dark coarse brown sand fill ofditch 0104. Charcoally patches. 5
This is charcoally fill on East side of the ditch, quite shallow.
Probable fill of second later cut of0105. See 0144. Adjacent to
0104.

Steep sided dark grey sand filled pit under (?) ditch 0105 (fill 5
0140). Planned on evaluation plan.

Dark grey sand fill ofpit 0142. Occasional stones. Some paler 5
gravelly fill on western edge (west edge in~isible from surface).

Coarse mid brown sand fill oflowerpart of ditch 0104. Even fill
from top west side 'of ditch to base. Fill of original cut of0104.
0141 is probably fill of later recut

Section andphoto through ditches 0104 and 0105 at fills 0140,
0141 and 0144.

East-West aligned ditch. Fill = 0147. 7

ditch fill Coarse mid-brown sand fill of ditch 0104 in trench 8. Adjacent to
0141.

pit fill

pit fill Pale grey-brown sand on East side of pit 0135. ?Cut by 0136.
This too has fill slightly more stony than the others. No finds.

ditch layer Upper layer over two ditches. Mid-brown coarse sand.

ditch fill

ditch cut

ditch fill

section

pit cut

-A6

0104, D5
0105

0105 D5

0145 0104 D5
0105

0146 0146 0246 G4

0138 0135

0139 0104
0105

0140 0105

0148 0148 0148 B4 B3 ditch cut

0152 0152 0152 m-B ditch cut

0149 0148 0148 B4

0147 0146 0246 G4 2ii

2iii

2iii

LIA
ERom

lA

lA

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

lA

y

y

0105

46

46

0190

35,61

3

3

1,3

E2

E2

4

4

East-West aligned ditch.

Dark brown gravelly sand fill of 0148. Seived.

Circular posthole.

Coarse mid-brown sand fill of ditch 0146 in Tr, 9.

Coarse grey and dark grey sand fill of 0150. No finds. Seived.

North-south aligned ditch in Tr 7. Filled with gravelly brown sand. 4

ditchfi11

pit cut

ditch fill

pit fill

C3

B40151 0150

0150 0150

0154 0154 0154 B4-D4 ditch

0155 0154 0154 B4-D4 ditch fill

0158 0113 Il pit fill

0153 0153 0152 m-B ditch fill

LIA
ERom

ESax

ESax

LIA
ERom

lA

Unphased

2i

2i

3

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

o

3ESax

lA

y

y

y

01140113

35

2

3,4 71,105

3,4 71,105

1,2,3,4 26,28,45,
56,57,78,
79,191

E2 191

4

Mid brown sand fill of ditch 0154. No finds.

Large circular pit in Tr 6. Long shallow cut in section V. regular 8
base. No obvious alignment (circular structure). Possible SFB.
Adjacent to 0366. .

Dark brown sand. Upper fill of 0156. Some stones. Mixed with
vel)' dark brown sand and clumps of yellow sand natural/ clumps
ofbumt clay found in south corner - kept as sample (0.51). Mixed
fill of possible SFB 0156. Adjacent to 0366

Outer grey sand/chalky fill of0113.

Shallow circular posthole -. Grey-brown sand fill.

Coarse brown sand fill of 0152. Excavated trowel and shovel,
seived.

E-W ditch 4,7

B5· posthole
cut

0157 0156 0156 M3, pit fill
M4

0159 0159

0156 0156 0156 M3, pit cut
M4
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0160 0159 B5 posthole Even grey-brownsand. Occasionalmediumstones (up to 6cm). 2 0 Unphased
fill

0161 0161 0161 B6 gully Narrow gully. North-southaligned. Terminates in a rounded butt 2iv LlA-
end. Under building421. ERom

0162 0161 0161 B6 gullyfill Fill and section of gully0162. Fill of grey brown sand and medium 4 2iv LlA-
stones. ERom

0163 0161 0161 B6 gully Section on butt end of gully0161. 3 2iv LlA-
section ERom

0164 0164 B6 pit Smallcircularpit adjacent tol slightlybelow the south wall of 4,10 0 Unphased
building421. Filledwith dark greylbrown sand. Containedpaper
and brick - modem.

0165 0165 0165 C7 ditch North-southrunningditch cut. Definedby a sandy clay (yellow) 1,10 1,3 6,50,53 0309 2iv LlA-
layer (with chalk). 0.7m wide, c 0.5m deep. Butt end at south. ERom

0166 0165 0165 C7 ditch fill Sectionand grey-brownsand fill of ditch 0165. Frequentmedium 1,3 6,50,53 y Rom 2iv LlA-
sized stones. ERom

0167 0165 0165 C7 ditch fill Layerofbuming in ditch 0165, c. 5cm thick. Below grey brown 1,3 6,50,53 2iv LIA-
sand and above'orange sand. ERom

0168 C6 photograp Photographof grave showingmoderndisturbanceand grave cut. 7
h

0169 0246 0246 C4 ditch Surface finds from machining. Ditch 0246, 0211. Y Rom 2ii-iii LlA-
surface ERom
finds

0170 B4C4 ditch Surface findsfrom machiningover 0271,0235,0209,0211 and y lA 2iv LlA-
surface 0154 ERom
fmds

0171 0246 0246 C4 ditch fill Rich red-brownsand ditch fill. Same featureas 0169, ditch 0246. 27,29,30 Y ERom 2ii-iii LlA-
ERom

0172 0106 0106 E6 ditch Surface finds from machiningditch 0106. Y Rom 2iv LlA-
surface ERom
finds

0173 0104 0104 D6,D7 ditch Surface finds from machining.ditch 0104. y LCI-EC2 2ii-iii LlA-
surface ERom
finds

0174 0174 B5 posthole Roundedstraightishsided posthole taperingto a v, shape at base. 4 9. Y 0 Unpbased
cut Onedge ofpit 0177. Width 43cm, length 61cm Excavatedwith

trowel/shovel.

0175 0174 B5 posthole Fill of post-hole 0174. Mid to dark brown sand. Depth 30cm y 0 Unphased
fill 50% removedtrowel and shovel.

0176 0154 0154 B4-D4 ditch fill Brown sand fill of ditch (same as East-Westditch in Tr 7). 10 2i LlA-
~ERom

0177 0177 B5 pit cut Roundedpit, square at west end. Posthole0174 on north edge. 4 2 45 0184? . Y- in section lA
Length 1.2m 50% excavated trowel and shovel. May cut!be cut 0188.
by 0184. After excavation,no positive relationship discovered,
however on the surface it did appear that 0184 cut 0177. The
upper fill looked to cut dith 0154, but no relationshipwas visible
with the lower fill. The upper fillmay be slwnp over both
features. Adjacent to 0175, 0184.

0178 0177 B5 pit fill Fill of pit 0177. Mid to dark brown sand. 50% removedtrowel 2 45 0189 y - in section y preh lA
and shovel.Depth 43cm Upper fill/slwnpwhich overlies fill 0189 0545 0188 undatable
of0154. Lower fill = 0545
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0179 0179 0179 D6 ditch DitchrunnungN-S with a 90degree twn, and continuingto run E- 2 y C2+ 2iv LIA-
W. Runs throughearlierditch (?) but no evidenceof re- ERom
emergence. Possiblyruns throughearlierpit (0182) at corner.
WidthO.7m. depth0.5m

0180 0179 0179 D6 ditch fill Fillof ditch 0179. Grey-brownsand fillwith occasionalmedium 2 y 2iv LIA-
stones. Somepottery finds. ERom

0181 0179 0179 D6 ditch Sectionthroughditch 0179. Taken fromE-W run to check corner. 2 2iv LIA-
section Sectionalso includespit 0182. ERom

0182 0182 D6 pit cut Cut ofa possible largepit cut by 0179 (drawn in section0181). 2 8 0179 2ii+ LIA-
ERom

0183 0182 D6 pit fill Fillof pit 0182. Grey-brownsand fill, 2 8 2ii+ LIA-
ERom

0184 0184 B5 pit cut Largeroundedpit with slopingsides. Length lAm May cut/be 4 1,2 28,40 0177? Y IA
cut by 0177. Also appears to cut posthole0186. Westernedge 0186
destroyedby modem service trench. -No positive relationship was
visibleafter excavation,howeveron the surface it did appear that
0184 cut 0177 close to ditch 0154 but appears not to cut. See
section0208. Adjacent to 0177, 0174, 0186 and 0154.

0185 0184 B5 pit fill Fillof pit 0184. Mid to dark grey-brownsand. 50% removed 28 y Y preh IA
troweland shovel. Disturbedby modem trench on east side.

0186 0186 B5 posthole Smallroundedpostholeon edge of pits 0177 and 0184. May be 4 2 40 0177and y IA
cut cut by both pits. In betweenpits and ditch 0154. Width40cm, 0184

length40cm

0187 0186 B5 posthole Fillofposthole 0186. Mid to dark brown sand. Depth 13cm 50% y IA
fill removedtroweland shovel.

0188 0154, 0154 B5 section Sectionthroughditch0154 and pit 0177 near SW cornerof site. 4 2 45 Y Y 2i LIA-
0177 Showsupper fill 0178 of pit 0177 cuttingditch. Facingeast. ERom

Length 1.6m Dugtrowel/shovel,

0189 0188 0154 B4 ditch fill Fillof ditch 0154 in section 0188 and 0208. Mid brownsand. 1,2 28,45 0178 Y Y 2i LIA-
0208 Adjacentto 0177, 0184 and 0186. Width30cm ERom

0190 0106 0106 D6 ditchfill Grey-brownsand, frequentflintsand naturalstones. Sectionof 2 11 y LCI-EC2 2iv LIA-
ditch0106, dug by Scouts.Width 56cm, length243cm,depth ERom
14cm

0191 0106 0106 D6 ditch sn Greybrownsand with blacklbrownlayers(see 0192). Frequent 2 13 y MCI 2iv LIA-
flints. Lowerfillof 0191. Sectionof ditch 0106 Dugby Scouts. ERom
Dugby trowel. Width 85cm, length172cm,depth 40cm

0192 0191 0106 E7 ditch fill Charcoal/bumt sand layerwithinditch section 0191. Upper fillof y MCI 2iv LIA-
0106 in section0191.-Dug by trowel. ERom

0193 0106 0106 D6 ditch fill Upper fillof 0106. North end grey-brown,few stones/flint. Width 2 12 y Rom 2iv LIA-
77cm, length155cm,depth 14cm. ERom

0194 0106 0106 D6 ditchftll Lowerfillof 0I06. Has a band of charcoal rich sand over grey 12 y MCI 2iv LIA-
brownsand withcharcoallystreaks. Width 77cm, length I55cm, ERom
depth 14-41cm

0195 0106 0106 D6 ditch fill Orange-brownto grey-brownsand fillwith chalk and flint/gravel 2 14,15 Y Y . LeI-EC2 2iv LIA-
inclusions. Chalknaturalbase. Dug by Scouts. Width 100cm, ERom
length15Ocm, depth34cm Excavatedby trowel.

0196 0105 0105 D5 ditch fill Grey-brownsand with flint inclusions. Sectionof ditch(? section 5 17,18 y Rom 2iv LIA-
doubleof ditch). Dugby Scouts. Excavatedby trowel. Width ERom
86cm,length91cm,depth 27cm

0197 0179 0179 D6 ditch fill Grey-brownsandwith flint inclusion, Orangesandnatural, N·S 2 19 Ziv cIA-
sectionof 0179. Dugby Scoutsby trowel. ERom
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0198 0105 0105 D7 ditchfill Ditch sectionrunningNS and fill. Orangebrownsand with flint 2 20,21 y y Rom 2iv LIA-
and stone inclusions. Chalknaturalbase. Dugby Scouts.Width ERom
160cm,length86cm,depth35cm. Dugby trowel.

0199 0199 C6 ditchcut Ditch running N-S (possible continuation ofOI65?, ie other side of 16 2i LIA-
an entrance). Butt end to N. Fades out. Widthc. 50cm,lengthc. ERom
Im, depthc. 30cm Dugby trowel.

0200 0199 C6 ditchfill Fillof ditch0199. Orange-brown sand with occasionalmedium 16 2i LIA-
stones. ERom

0201 0106 0106 OS ditchfill Dark grey-brown sand fillof ditch0106betweensections0190 2 23,24 Y IA 2iv LIA-
and 0195 C. Dug by Scouts. ERom

0202 0105, 0104, OS ditchfill Grey-brownsand with flints. Orangesand and chalknatural. V- 2 25 Y Y LCI-EC2 2iii-iv LIA-
0104 0105 shapedditchrunningN-S. Dugby Scoutsby trowel. ERom

0203 0246 C4 ditch? Surfacefinds,possiblesameas 0169(thisnumbershovelled 4 93 Y LCI-EC2 2ii-iii LIA-
away?). Possibleeast-westditch. ERom

0204 0154 0154 B4 ditchfill Mid brownsand fillof ditch0154. 4 22 2i LIA-
ERom

0205 0205 B4 pit cut Roundedpit cuts ditch0154 Onsouthernedge (in section0208). 4 26,28 2ii+ LIA-
Easternedgedisturbedby modemtrench. Width80cm,length ERom
48cm

0206 0205 B4 pit fill Dark grey sand fillof pit 0205. 50%removedwith troweland 4 26,28 0154 2ii+ LIA-
shovel.Depth13cm ERom

0207 0207 C6 pit/posthol Circularfeaturewithblack sandat top and leachedgreysand fill 2 41 2i LIA-
e below. Probablyreal, althoughonlyOne numberas doubt. No ERom

finds.

0208 0184. 0154 B5 section Oppositeside to section0188. Showspit 0184,0154, 0205. 4 28 Y 2i LIA-
0205 Facingwest. ERom

0209 0209 0246 C4 ditchcut DitchrunningE-W. Shallowand on a bed of clay. Fillgivenas 4 27 Y Y 2iia LIA-
0171 (withfinds). Runsparallelwith smallerditch0211 (Both ERom
seen in section0213). Width 140cm, depth40cm Dugby trowel.

0210 0209 0246 C4 ditch Sectionof ditch0209. BothN-S and SoN sectionsdrawn. 1,2 29,30 2iia ·I.:IA-
section ERom

0211 0211 0246 C4 ditchcut ShallowditchrunningE-W parallelto ditch0209. Runs into0246 4 27.31,42 2ii l)A-
and disappears. Width60cm,depth20cm ERom

0212 0211 0246 C4 ditchfill Fill-ofditch0211. Fill of orange-brown sand over a clayeysand 27,31,42 .y IA 2ii LIA-
naturaL Occasionalmediumstones. ERom

0213 0209, 0246, C4 section Sectionnmning throughditches0209 and 0211 at Western 4 27 2ii LIA-
0211 extremityof site. ERom

0214 0214 G2 pit cut Pit locatedin abandonedarea. Oval in shapewith largestones 10 32 2ii LIA-
positionedin centre. No finds. 50%removedby trowel. ERom

0215 0214 G2 pit fill Fillof pit 0214. Mid-brownsand and occasional stone. 32 2ii LIA-
ERom

0216 0216 F3 pit cut Shallow,slighity irregularcut, deeperat SE end, cut intochalk. 6,10 34 2ii LIA-
One ofa groupof three. Near Sedge of site. Fill= 0217. Width ERom
75cm, length120cm,depth20cm. 50%removedby trowel.

0217 0216 F3 pit fill Dark grey-brown sandfill. Quitefine, few stones, Few finds. 6 34 y 2ii LIA-
ERom

0218 0152 0152 E2 section Sectionthroughditch0152 Onthe southernedgeof site. Posthole 10 35 y 2ii-iii LIA-
0219 on northernedge. Fillof brown-0rangesand(as at 0153). ERom
Somepottery.

0219 0219 E2 posthole SmallpostholeOnnorthernedgeof ditch0152, as seen in section 10 35 2ii LIA-
cut 0218. Width20cm,depth 8cm ERom
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0220 0219 E2 posthole Fill ofposthole 0219 (on clay natural). Bumt sand andcharcoal. 10 35 2ii LIA-
fill No finds. ERom

0221 0221 F3 pit cut Unremarkable shallow cut containing dark greylbrown sand and no 6,10 36 y 2ii LIA-
finds. One ofa group of three features situated near the S end of ERom
the site. Fill = 0222. Width 0.33cm, depth 12cm, length 110cm
(NE-SW). 60% removed by trowel.

0222 0221. F3 pit fill Dark greylbrown sand fill. Quite fine, fairly stony. No finds. 6,10 36 2ii LIA-
ERom

0223 0223 G3 pit cut Small round pit within abandoned area. No finds. Width 70cm, 10 33 y 2ii LIA-
length Im, depth 50cm 50% removed by trowel. ERom

0224 0223 G3 pit fill Fill ofpit 0223. Mid grey-brown sand and bumt flints within a 10 33 2ii LIA-
dark (bumt) sand fill. No finds. ERom

0225 0225 F3 pit cut One ofa group of three pits near the Send of the site. Deeper than 6.10 37,38 2ii LIA-
pits 0216 and 0221, this cut contains two layers of fill. No finds. ERom
Fill 0226/0227. Two sections drawn of this cut First cuts the pits
width to target obvious fill 0226. Second runs diagonally (NWW-
SEE) across the feature. Width 34cm, length 82cm (W-E), depth
28cm

0226 0225 F3 pit fill Dark grey medium finesand, with several stones and natural flints 6 37,38 2ii LIA-
present Faint dark brown tinges in E and Wedges. No finds. Fill ERom
ofpit 0225 (along with fill 0227). Depth 0-15cm

0227 0225 F3 pit fill Fill ofpit 0225 (along with fill 0226). Dark copperlbrwon soil 6 37,38 2ii LIA-
with few stones. Smooth, medium fine texture and quality. Fairly ERom
squarish cut Soil slightly darker (dark brown/grey) on E side than
Wand centre (mid to dark brown with copper traces). No finds.
Depth 15-28cm

0228 0228 B5 pit cut Oval pit Only half visible along western edge of site. Steep-sided 4 4 78 0230? IA
along northern edge. Relationship with pit 0230 unclear. Depth
60cm Seived. No relationship with ditch 0154 visible.

0229 0228 B5 pit fill Fill ofpit 0228. Dark greylbrown sand fill. 4 78 Y IA

0230 0230 B5 pit cut Oval pit Uneven base cut into chalk. Probably cut by ditch 0154, 4 4 78,79 0154 Y IA
(0233). See section 0232,0242. Adjacent to 0228. Relationship 0228?
with 0228 unclear but if anything it is cut by it Length 2m, depth
70cm 70% removed trowel, shovel. Seived.

0231 0230 B5 pit fill Fill ofpit 0230. Mid to dark grey brown sand. 70% removed 4 79 Y IA
trowel/shovel. Seived.

0232 0154, B5 section Section through ditch 0154 and pit 0230. 1.1m west of section 4 4 79 Y
0230 0189. Shows relationship ofpit 0230 with ditch 0154. Ditch cuts

pit (probably). Also shows pit 0249.

0233 0232, 0154 B4 ditch fill Fill ofditch0154 in sections 0232 and 0242. Mid brown sand. 4 4 78,79 Y Y IA 2i LIA-
0242 Depth 40cm Seived. ERom

0234 0230 '135 section 1/4 section E-W through pit 0230. 39 y IA

0235 0235 C4 pit cut Cut ofa large oblong pit situated between ditches 0211 and 0154. 4 2 42 ESax
Relationship to 0211 (ditch) unclear. Seen in section. Width
180cm, depth 45cm 50% removed by trowel.

0236 0235 C4 pit fill Fill ofpit 0235. Dark grey-brown sand with occasional medium 4 2 42 Y ESax? 3 ESax
stones and some charcoal. Cut into chalky-sand natural. Towards
N end appears to become more orange with,a number ofchalk
patches.

0237 0237 0104, D4 ditch Section showing that ditch 0104 cuts 0154. Width 70cm E-W, 5 3 51 2ii-iii LIA-
0154 section length 1.35m SoN, depth varies: 47-30cm ERom
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0238 0231 0104 D4 ditchfill Upper fiIlof ditch0104 in section0237. Mid brownsilly sand. 5 3 51,56 0241 Y ESax 2ii-iii LIA-
Occasionalsmallstones andcharcoalflecks. More compactthan ERom
0241.Depth 27cm 50%removedwith trowel and shovel.

0239 0237 0104 D4 ditch fill Lowerfillof ditch0104 in section0237. Mid-lightbrownsilly 3 51 2ii-iii LIA-
sand. Very occasional smaIlstones. More compactthan 0241. ERom
50% removedby trowel. Depth2745cm, shaIlowing to the Send.

0240 0240 0154. D4 ditch N-S sectionshowingthat ditch0154 is cut by 0104.True widthof 5 3 y 2i LIA-
0104 section 0154 not showndue to anomalyat edge of section.Width55cm ERom

(not true due to anomaly), length95cm (E-W), depth 10-15cm

0241 0240 0154 D4 ditch fill Lightbrownsillysand with occasionalsmallstones. Less compact 3 56 0238 2i LIA-
than0239. 50%removedby trowel. ERom

0242 0228, 0154 B4 section Sectionalongwesternedge of site (near SW corner)showsditches 4 y 2i LIA-
0230 0154 and 0233,pit 0228 and smaIlpart of pit 0230. Alsoburied ERom

soi11ayer 0245.

0243 0273 0273 C4 ditchfiIl BrownsandfiIlof shaIlow ditch,adjacentto (S of) 0244. Looks to 4,5 4 82,83 Y lA 2ii LIA-
curve to S. No relationwith 0243visible. Occasionalstones. ERom
Adjacentto 0244. 100%removedtrowel/shovel. Width 80cm,
depth 24cm

0244 0209 0246 C4 ditchfill Brownsand fiIlof ditchadjacentto and N of 0243. 100% 4,5 4 82 Y lA 2iia LIA-
removedtroweland shovel. Width90cm,depth 23cm ERom

0245 0242 B4 layer Darkbrownburiedsoil layervisiblein section0242, butprobably 4 78 Everythin modem y. In section
oncecoveredentiresite. Depth35cmto 40cm 18cmdeep below g? layers 0242.
modemgroundsurface.

0246 0246 0246 D4,E4 ditch cut E-W ditch. Fills:0171,0169,0209 and 0244. Numberused 4 4 83,89 Zii-iii LIA-
whereditches0209,0211 and (furthereast) 0273 cometogether ERom

0247 0247 B7 pit cut ShaIlow ovalpit. Somemodemdisturbance to the east causing 1,10 3 47 0 'Unphased
irregularshape. AlignedN-S. No finds. Width90cm,depth
40cm 50%removedby trowel.Depositnot disturbed.

0248 0247 B7 pitfiIl Fillofpit 0248. Mid grey-brown loosesand with frequentmedium 10 3 47 Y 0 Unphased
stones. Areaofbumt flintin SW cornerof section. No finds.
50%removedwith trowel. Depositnot disturbed.

0249 0249 B4 pit cut Appearsto be smaIlpit cut by ditchesOl54 and 0233. Visiblein 4 4 79 0154and 0154 y. In section lA
section0232. Adjacentto 0230. Width50cm,depth30cm Dug 0233 0232.
by troweland shovel.

0250 0249 B4 pit fill Upper fiIloffeature 0249. Pale yellowchalk.Dug by troweland 4 79 0251 Y lA
shovel.

0251 0249 B4 pitfiIl LowerfiIlof 0249. Mid to darkbrownsand. Dug by troweland 4 79 0250 lA
shovel.

0252 0246, D4 ditchfill Upper ditchfiIl. Mixedfillover ditches0246 and 0105 near pit y LCl+ 2ii-iv LIA-
0105 0285. Dark brownsand. ERom

0253 0105 0105 D4 section Sectionthroughditch0105 andpit 0285. Lots offinds, maybe 4 81 Y MlLCl 2iv LIA-
mostlyfromthe pit as the ditch is on one side, although0105 cuts ERom
0285.Mixeddepositand findsfromditch0105 andpit 0285.
Numberappliesonlyto sectionin west half.

0254 0209 0246 C4 ditchfill Charcoallylayerin fiIlof ditchsameas thatwith fiIl0244 (0246). Y Rom 2iia LIA-
Some(onlya coupleof sherds)of the findsfromthis layerin with . ERom
0253. Depth 12-19cm Dugby trowel/shovel. Not machined or
seived,but detected.
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0255 0255 C7 ditch cut Shallow ditch running N-S across northern end of site. Appears to 1,10 2 43 2i LIA-
be nudged by modem disturbance along W side. No finds. Fill = ERom
0256. Very stony on W flank. Runs close to ditch 0165 (approx
1.5m to its W) on roughly the same alignment. Width WoE 95cm,
length N-S 240cm, depth 29cm 20%ish removed by trowel.

0256 0255 0255 C7 ditch fill Fill ofditch 0255. Dark grey-brown sand. Stony. No finds, 2 43 2i LIA-
Edged by yellow brown natural sand. ERom

0257 0257 0257 C4 ditch cut Shallow (?) curving pale sand filled ditch, cut by everything (0246, 4 3 47 0246 IA
0104,0105,0322+). Fill =0258. Width 69cm, depth 19cm 0130
Adjacent to 0259. Almost certainly the same as 0376 and 0533. 0104

0258 0257 0257 C4 ditch fill Pale mottled brown-yelllow sand fill ofditch 0257. No finds. 47 IA
Removed by trowel.

0259 0259 C5 pit cut Shallow pit on N edge of0257. Cut by modem to N, deposit not 4 3 49 y IA
mixed. Adjacent to 0257. Width 85cm, depth 15cm Probably
50% removed by trowel.

0260 0259 C5 pit fill Mixed brown/mottled black brown sand-silt fill of0259. Some 0257 y preh IA-
chalk and fired clay on E edge. Cuts ditch 0257 if it continues. undatable

0261 0246 D4 section SoN section through ditches. 5 4 83 y 2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

0262 0262 D4 pit till Pale, beige soft sand fill ofpit (no cut number). 4 83 Y 2ii-iv? LIA-
ERom

0263 0211 0246 D4 ditch fill Pale brown sand fill ofditch 0273 4 83 Y preh 2ii LIA-
undatable ERom

0264 0209 0246 D4 ditch till Central fill in section 0261, needs deciding if this is 0246 or 0273. 4 83 Y IA 2iia LIA-
ERom

0265 0273 0246 D4 ditch fill Pale brown sand fill, probably ditch 0273, see section 0261. . 4 83 2ii LIA-
ERom

0266 0266 C7 posthole Posthole on northern edge ofsite (as originally machined). Dark 1,10 2 44 0 Unphased
cut grey in colour. Dug by trowel.

0267 0266 C7 posthole Fill ofposthole 0266. On natural clay. Sand coloured with darkish 10 2 44 0 Unphased
fill rust near cut No finds.

0268 0268 C4 posthole Longish shallow posthole near South end of site.About 40-50 cm 4,10 4 80 Y 2iii LIA-
cut East ofditch section 0170. Set in yellow-brown soil with reddish ERom

orange patches. Few stones. No finds.

0269 0268 C4 posthole Fill ofposthole 0268. Dark grey sand with dark brown traces. Few 4 80 2iii LIA-
till stones. No finds. ERom

0270 0271, C3 section Section through 3 ditches and posthole. 0271 fill 0272. 0273 till 6 4 84 2ii LIA-
0273 0274. 0275 fill 0276. ERom

0271 0271 0271 C4 .ditchcut N-S ditch on extreme Western edge ofsite.Western most of3 . See 46 4 84,86 2i LIA-
02730275. Triangularprofile.80 cm .wide. 20 cmdeep. Butts ERom

. before 0211 - but no relationship visible.

0272 0271 0271 C3 ditch fill Fill ofditch 0271. Brown slightly silly sandwith fairly frequent 6 4 84 y preh 2i LIA-
stones.In section 0270 . undatable ERom

0273 0273 0273 C4 ditch cut .Middle 00 ditches, between 0271 and 0275.Quite shallow. 70 467 4 84,97 2ii LIA-
cmwide. 18 cmdeep ERom

0274 0273 0273 C3 ditch till Brown sand fill of0273 in section 0270..Fairly silly with some 6 4 84 y IA 2ii LIA-
stones.18cm deep. Surface detected. ERom

0275 0275 0275 C3 ditch cut Easternmost 00. Very shallow, appears to stop and start but this 6 4 84 0277 2iii LIA-
could just be due it getting shallower over chalk, 9cm deep. ERom

0276 0275 0275 C3 ditch till Brown sand till, fairly silly and some stones. 6 4 84 2iii LIA-
ERom
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0283 0246 D4

0282 0273 0246 D4

0280 0211 0246 D4

0278 0278 0278 D4

2iia LIA-
ERom

2ii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii LIA-
ERorn

2ii LIA-
ERom

2ii LIA-
ERom

lA

FJMCI

lA

y

y

y

0283

0283

0283

0280
0281
0282

0275

51

51

84

51

51

51

4

3

3

3

3

Shallowpostholewith dark coarse grey sand fill on edge of 0276 6

N-S ditch opposite 0104 and buttingagainst three E-W ditches 5
seen in section 0237

Mottled pale grey yellow brown sand fill of 0278 at butt end.
Fairly finewith occasional stones.

S of three E-W ditches. Same ditch as fill 0263 in section 0261.
Well mixedbrown silty sand, occasional stones, same in all 3
ditches.

Fill of central00 ditches in section 0237. Same as 0264 in section
0261. Brown silty sand, occasionalstones.

Brownsilty sand, occasionalstones fill of 0246 in section 0237. 5
Probably0273

Upper fill, brown silty sand with occasionalstones over all 3 E-W
ditches in section 0237.

ditch fill

ditch fill

ditch fill

ditch fill

posthole

ditch cut

ditch fill

C3

0281 0209 0246 D4

0279 0278 0278 D4

0277 0277

0284 0104, D5
0105

0285 0285 D4

0286 0285 D4

surface
cleaning

pit cut

pit fill

Over ditches 0104, 0105 and 0106 where 0106 curvesW

Large circularpit at junction between 0105 and 0246. Cut by 0105 5
and relationshipwith 0246 unclear.Photographed in emir as
0205. Probablycuts 0154 (seen on surface) but relationshipnot
100% certain.

Dark grey brown mottled sand fill

3

3

55

55

0285? 0105

0105

y Rom 2iv+ LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

0290 0290 0246 C4

0293 0211 0246 C4

0291 0543 0246 C4

0292 0209 0246 C4

-

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA,
ERom

LIA
ERom

-

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

lA

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

2iv

2iia

2iii

2i

2iii

2ii

2iv

2-3

2iv

2iii

2iv

-
2iv

LC1+

Rom

ERom

Rom

Rom
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y

y

y

y

y.

-

y

-

y

y

---

0287
(0104)

0104

0286
0288

87

89

88

86

52

52

52

92

52

-
4

4

4

4

3

4

3

-

4

4

----
E-W ditch runningalongN edge of site. Runs into N-S ditch 0105
and cuts 0104. Same as evaluationditch 0102.

Finds from 0105 and 0546 in section0298. This was thought
originallyto be part of 0I 06 but on excavationwas found to
probablybe a separate feature - pex nUmber.0546.

Section through0104 +0546

SmallU shaped ditch, northernmost00 in 0290

Wide flatbottomedditch southernmostof 3 in section 0290. Fills 4
relationshipwith 02!12 not clear. Appears to butt beyond ditch
0271.

Shallowditch, middleof 3 in 0290. Mid brown silty sand. 4

Fill of ditch 0105 where it cuts 0286 and 0254. Coarse brown
sand, stonier than 0286 or 0288

Mid brown sand, includescharcoal layer 0254. Relationshipof
0246 to 0285 not visible.

Fill of ditch 0257 on E-W length

Section of 0291, 0292,'0293.

Mid brown silty sand fill at northernbutt end where it meets 0291
0293

Longitudinal section throughditch 0246. Shows cut of ditch 0105,
just S of pit 0285

Brown sand fill of 0105 in section 0298

-
ditch
section

ditch

fmds

ditch fill

section

section

ditch

ditch fill

ditch

ditch fill

-

CS, D5 ditch fill

D4 ditchfill .;

D4 ditch fill

-

0257

0246

0105

0271 C4

0257

0246

0105

-
0297 0546 0105 D5

0298 0298 0105, OS
0106

0299 0299 0102 D6

0289

0288

0287

0295 0295 0105, D4
0246

0296 0105 0105

0294

-



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
opno feat comp grsq identifier description pI no ssheet no sect. no cuts cutby over under photos ss fi small finds spotdate phase period

Section to explore relationshipbetween 0299 (0102) and 0104.
0299 cuts 0104

Dark - mid brown sand over basal layer of orange sand.

L shaped section throughditches 0152 and 0105veJY near SW 6
corner of site. 0105 appears to cut 0152 but this is based only on
lack of stones in E side of section

Mid brown sand with frequentsmall stones

2iv

2iv LIA·
ERom

LIA
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2iv LIA-
ERom

2iv LIA-
ERom

2iv LIA-
ERom

2iv LIA-
ERom

2iv LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

y

y

0165

61

87

90,93

61

87

90

53

90

54

54

53

53

4

4

4

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

N-S alignedditch curvingas it does so to the E. Butt end at the
south (extremelyshallow,3cm, so possibly truncated).
Continuationof 0103 fromevaluation

Curvilinearditch, irregularbowl shaped and slightlytruncated
(5cmdeep)

Dark grey brown, flint inclusions,fairlycompact

Mid to dark sand with moderateflint inclusions

Section of intersectionof ditches 0105 and 0299 (0102). No
relationshipvisible,probably contemporary, Drawn section of
0299 has mid brown sand fill.

Section SE-NW across ditch 0165 where it meets feature 0309.
Somepot from0165, both featureshave a mid brown sand fill.

Oblongpit, section 0308 shows cut by 0165. AlignedNW, steep
sided.

Compact mid brown sand, frequentstones, some modern
disturbanceat top

Sectionof 0104 at N edge of sitesection

ditch cut

section

section

pit cut

ditch fill

pilfill

ditch
section

dilchfill

ditch fill

section

section

ditch fill

0310 0309 C7

0309 0309 C7

0312 0311 0104 D7

0311 0104 D7

0305 0103, D7
0304

0306 0305 0103, D7
0304

0307 0307 0102 D6
0105

0304 0304 D7

0303 0302 0152 C3

0308 0308 0165 C7

0302 0152, D2
0105

0300 0102 D6
0104-

0301 0300 0102 D6

0313 0313 0165 C7

0316 0209 0246 F4

0314 0273, F4
0318

0315 0211 0246 F4 Mid orangeybrown soft sand in S side of 0246 7

LIA
ERom

2ii

2iia

2ii LIA·
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

2iii+ LIA-
ERom

2iv

ERom

BA

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y0318,
0339

50

97

97

97

97

4

4

4

4

7

7Mid orangeybrown soft sand in N side of 0246

Dark grey soft sand, patchy and possible disturbance

Section to show rounded butt end of ditch 0165 at its northernend.
Grey brown sand with frequenlmediumstones and chalk flecks.
Gentle slopingsides definedby chalk natural,40cm deep

N-S section of ditches 0318 and 0273 and spread 0317 7

section

spread

ditch fill

section

dilchfill

F40317

0318 0318 0246 F4, G4 ditch cuI

0322 0322 0322 05, G6 ditch

Oval pit, slopingsides, flattishbottom 60% destroyed by modern 6
disturbance. Sameas 0150 fromevaluation.

Dark grey brown sand 5

2i

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2iii

2iia

2iiiy

y

y0317

57

58,130 0376
0381

57,60

60

95,97,98

3,5

4

3

7

3

7

Mid brown silly sand

Smallto mediumditch runningacross site SoN. Cuts 0376,
relationship with 0318 and other ditchesunclear because of
moderndisturbance

Smallditch runningW-E

pit fill

ditchfil1

pit cut

E4

C3

0154 E40321

0320 0150

0319 0150
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opno feat comp grsq identifier description pIno ssheet no sect. no cuts cutby over under photos ss fi small finds spotdate phase period

Cutnumber fur part of ditch 0322 north of 0376. Small shallow 3
cut.

0323 0323 0322 G6

0324 0323 0322 G6

ditch cut

ditch fill Mid brown sand 3

3

3

58

58 y IA

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii UA-
ERom

0325 0325

0326 0325

0327 0327

0328 0327

C6

C6

C6

C6

posthole
cut

posthole
fill

posthole
cut

posthole
fill

Small postholecsouthernmost of210cated to the east ofditch 0199, 4
20cm wide, 24cm deep

Dark grey brown sand fill with occasional medium stones

Small posthole, northern of2 found near ditch 0199, 30cm wide, 4
40cmdeep

Dark brown sand, frequent stones

3

3

3

3

59

59

59

59

y

y

y

y

o

o

o

o

Unphased

Unphased

Unphased

Unphased

0329 0329 0104. D5
0106

0330 0329 0104 D5
0106

0331 0329 0106 D5

0332 0329 0104 D5

0333 0333 0333 C8

section

ditch fill

ditch fill

ditch fill

ditch cut

Section across junction of 0104 and 0I06. Shallow (26cm deep) 5
feature at junction. Relationship of ditches unclear.

Fill of junction area, dark grey brown sand, some stones and chalk
fragments.

Fill ofditch 0106 in section 0329. Dark grey brown sand with
some flints and chalk fragments

Fill of ditch 0104 in section 0329. Dark grey brown sand with
some flints and chalk fragments

Partial-linear ditch running E-W, U shaped section, flat base.

3

3

3

3

4

62

62

62

62

94,96

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

Rom

Rom

ERom

2iii-iv LIA-
ERom

2iii-iv UA-
ERom

2iv LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LiA-
ERom

2iv LIA-
ERom

0341 0102 0102

0334 0335 . 0333 C8

0339 0209? 0246 F4

0340 0105 D4

--

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

Unphased

Unphased

Unphased

UA
ERom
UA
ERom

Unphased

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

UA
ERom

UA
ERom

-

2iv

2iv

2iia

2iia

o

o

o

o

2iv

2iv

LIAlRom 2iv

MlLel 2iv
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y

y

y

-

y

y

y

y

y

y

----
0346?
0104?

0104?

. 0104

66

66

64

67

63

95

97

91

-

4

4

3

3

3

4

3

3

4

-

7

----
Mid grey brown sand, fairly compact occasional flints

Im length of 0333

Possible pit, ill defined. Dark grey sand feature, next to 0337, 3·
probably a treehole. 70x5Oxl0cm

Curvilinear ditch, bowl shaped section, aligned N-S. 2

Fill of 0333 at section 0335

Excavated section of 0104, 5.lm long, to S of where it cuts 0154.
Mid brown silty sand, darker at edges, occasional charcoal flecks.
0104 deepens as it goes S from 29 to 52cm leaving the chalk
naturaL

Brown sand fill ofE-W ditch, cuts 0104 and butts against 0105.
Originally seen in evaluation trench.

Light orange brown soft sand, some animal disturbance at top 7

III defined dark feature SW of 0322, patchy fill probably a
treehole, not drawn

III defined pit, U shaped section, oval in plan. 90x60x30cm, E of
0336

Varies from very dark grey in center to very light grey sand at
edges with flint inclusions. Similar to 0336 in that definition of
feature is difficult.

Mid orange brown soft sand, 16cm deep

-

pit fill

ditch fill

ditch fill

ditch fill

pit

pit cut

ditch fill

ditch fill

ditch
section

feature

ditch
section

ditch fill

---

0337 0337 G6

0338 0337 G6

0336 0336 G6

0335 0335 0333 C8

0344 0344 0105 D6

0345 0344 0105 06

0342 0318 0246 F4
0209?

0343 0343 G6

-
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opno feat comp grsq identifier description pi no ssheet no sect. no cuts cutby over under photos ss fi small finds spotdate phase period

0346 0346 0104 D6

0347 0346 0104 D6

0348 0348 F6

0349 0349 0106 D5

0350 0349 0106 D5

ditch Curvilinear irregular shaped N-S aligned ditch.
section

ditch fill Loose light brown yellow sand, occasional flints

feature cut Irregular feature, probably a treehole as charcoal flecked dlU-k sand
dives under natural

ditch Ditch section connecting sections 0195 and 0329. Excavated to
section expalin change in depth between these 2 sections.

ditch Dark grey brown sand with a lot of flint and chalk fragments.
section

3

3

67

69

69

0344
0105

0344

y

y

y

y

lA

ERom

Zii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

17 1A7

2iv LIA-
ERom

2iv LIA-
ERom

0355 0354 E6

0356 0354 E6

0352 0353 0351 D8

0351 0351 0351 D8 LIA
ERom

ESax

lA

Unphased

lA

Unphased

Unphased

lA

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

LIA
ERom

Unphased

2iia

2iv

2iv

2iv

2iv

2iv

2iv

2iv

o

o

3

2iv

o

o

lA

lA

lA

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

0352

0367

0479

0105

0410

04437

68

68

102

143

68

100

98

99

143

102

100

99, lOO

143

74

99

3

4

5

5

4

4

4

4

3

3

4

4

5

3

4

2

2,5Basin profiled section of0254

Cut of but! end ofditch [0354]. Shallow bowl shape, with irregular 2
base. Possibly truncated and roughly aligned N-S.

Fill ofditch [0354]. Very sandy silt that was mid brownish-yellow 2
and very loose. .

Light orange-brown soft sand. 7

Short ditch, approx. 2m in length. Curvilinear feature.

Broad, u-shaped cut which may be continuation ofditch [0333].
Running E-W. Linear feature in plan Excavated with trowel and
shovel. 0.92m wide, 0.28m deep.

Part mid-brown sand. Small stone flecks. Medium compaction.
Excavated with trowel and shovel.

Section/intersection ofditches 0351 and 0105

Fill of0354 in section 0358. Mid brown-yellow sandy silt. 2,5

Small, round, possible posthole. The northem-most of two possible 2
postholes. 50% excavated, using trowel.

Dark grey/brown sand fill of'posthole [0360] with frequent stones
(possible gravel) filling lower half. 50% excavted, using trowel.

Possible p/hole (possibly natural). The southem-most of two close 2
p/holes. Larger of the two. 50% excavated, using trowel.

Mid grey/brownsand fill of [0362] with occasional stones. 50%
excavated, with trowel.

natural feature thought initially to be posthole but turned into treee
bowl

Small, circular pit, filled with dense charcoal sand. Probably cuts 8
ditch 0443 as excavated before 0443 was identified. Overlies
sinkhole 0479.

Section oflarge pit excavated to limits ofE edge ofsite. Located 8
on the E edge ofexcavation N of[OI56]. Steep-sided, flat-
bottomed pit, only partly visible in plan.

Mid brown sand fill with very occasional flint fragments.
Uppermost fill of [0366].

Dark grey/blacksand with some flint inclusions. Below fill (0367)
in [0366]

ditch fill

ditch butt
end

ditch fill

ditch fill

ditch cut

ditch
section

ditch cut

section

E6 ditch fill

M4 pit cut

M4 pit fill

M4 pit fill

E6

E6 posthole
cut

E6 posthole
fill

E6 posthole
cut

E6 posthole
fill

E6 natural
feature

L3 pit

0368 0366

0367 0366

0364 0364

0360 0360

0366 0366

0365 0365

0362 0362

0363 0362

0359 0354

0357 0318 0246 F4
02097

0358 0354 E6

0361 0360

0353 0351/0 D8
105

0354 0354
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opno feat comp grsq identifier description pI no ssheet no sect. no cuts cutby over under photos ss fi small finds spotdate phase period

Partial-linear ditch. Shallow, u-shaped section with a flat base and
an E-W alignment.

Mid-dark brown fill with occasional flecks/small stones. Fillof
[0369]. 70% excavated, using trowel and shovel.

Im section ofditch [0369] and [0105]. Excavated using trowel and
shovel.

Small, oblong pit. Cut into chalk natural. 90cm wide, 60cm long 8
and 20cm deep. 100% excavated, using trowel.

Very dark sand fill of [0372] with occasional stones over chalk
natural. 2 bags of soil samples taken

Cut of shallow sided ditch that has shallow sides, then becomes 3
suddenly deeper in profile with sheer sides in middle of base. This
number for southern end

Mid brown silly sand fill of [0322].

0369 036907

0370 0369 D7

0371 0369/0
105

0372 0372 M3

0373 0372 M3

0374 0374 0322 05

0375 0374 0322 05

0376 0376 0376 05

0377 0376 0376 05

0378 0376 0376 05

0379 0379 0376 05.

gully

gully fill

section

pit cut

pit fill

ditch cut

ditch fill

ditch cut

ditch
section

ditch fill

ditch
section

Small ditch runningE-W towards East end of site. U-shaped.
Continuation of0257?

Section of ditch [0376]. East of ditch [0322].

Light brown sand fill of ditch [0376].

Section of ditch [0376]. West of ditch [0322]. U-shaped.

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

5

5

70

65

65

126

126

120,125

125

125

0105

0322

0370

y

y 2 y lA

2iv LIA-
ERom

2iv LIA-
ERom

2iv LIA-
ERom

lA

lA

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

lA

lA

lA

lA

06 pit fill

05.06 ditch
section

0385 0385 0322 06

0380 0379 0376 05

-
LIA
ERom

-

Unphased

Unphased

Unphased

Unphased

Unphased

LIA
ERom

2iv

lA?

-
2iv

lA

o
o
o
o
o

LIA
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

o Unphased

lA

lA

lA

Page 14 of23- -

y

y

y
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0322

-

130

135

135

134

134

115

us
106,109

130

130

130

106

-

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

'5

5

-

3

3

3

3

3

3

----

Mid brown sand fill of ditch [0322] at section 0383.

Mid brown sand fill of ditch [0322] at section 0385.

Section of ditch [0322] where cut by pit [0381].

Small pit alongside ditch [0322] and pit [0389].

Mid grey and brown siltysand fill of pit [0387].

Small pit beside pit [0387].

Mid grey/brown silly sand fill ofpit [0389].

Small pit.

Fillof pit [0391]. Dark grey silly sand with some charcoal.

Small ditch rwming E-W at extreme N/E corner of site. Butt ends
at its East end and runs into North end of site. Narrow and
shallow. ? Same as 0333

Light brown sand fill of ditch [0393] at its East butt end.

Fillof ditch [0379]. Dark brown silly sand.

Pit cut by ditch [0322].

Fillof pit [0381]. Mid brown, silly sand with bands of black
running through.

Section of ditch [0322] just South of pit [0381].

-

pit fill

ditch cut

pit cut

ditch fill

ditch
section

ditch fill

pit cut

pit fill

pit cut

pit fill

ditch fill

ditch fill

pit CUI

-
J7

06

06

06

06

17

17

J7

--
0394 0393

0388 0387

0389 0389

0390 0389

0391 0391

0392 0391

0393 0393

0381 0381

0382 0381

0383 0322 0322

0384 0383 0322 06

0386 0385 0322 06

0387 0387 06

-



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
opno feat comp grsq identifier description pI no ssheet no sect. no cuts cutby over under photos ss fi small finds spotdate phase period

0395 0393 17 ditch fill Fillof ditch [0393]just before it runs intoNorthern end of site. No 5 109 2iv LIA-
descriptionof fill given. ERom

0396 0396 17 pit cut Smallpit in East end of site (not far East). 2 5 119 IA

0397 0396 17 pit fill Lightgrey silty sand fillof pit [0396]. 5 119 y IA IA

0398 0398 F5 pit cut Possiblepit. Filledwith dark, silty sand. Very irregularsurfaced 3 0 Unphased
pit. Near [0336].

0399 0322 0322 G5,G6 ditch Section of butt end of ditch [0322]at East(?) end. [0322] is, 120 2ii-iii LIA-
section however, supposed to run N-S so can't have an East end. ERom

0400 0399 0322 ditch fill Lightbrown silty sand fill of ditch [0322]at section 0399. 5 120 2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

0401 0401 M3 pit cut Mediumsized pit nr extremeE edge of site (nrpit [0156]). 8 5 122 IA
Northern edge is disturbedby modernconcrete structure.Two
fiIIs=(0405) + (0430). 50% excavated,using trowel.Located in
yellowlbrownnatural. Was sieved.

0402 0402 0402 M3 ditch cut Narrow, curvingditch at E end of site, runningN-S along fence. 8 4 104 0407, y I? IA?
Singlefill of pale brown, fairlycoarse sand with Iron pan lower 0409
down. 60crnwide, 30crndeep.

0403 0403 0402 M3 ditch Section of ditch [0402]. 60cm length,100%excavated,using y I? IA?
section trowel.

0404 0403 0402 M3 ditchfiII Wet, pale brown fill of ditch [0402]at section 0403, comingdown 4 103 I? IA?
onto thick Iron pan. Natural is very lightsand. Excavatedusing
trowel.

0405 0401 M3 pit fill Top fill of of pit [0401]. Dark grey/blacksand with Dark brown 5 122 0430 Y IA IA
sand traces with highstone/naturalflint frequency. Fine/crumbly
soil. Sperated fromfill (0430) by chalk layer. 66cmwide, 20cm
deep, 90cm long (W-E).

0406 0406 MI pit cut Rounded pit. Upper fill= Very dark grey sand with numeroussmall 8 3,4 77,138 Y 0 Unphased
+ mediumflints. Lower fill=pale brown sand. 80cm wide, 38cm
deep, Im wide. 50% excavated, using trowel and shovel. Adjacent
to [0427].

0407 0407 L3 M2 ditch cut Ditch runningW-E past [0402] (0403) and into E end at far E end 5 112 0402, 2i LIA-
of site. V-shaped.Fillin section 0437 mid-darkbrown sand with a 0408 ERom
layer ofbuming at bottom .

0408 0408 ditch cut Narrow ditch runningN-S fromN edge of site. Singlefill of pale, 112,121 0407, 2i LIA-
coarse sand, which is hard to distinguishfrom natural. Crossed and 0409 ERom
cut by E-W ditches {0407]+ [0409]and all come togetherwithin
section 0437. Parallels similarditch to W.

0409 0409 ditch cut Ditch running E-W parallel with [0407], mergingsomewhereto W 3,5 73,112 0408 Y preh 2ii-iii LIA-
of section 0437. Fill in section 0437= mid greylbrownsand & fine undatable ERom
gravel.

0410 0410 M4 pit cut Pit immediatelyto the N of [0366]& cut by [0366].Steep sided 8 5 143 0366 IA
bottom not fullyvisible.Extends into E edge of excavation.Not
fullyvisible in plan.

0411 0410 M4 pit fill Mid-dark brown sand fill of ditch [0410]. Disturbedby modem 143 IA
wall footings.

0412 0366 M4 pit fill Lowest fill of pit [0366]. Mid/darkbrown sand. 143 0368 y IA IA

0413 0366 M4 pit fill Chalk fill of pit [0366]. Looks very similarto naturalchalk slip 143 0412 y IA
fromedge of pit.

0414 0414 C5 posthole Smallcircularp/hole with u-shapedbase. 25cm wide, 13cmdeep. 4 107 Y 0 Unphased
cut
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opno feat comp grsq identifier description pI no ssheet no sect. no cuts cutby over under photos ss fi small fmds spotdate phase period

0415 0414 C5 posthole Mid brown, silty sand upper fill with occasional small stones. 5 107 0416 y Nwnber 1001. 0 Unphased
fill Excavatedusing trwoel. Detected.

0416 0414 C5 posthole Mid to lightbrown silty sand fill of p/hole [0414), with very 107 0415 0 Unphased
fill occasionalvery small stones.

0417 0417 C5 posthole Small,circularposthole. Ll-shapedbase. One of six in close 4 110 y 0 Unphased
cut proximity.25cm wide, 12cm deep. Detected. 50% excavated,

USing trowel.

0418 0417 C5 posthole Orangeybrown sand fill of postole [0417), with a chalk base. 50% 5 110 y 0 Unphased
fill excavated, using trowel. Detected.

0419 0419 C5 posthole Possible smallposthole. One of six in close 'proximity. 18cmwide, 4 108 Y 0 Unphased
cut 13cm deep. Detected. 50% excavated, using trowel.

0420 0419 C5 posthole Mid-darkorangey-brownsand + occasionalstone fill of p/hole 5 108 y 0 Uophased
fill [0419). Detected. 50% excavated, using trowel.

0421 0421 C5 posthole Small,shallowposthole. One of six in close proximity. 30cmwide, 4 111 y 0 Unphased
cut 9cm deep. Detected. 50% excavated, using trowel.

0422 0421 C5 posthole Fill ofp/hole [0421). Mid orangey-brownsand with occasional 5 111 y 0 ,Unphased
fill stones, cut into chalk natural. Detected. 50% excavated, using

trowel.

0423 0423 C5 posthole Very shallow, smallp/hole, located to the East of [0425).One of 4 5 116 Y 0 Unphased
cut six in close proximity.27cm wide, 5cm deep. Detected. 50%

excavated,using trowel.

0424 0423 C5 posthole Orangey-brownsand over chalk natural fill of [0423). Detected. Y 0 Unphased
fill 50% excavated,using trowel.

0425 0425 C5 posthole Small,circularp/hole, West of [0423). One of six possible p/holes 4 5 117 Y 0 Unphased
cut in close proximity. 34cm wide, 12cmdeep. Detected. 50%

excavated,using trowel.

0426 0425 C5 posthole Fill ofp/hole [0425). Mid orangeybrown sand and occasional 5 117 y 0 Unphased
fill stones. Detected. 50% excavated, using trowel.

0427 0427 M2 ditch cut Ditch runningE-W in South-Eastcorner of site. Sectionedwith 8 3,5 72,138 y 2ii 'LIA-
butt-endto West Possible butt-end to East 1.9mwide, 28cm ERom
deep. 50% excavated, using shovel.

0428 0427 M2 ditch fill Fill of ditch [0427). Mid gey/hrownsand with occasionalstones. 3,5 72,138 Y 2ii LIA-
50% excavated, using shovel. ERom

0429 0429 ' 0407 M3 pit cut Possiblepit on edge and cuttingditch [0407).Unclear if it is a 8 2i LIA-
separate feature to ditch. ERom

0430 0401 M3 pit fill ' Middle fill layer of pit [0401). Dense charcoal layer, the upper part 122 0339 0405 Y lA lA
of which lies in a series of dippingbands seperated by a dark
greylbrownsand. Containsburnt and shattered flints.Sieved.
Excavatedusing trowel.

0431 0431 E5 pit cut Shallow,oval pit 60cmwide, 20cm deep. 50% excavated,using 4 101 Y 0 Unphased
trowel.

0432 0431 E5 pit fill Fill of pit [0431). Dark grey/brownsand with occasional finds. 4 100 y 0 Unphased
50% excavated, using trowel.

0433 0433 E5 pit cut Medium,round pit with 'flatbottom 90cmwide, 33cm deep. 50% 4 104 y 0 Unphased
excavated,using'trowel.

0434 0433 E5 pit fill Fill of pit [0433). Dark grey/brownsand with some charcoaland 4 104 y 0 Unphased
occasionalstones. 50% excavated, using trowel.

0435 0156 0156 M3, pit fill Chalky/siltLens. Flint inclusions-approx. 25%. Mid grey/brown, 4 105 y 3 ESax
M4

0436 0156 0156 M3, pit fill Dark greyish-brownfill with inclusionsof flint-approx.25%. 4 105 0157 y y ESax
M4 Fairly compact- - - - - - - - - - Page 16 of23- - - - - - - - - - -
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0437 0407- 0407. L3 section Sectionof ditches [0407]. [0408] and [0409]. [0407]& [0409] cut . 8 112 Y 2i LIA-
09 0408 through[0408].Northern end relationship destroyedby later ERom

disturbance.Fill of [0408] distinguished as lighterbrown sand.
AnirnaI bone from [0409]. 3m wide, 50cm deep, Im long.
Excavatedusing shovel.

0438 0156 0156 M3, pit fill Hearth? Very compact, red, bumt clay foundwithin context Y y ESax
M4 (0436)- dark grey fill.Approx. 1.5 litres of soil samples taken.

0439 0401 M3 pit fill Basal layer of pit [0401]. Dense charcoal sand, incl.Occasional 122 0430 Y y IA IA
coarse woody charcoal fragments. Also very regular sflint
shattered into small shards by heat Some heat disclourationto
sides of pit Fill same as (0430) with grey sand banding.
Articulated animal limb.

0440 0408 0408 L4 ditch Sectionof ditch [0408] on N edge of site. N-S runningditch with 8 121 Y 2i LIA-
section pale brown sand fill and occasionalstones. Shallowbowl shape ERom

section. 80cm wide, 38cm deep. Excavatedusing trowel and
shovel.

0441 0406 Ml pit fill Very darkgrey sand & numeroussmall& mediumflints form the 138 0442 Y 0 Unphased
upper fill of pit[0406]. 16cmdeep. 50% excavated.

0442 0406 Ml pit fill Lower fill of pit [0406]. Pale grey sand fadinginto natural.25% 5 138 0441 y 0 Unphased
excavated, using trowel & shovel.

0443 0443 0409 L3 ditch cut Curvingditch with Eastern butt-end inunediatelyto the E of 8 73 0461 3? ESax?
0485 section0437. Excavated in section0444. Curvesat section 0365.

0444 0443 0409 L3 section Section throughditch [0409] (disturbedby pipe trench)& across 8 73 Y 2-3 LIA-
0485 Eastern end of [0443]. Relationshipuncleardue to disturbance. ERom

Excavatedusing trowel.

0445 0409 0409 L3 ditch fill Fill ofE-W ditch [0409] (as seen in section0444). Mid grey/brown 3 73 Y Rom 2ii-iii LIA-
sand and fine gravel. Excavatedusing trowel. ERom

0446 0446 0409 K3 ditch cut E-W runningditch, possibly 0146,0273 etc. thoughhard to tell 131 y 2ii-iii LIA-
due to modem disturbance to the W. Ditch section 0447 shows it is ERom
likely to be the same ditch which rises up when hittingchalk.
There are signs of plough marks runningN-S in close vicinity.
Same as 0409 - west butt end

0447 0446 0409 K3 ditch Section shows irregularbase, possibly truncated,which suggests it 5 131 Y 2ii-iii LIA-
section couldbe the same ditch as [0273] to the E. ERom

0448 0447 0409 K3 ditch till Lightbrown fill of ditch [0446]with very occasiorialinclusionsof 5 131 Y y Rom 2ii-iii LIA-
flint (less than 5%). Fairlycompact. ERom

0449 0449 K2 pit cut Smallpit, V-shaped in section, with [0451],(possibleanimal 9 y 0 Unphased
disturbance)immediatelyto its S. E-W ditch runningto its N.
80cmwide, 24cm deep. 50% excavated,using trowel.

0450 0449 K2 pit fill Fill of pit [0449]. Mid grey/brownsand with occasionalstones. 9 5 127 Y 0 Unphased
50% excavated, using troweL

0451 0451 K2 animal Linear feature going diagonallydown frompit [0449] (possible 9 5 127 y
disturbanc animalburrow). Follows 45° with possibly naturalyellow sand and
e chalk above. Southern end truncatedby modem disturbance.

Excavatedwith trowel.

0452 0451 K2 animal Fill offeature [0451]. Dark grey/brownsand under yellow sand 127 Y
disturbanc and chalk, (possibly natural).Frequentstones. Excavatedwith
e trowel.

0453 0453 K2 pit cut Smallpit located within a large area of grey/brownsand. The 8 76,139 2iii LIA-
featuer then extends into paler sand to forma fairly irregular ERom
shaped section. Relationshipof natural-pitshown in section. 1.48m
wide, 33cm deep. 50% excavated,with trowel.
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0454 0453 K2 pit fill Fillof pit (0453);Area of dark greylbrownsand with occasional 3 76,139 2iii LIA-
stoneswithina paler greylbrown sand. 50%excavated,withtrowel. ERom

0455 0455 12 pit Small, ovalpit, Southernmostof two adjacentpit features. Cut by 8 136 2ii LIA-
modemfootings trenchwhichhas destroyedSouthernedgeof the ERom
pit Red-brownsand fill that is quitehard-possiblemineralised FE
content?Partlycut into chalk.Adjacentto [0456].

0456 0456 12 pit Small,oval pit similarto & adjacentto [0455].Singlefill of pale 8 5 136 2ii LIA-
brownsand. ERom

0457 0457 0457 12 ditchcut Ditchnr Easternedge of site. Shallow,Ll-shaped ditch.Thoughnot 8 5 132,146 2ii-iii LIA-
continuous, this is probablythe sameas [0427]at extremeEastern ERom
edge of site, doesn'tquite alignwith 0152 at the westernend of the
site.. Adjacentto [0453]. Urn wide, 27cmdeep. Detected.
Excavatedwith trowel& shovel.

0458 0457 0457 12 ditchfill Darkbrownsand fill of ditch [0457].Detected.Excavatedusing 5 132 Y BA 2ii-iii LIA-
troweland shovel. ERom

0459 0408, 0408 L3 section Sect tIuu ditch [0408]nr E edgeofsite. Showsjunct betweenS-E 5 124 0484 2i LIA-
0484 ditch [0408]& NW feature[0484](see contextsheet for rough ERom

plan).0408 appears to be cutting0484.Wedge of 0484is
extremelychalkywith a largeIwnpon the ditch/feature junct, 2m
wide, 36cmdeep, 1.5mlong.Sieved.Dug with trowel& shovel.

0460 0459 0408 L3 ditchfill Fillof ditch [0408]by section0459. Darkbrown/greysandwith 5 124 2i LIA-
stone, chalkand flint fragments mixedin. Fillnr W spurof feature ERom
producedvery chalkyfill.Sieved.Excavatedwith toweland shovel.

0461 0461 L3 ditchcut N-S ditch,comingdown fromthe N edge of the site & extendsto 8 5 118 0409 2i LIA-
ditches[0407]& [0409].Parallelsadjacentditch [0408]and is cut ERom
by [0409]. Probablythe sameas 0407.

0462 0462 0461 L3 section 80cmlengthof ditch [0461]excavatedN of ditch [0407]& close 8 118 2i LIA-
to N edgeof the site. Ditchprofileis relativelysquare:with steep ERom
sides& a relativelyflat base. Excavatedthroughchalk.

0463 0462 0461 L3 ditchfill Fill of ditch [0461]by section0462.Fine redlbrownsilt/sandwith y Sax 2i LIA-
commonmedimsize chalknodulesthroughout fill.Finechalkysilt ERom
withinlowerpart of fill.

0464 0464 12 pit cut Smallpit adjacentto ditch0470. 50%excavated,with trowel. 9 137 IA

0465 0464 12 pit fill Fillofpit [0464].Orangeylbrown sandcuttingchalknatural. 5 137 y IA IA
Occasionalstones. 50% excavated, with trowel.

0466 0322 0322 G4 section Sectionacross ditch [0322]at Southof site. 7 144 Y 2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

0467 0318 0246 G4 section Sectionat junctionof ditches[0318]& [0322]. 7 123 2iia LIA-
0322 ERom

0468 0318 0246 G4 featurefill Fill fromsection0467/feature[03)8]. 7 5 123 y IA? 2iia LIA-
ERom

0469 0466 0322 G4 ditchfill Fill fromsection0466/ditch[0322]. 7 Y y 2ii-iii LIA-
ERom

0470 0470 12 ditchcut Smallditch adjacentto pit [0464].Filledwith orangeylbrown sand 9 137 2ii LIA-
onto chalknatural. ERom

0471 0471 0409 K3 ditchcut DitchrunningNW-SE, with irregular sectionshape,but a fairly 148 Y 2ii-iii LIA-
regular base. Excavatedusingtrowel& shovel. On edgeof 0446 - ERorn
onlyseen in smallarea, fades to east.

0472 0472 K2 ditch Shallowditch(?)runningapprox. N-S toSE of site.Ephemeral at 9· 3 75 0476 y 2i LIA-
best. Orangeylbrown soilwithdarkerpatches. Cutby 0476. ERom
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0473 0471 0409 K3 ditch fill Fillof [0471].Mid brown silly sand. Occasionalinclusions of flint; 5 148 y Y 2ii-iii LIA-
approx.4cmx 2.5cm x 3cm of regularshape; fairlycompact ERom
Excavatedusing trowel& shovel.

0474 0474 0409? K3 ditch cut Linearfeature runningparallelwith, and infringing upon [0471].It 8 148 0471 y 2 LIA-
has a bowl-shaped,concavebase runningSE-NW.Excavated ERom
usingtrowel, shoveland mattock 6m long,O.5m wide.

0475 0474 0409? K3 ditch fill Lightyellowishlbrown sandy siltwith vel)' occasionalinclusions of 5 148, y 2 LIA-
flint; l.5cm x 2cm x 2cm <5%; fairlycompact.Excavatedusing ERom
trowel & shovel.

0476 0476 It ditch cut Ditch on E side of site. Visibleat extremeSE comer of site. 8,9 0472 y IA 2ii LIA-
Curvesround to the W, folows, thendisappearsunder footingsof ERom
building426(?) (old Post Office). lAm wide, 32cmdeep. Possibly
a continuation(thoughbroken)of 0152. Excavatedusing trowel&
shovel.

0477 0476 0476 L( ditch 3m lengthof ditch [0476]excavatednr SE cornerof site. 32cm 8 6 156 2ii LIA-
section deep. Detected.Excavatedusing trowel& shovel. ERom

0478 0477 0476 Ll ditch fill Fillof ditch [0476] in section 0477. Grey/brownsand with 6 156 y IA 2ii LIA-
occasionalflints. lAm wide, 32cmdeep, 3m long.Excavatedusing ERom
trowel & shovel,

0479 natural Irregularinplan & section, Vel)' irregularbase. No evident 141 0443 0365 y IA I? IA?
feature alignment All irregularities suggestprobablynaturalfeature.

Excavatedby trowel & shovel.Probablesinkhole

0480 0479 0443? L3 natural? Lightbrownsandy silt fill offeature [0479].Onlyvel)' occasional y 3? ESax?
0408 inclusions of flintapprox. 3cm x 2cmx 2cm <5%. Fairlyloose

compaction; vel)' clean, Fillfurther indicatesit to be a natural
feature. Excavatedby trowel & shovel.

0481 0481 0120 KI, ditch Sectionthroughbutt-endof ditch [0120](dug in evaluation). NW- 8 128 Y ESax
Ll section SE nmning ditch, cuttingchalk natural.Steep-sided,V-shaped.

Two distinguishable fills.94cmwide, 40cm deep, IA5m long.
Trowelexcavated.

0482 0481 0120 KI, ditch fill Top fillof ditch [0120] in section 0481. Slumpeddark brown sand 5 128 Y Y IA ESax
Ll & bwnt stones. Some charcoal. Samefill as (0121) foundin

section0124. (Findsgiven this number), Excavatedusingtrowel.

0483 0481 0120 KI,Ll ditch fill Lowerfill seen in ditch [0121], section0481. Mid brownsand & 5 128 Y ESax
occasionalstones cutting into chalknatural.Samefill as (0123)-
seen in section0124. Excavatedusing trowel.

0484 0484 U feature Butt-endoffeature nmning offW edge of section0459. SEt in 8 124 I? IA?
midstof yellowishchalk naturalsoil & so possiblynatural itself.
Composedof dark brown/greyfillwith vel)' faintpale yellow
tinge. Chalkfragments visible.

0485 0485 0443 gully(?) Smallcurvilineargullywith irregularsectionshape & base. 8 3? ESax?
cut Probablyheavilytruncated.Approx.5cmdeep. Curvingfromthe E

to the N. Excavatedusing trowel & shovel.Possiblya continuation
of ditch [0443].

0486 0485 0443(? L3 gully fill Darkbrown fill of gully [0485]with occasionalinclusions offlint; 0480 3? ESax?
) <5%. Fairlycompact.Excavatedusingtrowel& shovel.

0487 0365, 0443 L3 gully/ditch Sectionthroughcurvilinear, bowl-shapedgullywith a regularbase. 8 Y 2ii LIA-
0443 section Probablytruncated.Alignedapprox.SE-NW.Not able to establish ERom

relationship between gully/ditch[0443]and pit [0365].Excavated
with trowel& shovel.
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0488 0487 0443 L3 ditchfill Mid greylbrownfill.Occasionalinclusions of flint. Fairlycompact. Y 3? ESax?
Hard to identifydifference in fillbetween[0488]& [0443].Partly
owingto charcoallayeron surface& maybe part of the same
ditch(?).Not drawn.Excavatedusingtrowel& shovel.

0489 0408 0408 12 ditch Sectionthroughbutt-endof ditch [0408].Not drawn. 8 2i LIA-
section ERom

0490 0490 13 feature Large, shallowoval feature. Fi11: midgrey/brown sand & small 9 133 (j Unphased
flints.20cmdeep.Not photographed. Mightbe natural.Adjacentto
0471.2.5mwide (B-W), 20cmdeep, 2.45m(N-S).Detected. 50%
excavated,with trowel& shovel.

0491 0491 K3 pit cut Smallpit in E area of site nr otherseparatepits & approx. Urn S 8 129 2ii LIA-
0£[0471].Containedwithinyellowlbrown naturalsand which ERom
becomesincreasingly redlbrown/copper in colouras the pit gets
deeper on its SE side. Roughlyelongatedbowl-shape.
40cm(W)x30cm(D)x70cm(L) WoE. 50% excavated,with trowel.
Sieved.

0492 0491 K3 pit fill Dark grey/palegrey fillof pit [0491]. Stonywith a lot of natural 129 2ii LIA-
flintdeposit,fine soilquality.Occasionalburntpebblespresent ERom
(possiblyconnectedto adjacentburntcopper/brown natural?) and a
few scatteredcharcoalfragments. Sieved.Excavatedwith trowel.

0493 0493 12 feature Rounded,small feature,Couldbe a pit, but morelikelyis natural& 5 142
cause by water staining. Pale grey sandfill.Adjacentto [0457].
60cmwide (N-S), 16cmdeep, 60cmlong(E-W). 50% excavated
usingtrowel.Detected.

0494 0494 0494 Il ditchcut Possibleenclosure ditch-maybe extensionof 0476.Linearinplan 9 6 149 2ii-iii LIA-
Irregularsectionshape.Gradualbreak of slopefromE, slopingat ERom
angleof 45°. Sharpbreak of slope at base, risingagainat angleof
approx.75°; truncatedby buildingmaterialat the edgeof
excavation; alignedapprox.N-S. Excavatedusingtrowel& shovel.

0495 0494 0494 ]I ditchfill Lightbrownsandysilt. Veryoccasionalinclusions of flint; approx. 6 149 2ii-iii LIA-
15%;approx.5cm x 4cm x 3cm Fairlyloosecompaction- ERom
apparentlyslightlydifferentfrombasal fill,seperatedby ironpan

0496 0497 0497 Lt ditchfill Sectionof ditch [0497].Shallow, with dark grey/brown sandfill in 8 6 150 Y 2ii LIA-
yellow/brown natural.Adjacentto section0477 & ditch [9476]. ERom
60cmwide, 15cmdeep,1.54mlong(NWW-SEE). Excavated
usingtrowel& shovel.

0497 0497 0497 Lt ditchcut Ditchon SE of site. Runs roughly SEE-NWW,lm south& parallel 8 0498· 2ii LIA-
to [0476].CurvesquitesharplyNNE on E edge. Appearsin ERom
section0500. Shallow& relativelynarrow.Disturbedby concrete
footingon W side. Adjacentto ditch [0476].

0498 0498 0498 u ditchcut Smallish, shallowditch running SoNnr SE edgeof site. Disturbed 8 0476, Modern 2iii LIA-
just N of [0476]by concretefooting(running perpendicular to the 0497 footings ERom
footingdescribedin OP 0497).Ditchappearsto bend around
sharplyto the W just after the footingafterwhichit is lostunder
more footings,

0499 0498 0498 LI ditchfill Sectionof junctionof ditches[0498]& [0497](the formercuts the 8 6 151 Y 2iii LIA-
latter). Shallow, regularcut with dark/pale& browntrace fill.OP ERom
0497has roughplan offeature's relationship with other features.
58cmwide, 12cmdeep, l.5m long(S-N).Excavatedwith trowel&
shovel.

0500 0497 0497 Lt ditch Sectionof Westernbutt-endof ditch [0497].Shallow in section. 8 6 152 Y 2ii LIA-
section 43cmwide, 8cmdeep, 45cmlong.Excavatedwithtrowel. ERom
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0501 0500 0497 LI ditch fill Fill of ditch [0497] in section 0500. Mediwn-finequality,dark y y IA 2ii LIA-
greylbrownsand with even colourationacross section.Excavated ERom
using trowel

0502 0497 0497 LI ditch fill Sect at E end of ditch [0497]. Very shallow,gettingdeeper 8 6 153 y 2ii LIA-
towards E. Dark greylbrown sand fill. Roughlyparallel to E end of ERom
ditch [0476]. At roughly the middleof the section, the naturalsoil
changes from dark brown to very pale grey sand. 50cmW(SSW-
NNE)xl4cm deepxl.8m long. Excavatedwith trowel & shovel.

0503 0505 12 ditch fill Dark brown sand fill of pit [0505]. Detected. 50% excavated,with y 2iii LIA-
trowel & shovel. Has animal disturbance. ERom

0504 0476, 0476 LI ditch Section throughbutt-end of ditch [0476]& pit [0505].Shows ditch 6 155 Y 2ii LIA-
0505 section cuttingpit. ERom

0505 0505 0476 MI ditch butt Butt end of 0476 • see 0506. Originallythoughtto be a smalloval 8 0476 Y 2iii LIA-
end pit(?) and cut by butt-end of ditch [0476].45cm wide (E-W), 15cm ERom

deep, 60cmlong (N-S). 50% excavated, with trowel & shovel.

0506 0476 12 ditch Sectionof butt-end(?)of ditch [0476]. The ditch end curves round 9 6 154 y 2ii LIA-
section sharply,giving the excavated area the appearance/properties of a ERom

pit. Smoothdarkgrey sand with very darkbrown hints towards
base of section & tiny chalk lumps. Im wide, 25cm deep, 1.3m
long (W-E). Excavated with trowel & shovel.

0507 0508 0476 JI ditch fill Fill of ditch [0476] in section 0508. Mid brown sand & stones. y IA 2ii LIA-
ERom

0508 0508 0476 JI ditch Section of ditch [0476] to show relationshipwith ditch [0509], but 9 113,114 2ii LIA-
section no relationshipvisible. ERom

0509 0509 J2 ditch cut Ditch nmningNE-SW. Seen in section 0508. (Only Imetre visible 9 2ii LIA-
across all site). ERom

0510 0510 J2 ditch cut Shallowditch runningN-S. 5cm deep, 30cmwide. Terminatesat 9 5 145,147 0513 2ii LIA-
butt-end to N, disturbed to S. Could be same as 0509. ERom

0511 0512 0510 J2 ditch fill Fillof ditch [0510]. Orangeylbrownsand with occasonal stones. 145,147 2ii LIA-
ERom

0512 0512 0510 J2 ditch Section throughditch [0510] to show relationship withpit [0513]. 9 147 2ii LIA-
section ERom

0513 0513 12 pit(?) cut Smallpit cuttingditch [0510]. 5cm deep. 9 0510 2iii LIA-
ERom

0514 0513 J2 pit fill Fill of pit [0513]. Orangelbrownsand with stones. 5 147 2iii LIA-
ERom

0515 0510 0510 13 ditch Section throughbutt-end of ditch [0510]. 9 2ii LIA-
section ERom

0516 0457 0457 J2 ditch Section throughditch [0457] to show relationshipwith pit [0518]. 9 5 146 2ii-iii LIA-
section ERom

0517 0516 0457 12 ditch fill Fillof ditch [0457] in section 0516. Mid brown sand & stones. 5 146 y IA 2ii-iii LIA-
Pottery fmds from ditch only, ERom

0518 0518 12 natural Feature thoughtto be a pit located on S side of ditch [0457] but 9
feature turned out not to be real.

0519 0518 J2 natural Mid brown sand & stones.
featurefill

0520 0520 K2 featurecut Shallow,oval, pit-type feature, filledwith a singlevery pale sand 8 5 140 2iii LIA-
layer. Slightlystonier than surroundingnatural. l.5m wide, 14cm ERom
deep.

0521 0521 L3 posthole(? Smallpossibleposthole. Very shallowbut cut into chalk.Filled 8 2iii LIA-
) cut withblack charcoal silt. Adjacent to [0491].40cm wide, 7cm deep. ERom
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0522 0522 0522 K1 featurecut Borad, very shallowfeaturewith single fillof pale, coarse sand 9 6 157 0523 I? lA?
with fine flint.Cut by p/hole [0523]. [0522]within sandy natural
area between two ridges of chalk.Possiblesoil horizon Sameas
0125 in evaluation.

0523 0523 K1 posthole PossiblepIholeon E edge of [0522].Filledwith dark greysand. 9 6 158 0522 lA
cut

0524 0524 featurecut Irregularhollow.Very shallowwith pale pink sand similarto
[0522]1[0472]. 7-10cmdeep.

0525 trench Trench throughE-W (soakawayline),where gas tank stood. No
S/S untilextremeW end where chalk & sand looks truncated.
Suggeststhis is a culmination of hollowseam(?)in initial
evaluation. Some modem ditswbance.

0526 trench 2nd trench dug along soakaway line (S of 0525). This shows
featuresquite close to surfaceat E end. S/S (S end?)drops
graduallyto W. Hollow"Seen in 0525 not very clear, but possibly
still present but comingup.

0527 0148 ditchfill Stonybrown sand fill ofN-S ditch.Not sure which one it is on 8 167 ?0528 y lA lA
plan Relationship with [0528]unclear.

0528 0528 B3 gully Mid-palebrown sand. Not sure which it is on mainplan. 10 8 171 ?0527· lA
Relationshipwith 0527 is unclearbut if anythinglooks likecut
by/underupper fillof 0527.

0529 0529 C3 gully E-W gully.Just appears on mainplan. Mottledbrown sand fill. 10 8 168,170 2iii UA-
Cuts 0527 & 0528. ERom

0530 0530 B4 pit cut Small,oval, shallowpit with dark grey, stony sand. Adjacent& N 10 8 169 2iii LIA-
of 0529. ERom

0531 0152 ditch fill Fillof ditch at butt-end.Cuts 0528 & 0527. Dark banded greysand 10 8 171 0148 y 2ii-iii LIA-
fill. Probablysame as 0152 on mainplan. 0528 ERom

0532 0532 J4 pit Oval pit north of ditch 0533. Dark greysand fill fleckedwith 7 .162 0 Unphased
occasionalcharcoal No finds

0533 0533 0376 J6, J7 ditch Narrow gullyrunningE-W across the site. Shallowrounded 7 0536 lA
profile. Singlefillof pale griitysand. Suggestnatural inpingingas
difficultto identify. Cut by 0536. Continuationof 0376.

0534 0533 0376 J6 ditch Sectionof gully0533. East end drawn. Pale sand fill. 7 165 lA
section

0535 0533 0376 K6 ditch Sectionof 0533 in K6, east of 0534. Pale sand fill. 7 166 lA
section

0536 0536 K6 pit cut Rectangularfeature,flat bottomedwhichslopes towrds the west 7 161 0533 2i LIA-
end. Sheer sided,pottery all fromone spot, singlecrushed . ERom
vessel? Cut by drainpipe,cuts ditch0533.

0537 0536 K6 pit fill Upper fillof 0536. A thinhorizonof midbrown sand with 7 161 y 2i UA-
occasionalcharcoalflecks. Findsfrom a singlespot towrdsthe top ERom
of the fill

0538 0538 K4 pit cut Circularpit with two distinctfills. Upper fill a pale/mediumbrown 7 163 0 Unphased
sand, lower fillof charcoalwith burnt flintand red burntpebbles.

~0539 0539 K5 pit cut Deep straightsided, circularpit cut throughchalk, into underlying 7 0159 lA
sand. Infilledfromsouth side. Dark organiclookingsilts at base,
under greysand.

0540 0539 K5 pit fill Upper fillof 0539 to top of darker layer. Findsfromthis upper fill 7 159 y LIA lA
only.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -opno feat comp grsq identifier description pI no ssheet no sect. no cuts cutby over under photos ss fi small finds spotdate phase period

0541 0541 K5 pit Small pit filled with dark charcoally sand. There were hearth 7 160 y 0 Unphased

pebbles within the fill. Cut pale sand, probably geological feature
to south. Pottery

0542 0542 K4 pit Vertical sided circular pit cutting feature 0536, filled with a layer 7 1'64 0536 2ii LIA-

ofpale brown coarse sand. Stony ERom

0543 0543 0246 C4 ditch cut ditch cut on south edge of0209 and butting beyond 0271. 4 2iii LIA-

Relationship with 0273 unclear as butt end only discernible at base ERom

of fills.

0544 0544 0408? ditch cut Ditch cut - not excavated - probable contiouationof0408. Cut by 0497 2i LIA-

0497 ERom

0545 0177 B5 pit fill Fill under 0178 - iodistioguishable from 0189 - so no relationship 0178 IA

with 0154 visible. Mid brown sand.

0546 0546 D5 feature Feature excavated io section 0298 - mixed finds under number 2iv LIA-

0297. Originally though to be part of0106 but on excavation ERom
looked more like a separate feature.

0547 0547 Ml ditch Unexcavated ditch that butts opposite 0476 2iii LIA-
ERom

0548 0548 D3 posthole Small circular posthole 6 3 85 2ii-iii LIA-

cut ERom

0549 0548 D3 posthole Coarse yellow-brown sand fill of posthole 0548, occasional stones. 3 85 2ii-iii LIA-

fill ERom

0550 0550 U feature Lioear feature on edge of0408. Fill iodistioguishable, parallel 8 2ii LIA-
alignment Could be recut? ERom

0551 0551 C4 ditch Ditch butt end opposite 0543. Put ioto phase 2iii but do we have 4 2iii LIA-

datiog? ERom

0552 0552 F5 feature Feature at the end ofditch 0376. III defined - could be natural. 3 0 Unphased

0553 D4 natural Wiodblown sand deposit in section 0261. 5 83
feature

0554 0408 0408 UL3 ditch fill Pale course brown sand fill ofditch 0408 io section 0437. Hard to 2i LIA-

distioguish from natural. ERom

0555 0407 0407 L3M2 ditch fill Mid - dark brown sand with a layer ofbuming at the bottom 2i LIA-
ERom

0556 0455 U pit fill Red-brown sand fill that is quite hard-possible mioeralised FE 5 136 2ii LIA-

content? ERom

0557 0456 U pit fill Siogle fill of pale brown sand. 5 136 2ii LIA-
ERom

0558 0532 J4 pit fill Dark grey sand fill flecked with occasional charcoal. No finds 7 162 0 Unphased

0559 0541 K5 pit fill Dark charcoally sand fill ofpit 0541. There were hearth pebbles 7 160 IA/Sax? 0 Unphased .

within the fill. Pottery recorded under cut number.

0560 0538 K4 pit fill Upper fill ofpit 0538, a pale/medium brown sand. 7 163 0561 0 Unphased

0561 0538 K4 pit fill Lower fill ofcharcoal with burnt flint and red burnt pebbles. 7 163 0560 0 Unphased
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OPNo Pot No PotWt F. clay No F. clay Wt Flint No Flint Wt BFNo BFWt A bone No AboneWt Miscellaneous Spotdate

4 0.033 13 0.080 Lel·EC2
0195 51 0.224

0196
3 0.005

0198
lA

0201 5 0.171

2 0.004 3 0.065 10 0.052 1 Fe (0.001) Lel-EC2
0202 11 0.047

2 0.001 Lel·EC2
0203 29 0.194

8 0.010 lA
0212 2 0.007

0218

0229 3 0.046

43 0.177
0231

0.010 6 0.029 0.022 lA
0233 2

6 0.024 l r/
ESax?

0236 5 0.020

1 0.001 0.005 ESax
0238 8 0.022

0.001 lA
0243 1 0.002

7 0.020 lA
0244 1 0.007 <.

2 0.039 -.0250
Le1+

-,
22 0.026

0252 44 0.395

9 0.048 2 0.007 47 0.136 1 Fe (0.005) M/LCl
0253 314 1.024

Rom
0254 1 0.001

1 0.001 2 0.031 5 0.004 preh undatabl
0260

0.001 1 0.001
0262

preh undatabl
0263 2 0.001 0.005

lA
0264 4 0.012

1 0.001
preh undatabl

0272
lA

0274 1 0.004
lA

0279 5 0.011

0282 0.013 r»

6 0.004 E/MCI
0283 9 0.062

Rom
0284 10 0.021

ERom
0287 6 0.014

0288
Lel+2 0.001

0291 12 0.400
0.001 Rom

0296 6 0.020
0.004 Rom

0297 10 0.043
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OPNo PotNo PotWt F. clay No F. clay Wt Flint No FlintWt BFNo BFWt A bone No AboneWt Miscellaneous Spotdate

0303

0315 3 0.019 4 0.020 26 0.036 ERom

0316 14 0.008

0317 1 0.011 1 0.001 0.004 Bronze Age

0324 5 0.078 1 0.002 lA

0330 1 0.011 Rom

0331 1 0.001 Rom

0332 7 0.027 ERom

0334 71 0.128

0340 85 0.271 7 . 0,042 M/Le1

0341 1 0.001 LWRom

0348 1 0.005 lA

0350 5 0.014 ERom

0357 5 0.015 0.001 lA

0365 9 0.015

0367 11 0.051 22 0.079 lA

0368 7 0.053 5 0.120 lA..
0373 7 0.093 11 0.010 26 0.013 lA

0382 2 0.005 lA

0384 1 0.007 59 0.026 lA

0386 15 0.129 0.046 1 charcoal lA

0397 1 0.001 lA

0405 6 0.042 2 Fe (0.005),4 charcoal lA

0409 1 0.001 12 0.011 1 Fe (0.005) preh undatabl

0412 5 0.106 15 0.449 1 snail (0.001) lA

0413 2 0.059

0430 3 0.007 2 0.002 18 0.022 lA

0436 80 0.756

0438 26 1.371

0439 8 0.039 4 0.024 105 1.173 5 charcoal lA

0445 1 0.003 Rom

0448

0458 2 0.016 Bronze Age

0463 4 0.061 Sax



---------------------
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Context Fabric Sherd Form NoWtlg Rim Notes Date
eve

0253 IGMB rim+ 4.1 27 249 85 Braughingjar, (130mm,85%) Incised shoulder MILe1
+ Braugh

HOGB rim+ jar 15 8 Jar rim+ mise bls, abr, prob. early IGX rim 3.7 3 8 8 Glob bkr. rim (l20mm, 8%) Lel-EC2

GX bls 5.1 61 135 SV abr. base + mise bls tci

BSW bls jars 71 . 122 Mise. some abr. inc. cordoned jars Ibase
)

HOG bls 11 72 Buff + oxy + grey mise,

GMB bls 12 55 SV+B2dec.

IRX rim+ 1 flagon 108 178 11 V. frag'ty SV (50mm, II %)
bls

MIC profil 6 Cam41 3 72 17 Straight-sided dish out-turned rim, (160mm,17%) Gold MILeI
e mica dusted. Camulodunum p. 218 Fig 47, No. 22-24 ICam 41 Mica coated have more reeded rims. Dark fabric

coarse quartz sand ( like HOG!)

HOG rim 4 Evans I I 117 9 Sjar Evans I, (380mm,9%) orange

BSW bls 2 8 Cordon~ vess. roller-stamped dec.diamond shaped ERom I
0254

GX bls Abr

I0260
Q U undatable

0263 IQ U 2 undatable

0264
Q2 U 4 12 Smoothed surface lA I0272
Q U undatable

0274 I
QI U 4 slashed on rim top. Smoothed surface lA

0279

IQI U 5 lA

Q2 U 3 2 Smoothed surface lA

Q2 R I 4 Smoothed surface lA

I0283
BSW bls I 2

FI R . I 2 Burnished lA IFI U I I lA

QI U 5 lA

Q2 U I 5 lA, IBSWIHM rim& 2 3 37 20 Upright rim (120mm,20%) B2 dec. HM? double cordon- LIA
bls 'belgic sphere of influence'

BSW bls jar 10 Cordoned vessel E/MCI

I0284
GMB bls 6 10 Fine bls, abr.

BSW bls 1 2 Abr IRX bls 2 6

BSW bls 3 BSW=HOGB?

0287 IHOG bls 2 6 Sm. and abr. HOG?

19 March 2004 Page 4 of7 I
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Context Fabric Sherd Form NoWtlg Rim Notes Date

I
eve

GX b/s 2 4 Sm. and abr,
I

BSW b/s 2 Dark sand B2 dec. (Romanising fabric)

I
RX b/s 2 Sm, and abr.

0291
HOGB rim+ 4 Sjar 6 388 25 SV in 0252 (300mm,25%) pocked into Evans 1-2]

Evans 1-

I 2

GX b/s 4 6 Abr

GMB b/s 2 6 Abr (clay relicts)

I 0296
GX b/s 13 Unk. fabric

BSW b/s 2 Dark sand (rom.fab) Cl

I GMB b/s 4 5 Sm & abr.

0297

·1
GMB b/s 8 23 B2 dec, fine abr.

RX b/s I 17

Fl U 3 lA

I
0315

BSW b/s 3 19 HOG-B? SV. bead cordon on neck MCl

0317

I Fl U II BA

0324
Ql U 5 78 lA

I 0330
GMB b/s II

I
0331"

GX b/s <I gram

0332

I
Ql U " undatable

GMB rim 4 jar 3 13 10 rim 7 (140mm,IO%) + mise. b/s ERom

BSW rim 4 jar 3 13 70 rim 5 (140mm,70%) + mise. b/s ERom
&b/s

I 0340
Fl U 4 15 lA

RX b/s 7 Abr

I HOGB b/s jar 8 57 Combed, mise.

HOGB rim 4 10 5 Necked jar Rim 7 (160mm,5%) early HOG?
b/s

I GX rim jar 16 56 SV but too frag., vabr.
b/s
base

BSW b/s 24 36 BSW/GX? SV cordoned MlLCl

I BSW rim+ 3.7 16 33 5 Glob. bkr, (120mm,5%) roller-stamped MlLCl

Ql U 4 12 lA

I
BSW b/s 8 16 Mise. b/s

GMB rim+ 4 3 29 15 Neckedjar, (140mm,15%) soot

0341

I
Q2 U undatable

0348
Ql U 5 lA

I 19 March 2004 Page 5 of7
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Appendix 3.3 Flint quantities
Context Category Type No Complete Cortex Primary Patina damage Sharp Burnt Comment
0101 flak blade-like 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 bluish white pat - ?sh

flak flake 1 0 0 0 0 slight pre-use pat'n/abrasion ofdorsal surface

0114 flak flake 6 3 4 3 0 0 3 all sm, 2 broad

0131 flak flake 2 2 2 0 0 0 both sharp with thick cortex, 1 has pre-pated white platform

0132 flak flake 0 0 0 0 short squat flake, hh, thick cortex

0147 flak flake 0 0 0 0 thick dark cream lightly speckled cortex

0149 flak flake 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 all quite sm - irreg, sharp - hh

flak flake 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 irreg, sharp

0157 flak flake 0 0 0 0

0185 flak flake 2 2 2 0 0 0

0202 flak flake 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 bothsm

0229 flak blade-like 2 2 1 0 0 0 both sm - 1 pat'd bluish white ?sh

core multi flake 1 1 0 0 0 0 small cortical frag with sm flakes from one side and from across top/platform

0233 flak blade-like 1 0 0 0 0

flak chip 0 0 0 0 0 sm

flak flake 4 4 4 2 0 0 0 all sm

0238 flak flake 1 0 0 0 0 sharp

0243 blad blade 0 1 0 0 0 sm,pointed

0253 utfl utilised flake 1 0 0 0 0 irreg thin fl but two edges appear to be utilised

flak flake 8 7 8 0 0 0 0 various irreg, all qu srn, 1 has slightly battered pebble cortex ?from hammer

0263 flak flake 1 1 0 0 0

0282 retf retouched flak 0 1 0 0 0 0 ret along one edge, hh flake

0296 flak flake 1 1 0 0 0 vsm

0297 flak flake 1 0 1 0 0 0 srn squat

0315 flak flake 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 irreg/sm

0317 flak flake 1 0 0 0 0 sm, broad

0324 flak flake 1 0 0 0 0 sm

0340 core fragment 0 1 0 0 0 0 frag which is prob part of a piece used as a core

blad blade 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 both neat parallel sided

flak flake 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 all sm
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Plant Macrofossils

Context No.

Cereals

Avena sp. (awn) x

Cereal indet. (grains) x x x

Hordeum sp. (grains) xcf xcf

Triticum sp. (grains) x

(glume bases) x xx

(spikelet bases) xx

(rachis intemodes) x

T. spelta L. (glume bases) x

Herbs

Brassicaceae indet. x

Bromus sp. x xx

Chenopodium album L. xcf x xx

Chenopodiaceae indet. x

Fallopia convolvulus (L.)A.Love xtf xcf x

MedicagolTrifoliumlLotus sp. xcf

Plantago lanceolata L. x

Small Poaceae indet. x x xx

Large Poaceae indet. x

Polygonum aviculare L. x x

Polygonaceae indet. x

Reseda sp. x

Ranunculus sp. x

Rumex sp. xx xcf x

R. acetosella L. x x

Sherardia arvensis L. x

Thlaspi arvense L. x

VicialLathyrus sp. x

Other plant macrofossils

'Charcoal <2mm x xx xxx

Charcoal >2mm x x

Charred root/rhizome/stem x x xx

Calluna vulgaris (L.)HuJl (florets) x

Ericaceae indet. (stem) x

Indet.culm nodes x

Indet.inflorescence frags. x

Indet.seeds x x xm xx

Other materials

Black porous 'cokey' material xx x

Black tarry material x

Bone xxx xb x xb x xb

Ferrous globules x

Mortar/plaster x

Small mammal/amphibian bones x x

Small coal frags. x

Vitrified material x

Sample volume (litres) 0008 4ss 0007
Volume offlot (litres) <0.1 <0.1 <0.1
% flot sorted 0001 0001 0001

Appendix 3:5I
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I Key: x = 1-10 specnnens, xx 10-100 specimens; xxx - 100+ specimens; tf - testa fragment, m - mineral replaced;b - burnt; ss =sub-sample

I
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Appendix 4 Matrix

Phase 3 Early Saxon

~
~

Phase 2iv 0165

0472

:osr:
0522: 03t

6:
' 0402

I 0~281 0410

~
~

0277

0000 =ditches
0000 ::: pits etc.

0474
Phase 2iii 10143 1

0275 1 04,55 1 T!
104'561

:,
i

~

0409 0457 0510

0309
Phase 2ii

Phase 2i

Phase1
Middle Iron Age



Excavated plan of the west end of the site
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Appendix 6 Catalogue of photographs

I PARISIt SITE DESCRIPTION Fa FaMCODE FRAME
Eriswell 089 Scouts day s ESJ 1

I
Eriswell 089 Scouts day s ESJ 2

Eriswell 089 Scouts day s ESJ 3

Eriswell 089 Scouts day s ESJ 4

I Eriswell 089 Scouts day s ESJ 5

Eriswell 089 Scouts day s ESJ 6

Eriswell 089 0195 ditch section - 0106 s ESJ 7

I Eriswell 089 0196 ditch section - 0105 s ESJ 8

Eriswell 089 0196 ditch section - 0105 s ESJ 9

I
Eriswell 089 0197 ditch section - 0179 s ESJ 10

Eriswell 089 0198 ditch section s ESI 11

Eriswell 089 0198 ditch section s ESJ 12

I
Eriswell 089 0188 ditch 0154 + pit 0177 section s ESJ 13

Eriswell 089 0201 ditch section s ESJ 14

Eriswell 089 0201 ditch section s ESJ 15

I Eriswell 089 0202 ditch section s ESJ 16

Eriswell 089 0202 ditch section s ESJ 17

Eriswell 089 0199 ditch section s ESJ 18

I Eriswell 089 0186 posthole s ESJ 19

Eriswell 089 0184 pit s ESJ 20

Eriswell 089 0204 ditch section 0154 s ESJ 21

I Eriswell 089 0205 pit s ESJ 22

Eriswell 089 0208 section s ESJ 23

I
Eriswell 089 0207 pit s ESJ 24

Eriswell 089 0213 section thru ditches 0209 + 0211 s ESJ 25

Eriswell 089 0209 ditch section s ESJ 26

I
Eriswell 089 0209 ditch section s ESJ 27

Eriswell 089 0211 ditch section s ESJ 28

Eriswell 089 0124 ditch section s ESJ 29

I Eriswell 089 0124 ditch section s ESJ 30

Eriswell 089 0214 pit s ESJ 31

Eriswell 089 0214 pit s ESJ 32

I Eriswell 089 0216 pit s ESJ 33

Eriswell 089 0218 ditch section - 0152 s ESJ 34

Eriswell
'\

089 0221 ditch section ESJ 35s

I Eriswell 089 0223 pit section s ESJ 36

Eriswell 089 0225 pit section s ESJ 37

I
Eriswell 089 0225 pit section s ESJ 38

Eriswell 089 0234 pit section - 0230 s ESJ 39

Eriswell 089 0235 pit s ESJ 40

I Eriswell 089 0237 ditch section thru 0105 + 0154 s ESJ 41

Eriswell 089 0240 ditch section thru 0105'+ 0154 s ESJ 42

Eriswell 089 0242 section s ESJ 43

I Eriswell 089 0242 section s ESJ 44

Eriswell 089 0148 ditch section s ESJ 45

Eriswell 089 0232 section thru ditch 0154 + pit 0230 s ESJ 46

I Eriswell 089 0247 pit s ESJ 47

I



I
PARISH SITE DESCRIPTION FIL FILMCODE FRAME I
Eriswell 089 0253 section thru ditch Or04 s ESJ 48
Eriswell 089 0255 ditch section s ESJ 49 IEriswell 089 0261 ditch section s ESJ 50
Eriswell 089 0266 posthole section s ESJ 51

IEriswell 089 0268 posthole section s ESJ 52
Eriswell 089 0237 section thru 0105 + 0154 s ESJ 53
Eriswell 089 0237 section thru 0105 + 0154 s ESJ 54 IEriswell 089 0290 tbru ditches 0291,0292,0293 s ESJ 55

Eriswell 089 0294 fill at butt end ofditch s ESJ 56

Eriswell 089 0295 ditch section s ESJ 57 IEriswell 089 0295 ditch section s ESJ 58

Eriswell 089 0300 section thru 0299 + 0104 s ESJ 59

Eriswell 089 0302 section thru 0152 + 0104 s ESJ 60 IEriswell 089 0205 pit section s ESJ 61

Eriswell 089 0305 ditch section s ESJ 62

Eriswell 089 0305 ditch section s ESJ 63 I
Eriswell 089 0298 section thru ditches 0104 + 0106 s ESJ 64

Eriswell 089 0297 ditch section s ESJ 65

IEriswell 089 0306 ditch section s ESJ 66

Eriswell 089 0308 ditch section s ESJ 67

Eriswell 089 0311 section thru ditch 0104 s ESJ 68 IEriswell 089 0313 section thru ditch butt end 0165 s ESJ 69

Eriswell 089 0319 pit section s ESJ 70

Eriswell 089 032510327 pit sections s ESJ 71 IEriswell 089 0329 section across 0104 + 0106 s ESJ 72

Eriswell 089 0314 ditch section s ESJ 73

Eriswell 089 0321 ditch section 0154 s ESJ 74 I
Eriswell 089 0324 ditch section 0322 s ESJ 75

Eriswell 089 0335 length of ditch 0333 s ESJ 76

IEriswell 089 0335 length of ditch 0333 s ESJ 77

Eriswell 089 0337 pit section s ESJ 78

Eriswell 089 0340 ditch section 0104 s ESJ 79

IEriswell 089 0342 ditch section 0318 s ESJ 80

Eriswell 089 0344/0346 ditch section 0105 s ESJ 81

Eriswell 089 0353 section thru ditches 0351 + 0105 s ESJ 82 IEriswell 089 0357 ditch section s ESJ 83

Eriswell 089 s ESJ 84

Eriswell 089 0358 ditch section s ESJ 85 I
Eriswell 089 036010362 posthole section s ESJ 86

Eriswell 089 0372 pit section s ESJ 87

Eriswell 089 0365 feature section s ESJ 88 I
Eriswell 089 0375 ditch section 0322 s ESJ 89

Eriswell 089 0382 pit section s ESJ 90

IEriswell 089 0386 ditch section 0322 s ESJ 91

Eriswell 089 0388 pit section s ESJ 92

Eriswell 089 0390 pit section s ESJ 93 IEriswell 089 0380 ditch section 0376 s ESJ 94

Eriswell 089 0378 ditch section 0376 s ESJ 95

Eriswell 089 0400 ditch section 0376 s ESJ 96 I
I
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PARISH SITE DESCRIPTION FIL FILMCODE FRAME

I
Eriswell 089 0397 pit section s ESK 1

Eriswell 089 0392 pit section s ESK 2

Eriswell 089 0395 ditch section s ESK 3

I Eriswell 089 0394 ditch section s ESK 4

Eriswell 089 0402 ditch section s ESK 5

Eriswell 089 0414 posthole section s ESK 6

I Eriswell 089 0417 posthole section s ESK 7

Eriswell 089 0419 posthole section s ESK 8

Eriswell 089 0421 posthole section s ESK 9

I Eriswell 089 0423 posthole section s ESK 10

Eriswell 089 0425 posthole section s ESK 11

I
Eriswell 089 0156 pit section s ESK 12

Eriswell 089 0156 pit section s ESK 13

Eriswell 089 0427 ditch section s ESK 14

I
Eriswell 089 0431 pit section s ESK 15

Eriswell 089 0433 pit section s ESK 16

Eriswell 089 0156 pit section s ESK 17

I Eriswell 089 0156 pit section s ESK 18

Eriswell 089 0156 pit section s ESK 19

Eriswell 089 , 0156 pit section s ESK 20

I Eriswell 089 0156 pit section s ESK 21

Eriswell 089 0156 pit section s ESK 22

I
Eriswell 089 0437 section thru ditches 0407-0409 s ESK 23

Eriswell 089 0406 pit section s ESK 24

Eriswell 089 0401 pit section s ESK 25

I
Eriswell 089 0401 pit section s ESK 26

Eriswell 089 0440 ditch section 0408 s ESK 27

Eriswell 089 0156 pit fully excavated s ESK 28

I Eriswell 089 0156 pit fully excavated s ESK 29

Eriswell 089 0156 pit fully excavated s ESK 30

Eriswell 089 0444 ditch section 0409 s ESK 31

I Eriswell 089 0366 pit section s ESK 32

Eriswell 089 0366 pit section s ESK 33

Eriswell 089 0366 pit section s ESK 34

I Eriswell 089 0401 pit section s ESK 35

Eriswell 089 0401 pit section s ESK 36

I
Eriswell 089 0401 pit section s ESK 37

Eriswell 089 0156 pit section s ESK 38

Eriswell 089 0462 ditch section s ESK 39

I Eriswell 089 0466 ditch section 0322 s ESK 40

Eriswell ' 089 0470 ditch section s ESK 41

Eriswell 089 0464 pit section s ESK 42

I Eriswell 089 0471 ditch section s ESK 43

Eriswell 089 0471 ditch section s ESK 44

Eriswell 089 0471 ditch section s ESK 45

I Eriswell 089 0481 ditch section 0120 s ESK 46

Eriswell 089 0459 ditch section 0408 s ESK 47

Eriswell 089 0487 gully section 0443 s ESK 48

I Eriswell 089 0487 gully section s ESK 49

I
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PARISH SITE DESCRIPTION FIL FILMCODE FRAME I
Eriswell 089 0487 gully section s ESK 50
Eriswell 089 0491 'pit section s ESK 51 I
Eriswell 089 0496 ditch section s ESK 52
Eriswell 089 0499 ditch section s ESK 53

IEriswell 089 0500 ditch section 0497 s ESK 54
Eriswell 089 0502 ditch section 0497 s ESK 55
Eriswell 089 0504 section thru 0476 ditch + pit 0505 s ESK 56 IEriswell 089 ·0506 ditch section 0476 s ESK 51
Eriswell 089 0516 section thru ditch 0457 + pit 0518 s ESK 58
Eriswell 089 0477 ditch section 0476 s ESK 59 IEriswell 089 0508 section thru ditches 0476 + 0509 s ESK 60
Eriswell 089 0508 section thru ditches 0476 + 0509 s ESK 61

Eriswell 089 0447 section s ESK 62 IEriswell 089 0447 section s ESK 63

Eriswell 089 0449/50 section s ESK 64

IEriswell 089 0457 section s ESK 65

Eriswell 089 Demolition ofbuildings s ESK 66

Eriswell 089 Demolition ofbuildings s ESK 67 IEriswell 089 Ditch section m EVA 30

Eriswell 089 0142, section m EVA 31

Eriswell 089 General m EVA 32 IEriswell 089 0113, pit section m EVA 33

Eriswell 089 0113, pit section m EVA 34

Eriswell 089 0159, section m EVA 35 IEriswell 089 0163, section m EVA 36

Eriswell 089 General views of site m EVB 2

IEriswell 089 General views of site m EVB 3

Eriswell 089 General views of site m EVB 4

Eriswell 089 0321, section m EVB 5

IEriswell 089 0324, section m EVB 6

Eriswell 089 0335, section m EVB 7

Eriswell 089 0335, section m EVB 8 IEriswell 089 0337, section m EVB 9

Eriswell 089 0340, section m EVB 10

Eriswell 089 0342, section m EVB 11 IEriswell 089 0344, section m EVB 12

Eriswell 089 0353, section m EVB 13

Eriswell 089 0357, section m EVB 14 I
Eriswell 089 0349, section m EVB 15

Eriswell 089 0358, section m EVB 16

IEriswell 089 0360/62 section m EVB 17

Eriswell 089 0372, section m EVB 18

Eriswell 089 0385, section m EVB 19

IEriswell 089 0375, section m EVB 20

Eriswell 089 0382, section m EVB 21

Eriswell 089 0386, section m EVB 22 IEriswell 089 0388, section m EVB 23

Eriswell 089 0390, section m EVB 24

Eriswell 089 0380, section m EVB 25 I
I



I
I PARISH SITE DESCRIPTION FIL FILMCODE FRAME

I
Eriswell 089 0378, section ill EVB 26

Eriswell 089 0400, section ill EVB 27

Eriswell 089 0397, section ill EVB 28

I
Eriswell 089 0392, section ill EVB 29

Eriswell 089 0395, section ill EVB 30

Eriswell 089 0394, section ill EVB 31

I Eriswell 089 0402, section ill EVB 32

Eriswell 089 0414, section ill EVB 33

Eriswell 089 0417, section ill EVB 34

I Eriswell 089 0419, section ill EVB 35

Eriswell 089 0421, section ill EVB 36

I
Eriswell 089 0421, section ill EVe 1

Eriswell 089 0423, section ill Eve 2

Eriswell 089 0425, section ill EVe 3

I
Eriswell 089 0156, section ill EVe 4

Eriswell 089 0156, section ill EVe 5

Eriswell 089 0156, section ill EVe 6

I Eriswell 089 0427 ill Eve 7

Eriswell 089 0431 ill Eve 8

Eriswell 089 0433 ill Eve, 9

I Eriswell 089 0156, section ill EVe 10

Eriswell 089 0156, section ill Eve 11

Eriswell 089 0156, section ill EVe 12

I Eriswell 089 0156, section ill Eve 13

Eriswell 089 0156, section ill EVe 14

I
Eriswell 089 0156, section ill Eve 15

Eriswell 089 0437, section ill EVe 16

Eriswell 089 0406, section ill EVe 17

I Eriswell 089 0401, pit section ill EVe 18

Eriswell 089 0401, pit section ill EVe 19

Eriswell 089 0440, section ill EVe 20

I Eriswell 089 0156, fully excavated ill Eve 21

Eriswell 089 0156, fully excavated ill EVe 22

Eriswell 089 0156, fully excavated ill EVe 23

I Eriswell 089 0444, section ill EVe 24

Eriswell 089 0386, section ill EVe 25

I
Eriswell 089 0386, section ill EVe 26

Eriswell 089 0386, section ill EVe 27

Eriswell 089 0410, section ill EVe 28

I
Eriswell 089 0410, section ill EVe 29

Eriswell 089 0410, section ill EVe 30

Eriswell 089 0447, section ill EVe 31

I Eriswell 089 0448-50, section ill EVe 32

Eriswell 089 0457, section ill EVe 33

Eriswell 089 0466, section ill EVe 34

I Eriswell 089 0470, section ill EVe 35

Eriswell 089 0470, section ill EVe 36

Eriswell 089 0205, pit section ill EVD 25

I Eriswell 089 0208, ditch section ill EVD 26

I



I
PARISH SITE DESCRIPTION Fa FaMCODE FRAME I
Eriswell 089 0207, PH section m EVD 27
Eriswell 089 0213, ditch section m EVD 28 IEriswell 089 0209, ditch section m EVD 29
Eriswell 089 0209, ditch section m EVD 30

IEriswell 089 0211, ditch section m EVD 31
Eriswell 089 0214, pit section m EVD 32

Eriswell 089 0214, pit section m EVD 33 IEriswell 089 0216, pit section m EVD 34

Eriswell 089 0216, pit section m EVD 35

Eriswell 089 0221, pit section m EVD 36 IEriswell 089 Film start m EVD 1

Eriswell 089 Film start m EVD 2

Eriswell 089 0174, posthole section m EVD 3 IEriswell 089 0176, ditch section m EVD 4

Eriswell 089 0181, ditch section m EVD 5

IEriswell 089 0191, ditch section m EVD 6

Eriswell 089 0193, ditch section m EVD 7

Eriswell 089 0190, ditch section m EVD 8

IEriswell 089 A troop of scouts!? m EVD 9

Eriswell 089 0195, ditch section m EVD 10

Eriswell 089 0196, ditch section m EVD 11 IEriswell 089 0196, ditch section m EVD 12

Eriswell 089 0197, ditch section m EVD 13
Eriswell 089 0198, ditch section m EVD 14 IEriswell 089 0198, ditch section m EVD 15

Eriswell 089 0188, ditch section m EVD 16

Eriswell 089 0201, ditch section m EVD 17 I
Eriswell 089 0201, ditch section m EVD 18

Eriswell 089 0202, ditch section . m EVD 19

IEriswell 089 0202, ditch section m EVD 20

Eriswell 089 0199, ditch section m EVD 21

Eriswell 089 0186, posthole section m EVD 22 IEriswell 089 0184, ditch section m EVD 23

Eriswell 089 0204, ditch section m EVD 24

Eriswell 089 Film start m EVE 5 IEriswell 089 0225, section m EVE 6

Eriswell 089 0225, section m EVE 7

Eriswell 089 0234, section m EVE 8 IEriswell 089 0235, section m EVE 9

Eriswell 089 0237, section (ditches 0105 + 0154) m EVE 10

Eriswell 089 0240, section m EVE 11 I
Eriswell 089 0242, section m EVE 12

Eriswell 089 0242, section m EVE 13

IEriswell 089 0148, section m EVE 14

Eriswell 089 0232, section (ditch 0154 + pit 0230) m EVE 15

Eriswell 089 0247, section m EVE 16 IEriswell 089 0253, section m EVE 17

Eriswell 089 0255(?), blurred section m EVE 18

Eriswell 089 0261, multi-ditch section m EVE 19 I
I
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I

PARISH

I
Eriswell

Eriswell

Eriswell

I Eriswell

Eriswell

Eriswell

I Eriswell

Eriswell

EriswellI Eriswell
Eriswell

I
Eriswell

Eriswell

Eriswell

I Eriswell

Eriswell

Eriswell

I Eriswell

Eriswell

EriswellI Eriswell

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SITE DESCRIPTION FIL FILMCODE FRAME

089 0266, section m EVE 20

089 0268, section m EVE 21

089 0237?, (E) section (0154 + 0105) m EVE 22

089 0290 section (ditches 0291, 0292 + 0293) m EVE 23

089 0294, section m EVE 24

089 0295, ditch section m EVE 25

089 0300, section through 0299 + 0104 In EVE 26

089 0302, section through 0152 + 0104 m EVE 27

089 0205, pit section m EVE 28

089 0305, ditch section m EVE' 29

089 0305, ditch section m EVE 30

089 0297, ditch section m EVE 31

089 0306, ditch section m EVE 32

089 0308, ditch section m EVE 33

089 0311, section through ditch 0104 m EVE 34

089 0313, section through ditch 0165 m EVE 35

089 0319, pit section m EVE 36

089 General shot s FlU 4

089 General shot s FlU 5

089 General shot s FlU 6

089 General shot/ditch sections. s FlU 7
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Scottish Universities Research and Reactor Centre
Rankine Avenue
Scottish Enterprise Technology Park

East Kilbride Scotland UK G75 OQF

2. The calibrated age ranges are determined from the University of Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit
calibration programme (OxCaI3).

N.B. 1. The above 14C age is quoted in conventional years BP (before 1950 AD). The error, which is expressed at
the one sigrna level ofconfidence, includes components from the counting statistics on the sample, modem reference

. standard and blank and the random machine error.

3. Samples with an AA coding are measured at the University ofArizona AMS Facility and should be quoted
as such in any reports within the scientific literature. Any questions directed to SURRC should also quote the GU
coding that is given in parentheses after the AA code.

Conventional age and calibration age ranges calculated by:- R r 1\~

Date:- rS - \ -0~

Date:- (.s-- \-'tJ 3

g.cook@surrc.gla.ac.uk
01355 223332
01355270136
01355 229898

14January 2003

Heating Ducts, RAF Lakenheath
ERL 089
Bone : Human femur

GU-10584

-21.9%0

2450 ± 50

Sue Anderson
Suffolk CC Archaeological Service
Shire Hall
Bury S1. Edmunds
Suffolk IP33 2AR
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Direct Dial:
Fax:
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Atmospheric data from Sturver et .l(l998); axe.1 vJ.5 Bronk Ramsey(1000): cub r~ sd:11 prob usp[chron)
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68.2% probability
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2. The calibrated age ranges are determined from the University of Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit
calibration programme (OxCaI3).

N.B. 1. The above 14C age is quoted in conventional years BP (before 1950 AD). The error, which is expressed at
the one sigma level of confidence, includes components from the counting statistics on the sample, modem reference
standard and blank and the random machine error.

Conventional age and calibration age ranges calculated by :-

Date :-

Date :-

g.cook@surrc.gla.ac.uk
01355 223332
01355270136
01355229898

16 July 2003

Improve Family Housing, RAF Lakenheath
ERL 112 0007 ~~:::-::-:~----__

Bone : Left radius

1935 ± 55

GU-10887

Sue Anderson
Suffolk CC Archaeological Service
Shire Hall
Bury St. Edmunds
Suffolk IP33 2AR

-19.7%0
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East Kilbride Scotland UK G75 OQF
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Calibration Plot

Atmospheric data fiorn Stuiver et al. (1998); OxCalv3.8 Bronk Ramsey (2002); cub r:4 00:12 prob usp[chron)
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Appendix 8

Suffolk C.C. Archaeological Service

ARCHIVE INDEX SITE: RAFLCDC SITE CODE: ERL 089

Excavation type: Evaluation Excavation T: arc\all-site\raflaken\erlO89
I

SITE PAPERWORK V- Location Computer files Film codes

Context sheets V- Site file small store ErlO89.mdb

Finds Catalogues V- Site file small store ErlO89.mdb

Slides V- Photo database ESJ,ESK

B&W negs/contacts V- Photo database EVA-EVE

X-Rays

Fieldwalking Record

Levelling Record

Contour Survey

Scientific Sample Record

Conservation Record

Correspondence Files

Other V-

PLANS & SECTIONS Location Number

Plan Originals pencil V- HF7 13

Plan Inked copies V- HF7 11

Photo Reductions

Other Plans V- Site file small store

Section Originals pencil y' HF7 7

Section Inked copies V- HF7. 3

FINDS Store Location No. boxes/bags

Pottery y' F 56 5 1

Mixed V- F 56 5 1

Soil Samples

REPORTS/CATALOGUES Location Computer files Notes

Archive Report y' Site file small store ErlO89.doc

Matrices/ other Phasing Data V- Site file small store Matrix.xls

Finds Reports/Catalogues v Site file small store ErlO89fi.doc ,

Environmental Reports

Documentary Report

Other

FINDS DRAWINGS Location Number

Pottery y' Site file small store 6

Small Finds

Other

MISCELLANEOUS

Notes: SS - small store; HF = hanging file
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